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There were busy sessions of
am lies of the legislature this morn*
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Among the measures
ngr>'Sseii were the caucus hill,

serve,
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'hihiriug photographic or other
-I pn/.c lights, a hill relatipi .rt of paupers in uuincorpo-
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es, a '>iii relating t-» suits on proni"Tcn, the I leering enabling act, the
"h.huing the sale, manufacture or
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ng tiie measures indefinitely postil coin :nTfii e, were the hill reguiatUiotii
res, the hill for travelling
The n.
'or State examination of
ami tin* bin amending the AustratHot law.
debate a hoi for the better ohservLor ids da\ was indetiniteiy post-
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the House the bill amending the Bangor charter and the bill relating to the
Brewer Light Company were indefinitely

postponed.

cement.

resolve for 81,500 for two years for the
of the buildings of the Bangor Insane
was passed to be engrossed.
A resolve for §1,000 of which the interest
is to be used annually for the care of the
monument to ex-Governor Ring at Bath was
A

The walls of the vault are 4 1-2 inches
thick made of plates of alternate layers of
chrome steel and iron, with one layer of

the

seeds

and

name

University
to ;;

after

of

of the State

Maine, passed

lively debate.
H*>:ise adjourned at noon till 2 p.
’«* «>!

a

|

m.

Senate till 3.
aftern -on session of the House was
to
he matter of the United InduFihre Uo., which asks the right to suptrn
ight and power to Portland and
The majority report of ought not
ng
*ss was ac
pted by a vote of 80 to 31,
iiree hours’ debate.
Senate session was devoted to routine
and the disposal of matters in eoncurboth branches adjourned to 7350.
p. n
feature "f the evening session iu the
was The debate on the 815,000 resolve
•he cattle commissioners.
The conmiiss not popular and may meet a sudden
al death.
the tirst time of the winter the decid•te "f President Day was needed iu the
Te, Thursday, to decide a tie. The bill
"usideration was that regulating the
I agricultural seeds, and after an exil debate, participated in by Senators
ige of Androscoggin and Reynolds of
•erland against the bill, and Roberts of
i and Merrill and Salley of Somerset
the vote on the question of its passage
engrossed was 14 to 14. President Day
i for the hill and thus secured its pasIt had already passed the House.
bill and that regulating the analysis
sale of commercial feeding stuff were
hiet measures of the winter demanded
ie farmers, ami hundreds of petitions
th were sent iu, and both will become
r

Maine State

■

College

of

the House it

previous

action

a conference was appointed.
Resolutions of thanks were offered to
Larrabee and to other officials and
the representatives of the press.
Both branches adjourned to 7.30 p. m.

and

Speaker

j

Colburn, Edwin Beaman, Thomas Bartlett, Josiah Farrow, Benjamin Hazeltine,
Thomas Pickard, Solyman Heath and 11.

March 27. There were short sessious of
both branches of the Legislature this morning, devoted to routine work incident to the
close of the session, the reading of bills to
be enacted, etc. There was a fair attendance in both branches.
In the House a large crayon portrait of
Speaker Larrabee was presented to him by
the members, the speech of presentation

j

Sibley were incorporated as the Belfast
Bank, with a capital of $50,000. It was organized June 8, Joseph Williamson, Daniel
Lane, P. It. Hazeltine, Thomas Pickard,
James P. White, S. Nickerson and John
Haraden comprising the original Board of

Agriculture

Mechanic Arts will go out of existence,
June, ami its place will be taken by
Diversity <*f Maine. The hill changing

*ime, for which the friends of the colhave fought so earnestly, has now pas’•otli branches and will probably receive
gnature of the Governor. It W'as the
ui of did. h oratory in both branches.
—sed the House "><* to 41) and the Senate

Directors.”

members.
Resolutions of thanks to President Day
were introduced by Senator Savage of Androscoggin and seconded in speeches by
several Senators.
President Day thanked
the Senate with much feeling. The gavel
used was also given to the president.
The pay roll of the House, $152,081, and
The pay roll of the Senate, $10 400, were
passed to be engrossed.
PASSED AT THE

The following
Act

relating

were

to the

ELEVENTH

was

Williamson

was

the

1893.

HOUR.

finally passed to-day:
Hampden & Winter-

port railway.
Act to prevent incompetent persons from

conducting the business of apothecaries.
Act to extend the charter of the Waldo & j
Somerset Ry. Co.
Act to incorporate Long Pond Dam ('■•
Act relating to the admission of an. :. vs
of the practice of law.
Act to legalize the proceedings by which
Palmyra grange, No. lbb, was organized.
Act relating to the organization of the
Protestant Episcopal Church of Maine.
An act to authorize the Penobscot Central ;
railway to maintain a street railroad in the
city ol Ranger over a route to he fixed by
the municipal officers.
Resolves were passed authorizing the
land agent to sell certain lots in More plan- i
tation ; to care for the unfinished buildings
ol the Eastern Maine Insane II
il.
The lull prohibiting the sale
igaret*»*s
r<* minors was cm of the last to pass.
The legislature met Jan. band has been in
session -so da\ s.
Rotli branches had short sessions this
1
afternoon and then the sixty-r
legisie
ture adjourned sine die.
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used in combination

strengthing of the vault to meet modern
requirements. The work was done by the
and

same crew
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posts are on each side of the enhance and tiles are
,i
around the door
f ame
The Main st-rec; .-sue, has three large
e
a::inflows w hich with the one on
Church \
a fiord ample light.
All the
m
ndows ic
tted with new shades of terr.
ra
'tea col
The old cellar windows on
C
iront were removed and the space tilled
with ornamental brick work. The interior
was entirely remodeled.
The counter and
railing were moved at right angles to their
former positions, so that, the cashier at his
1

desk faces the entrance as before.
The
wainscoting and finish is of oak, the walls
ar
tinted, and overhead is an ornate steel
ceilmg. The entrance to the directors’ room
is protected by a grating and a door coudied by the cashier, and at the end of the
age are two desks for the use of custom-

j

vestry Wednesday t-veuing, March 24th, to ]
>ud Main s
of which a repref organizing a Civic j Beav
consider the matter
is given ai
eail of this article.
illc- sent^..
League. Rev. W. F. Berry of Wa
was present, ami i»y his wise words contr.- i In 1891. needing more room, the adjoining
street was bought and the
-state on M
buted largely to tiie success ami interest
,.uk build.
^tended in conformity with
\(**•;• due consideration
the meeting.
The addition fur
one original aichitecture.
was unanimous
vied to organize such a
League, and the loin, v ng constitution was | niched a room for the directors and the store
upied by H. J. Locke & Son, jewelers,
adopted:
with offices in the second story occupied by
Article 1.
Name. The name of this «v
Or. J. M Fletcher.
ganizatiou shall be The Civic League
Belfast.
The i
k is now in its (list year and lias
Article 2.
Purpose. Its purpose -:.ail
ever had a break since its incorporation in
be, by ail the means at our command and by
co-operation with other existing agencies, 1, ibJG, having successfully weathered the

other valuables. O.i the opposite
side of the vault are HO boxes to In* reL'- 1
for the safe keeping of bonds, etc. They a.of different sizes and prices, to meet the re
quirem nts .f •nstomors. Each box contains
-U
a movable steel box, 2(i inches long, in w!
the securities may be carried about if u
ed, and each box is furnished with two keys.
These keys will not unlock the boxes, however.
What is called the master key, which
will be in possession of anofti ;erof the bank,
f

ir

coin

or

ers

tion as shall best subserve the ends for
which the League is organized.
It shall
create such committees from time to time as
it deems necessary for the efficiency of the

League.
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Death of

“Oliver Optic.”

William T. Adams, the well known writer,
who under the pen name of “Oliver Optic,”
has entertained boy readers for a generation,
died at his home in Dorchester, Mass., March
27th, aged 75 years. His death had been expected for the proceeding two weeks. He
suffered a complication of kidney and heart
troubles. One daughter, the wife of Sol
Smith Russell, the actor, survives Mr.
Adams. His books number over 100 volumes.

Payson Tucker’s

Beautiful

Gift.

Portland, Me., March 2(i. The employes
of the Maine Central Railroad have purchased and to-da.v presented to Ex-Manager Payson Tucker, as a token of
theip love and esteem, a magnificent French bronze statue
and a beautiful silver loving cup. The fund
with which these gifts were purchased was
raised by voluntary subscription, to which
| every employe contributed.
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Waterville.

PERSONAL.

The city of Waterville has in recent years,
and until
March 22nd, been afflicted
about as her sister cities in Maine have been
with “rum selling.” Its large foreign population made it a fruitful field for this traffic.

the

line

of

Nothing

convenience

is

want-

or

com-

Whitten, Thorndike;

buildings

Lincolnville,

Young, Searsmont;
land in Lincolnville.
Ashley Littlefield.
to
Sangerville,
Ellery Bowden, Winterport;
land in Winterport. Ellery Bowden to Geo.
H. Campbell, W in or port.; land and buildings in Winterport.. v auk W. Sylvester et
1! Sylvester et als.,
als., Freedom, t<.
do.; land in F<
(4 deeds.) Eugene
A. Young, Line V
to Ida E. Young,
do.; land and
.d.ugs in Lincolnville.
Rufus B. Ellingwood, et als., Stockton
Springs, to D. K. Thompson, Prospect; land
and buildings in Stockton Springs, (2 deeds.)
Sanford F. Greeley, Palermo, to B. C. Pullen, Augusta; land and buildings in Augusta.
John B. Connor, Troy, to E. R. Conner,
Belfast; land and buildings in Troy. Edwin
P. Curtis, Prospect, to Henrietta G. Gray,
do.; laud and buildings in Prospect.
to Morrison

Concerning Local Industries.

its works.

N. S. Lord & Sons have received the order
the sails, fittings, etc., for a yacht Capt.
F. W. Phillips of Brooklin is building.

for

Geo. T. Read is fitting up special machinfor making some parts of his patent
roller-bushing so that he can finish the work
much more rapidly than heretofore.

ery

Mathews Bros, have just received one ol
the largest orders of the season. It is from
Boston parties, for large, finely finished
veneered doors. The firm reports the outlook for the season as very promising.

Sophia R. Forbes, who has been quite
much better and gainingquite rapidly
Mr. Everett S. Carter arrived home last
Thursday from a trip to Washington, i). C

to

Win. <i Tenuey, a former resident of Bel
fast, but now in the regular army,is in town
on a furlough.

Mrs. R. L. Ilsley and little Mur
Saturday from a visa »• relatives in Waterville.
.dr. and

rill returned

Capt. F. F. Patterson of K» kland visited
his sisters, Mrs. A. M. FeruaM and Mrs. 1.
L. McMahan last week.
Knowlton of Boston arrived
lier parents. Mr and Mrs
Fred A. Knowlton.
Miss Annie

Friday

Fred W. Rust, son <»f Eugene Rust of
Kansas City, is spending a v: at -a froiI)
Williams College with relati-. i-s in this
ty

Tuesday from a visit
Lawrence, Mass., at
Gardiner, Me.

to receive

a

T.

Ring.dd

of

Arthur Read left Tuesday morning foi
Portland, where he lias see .red
situiti-'i
with Cox A' Co., slate dealers. Mr. Rem1
will be missed in the Belfast Band
netist.

as

a

A. A. i: a.-s and Wn.
B. Swat
Portland yesterday t
att -mi tin
M
meeting of tin Stat« Board v-f Tra
A. C. Sibley was ex pi
Boston.
Messrs.

went

tu

Gr.

Miss

the “Plains

surly reception,

i Mrs. R

Miss Eliza H. Pendleton is at her home in
Isles boro fur a short vacation from Rock
land, where dir is employed
She visited
friends in Belfast the last <d the week

liquors enforced. Talking all the time m ,«
happy vein, he slowly unrolled the doub.e
columned petition till it reached the length
of the large stage. There was an outburst
of applause from the vast audience, and the
Mayor responded in a neat and telling
speech, renewing his promise.
The day before the mass meeting word
was sent to all places where it was
known,
or supposed, that intoxicating
liquors were
sold that they must be closed by the following Saturday night. As the marshals visited
expecting

Mamie F. Mathews arrived home
t
M:.- F. W. Chase in

Miss

take hold of

end of the paper which he presented, (it
the petitions made into one) and stepping back along the platform he said he
would show him and his associates in office,
that it was the desire of the people, to have
the laws against the sale of intoxicating

on

to visit

Miss Alma Tilton, who is teaching at the
Head of the Tide, returned Sat
tv from a
visit to her home iu Sidney.

one

ed the French settlement

is

Rev. W. F. Berry of Waterville was in
Belfast March ‘J">th and stopped at the Severe House.

was

fr-.m

vis

a

I

A.

rei

Port*

r

uot

>

in

■

and

Miss Ei

la

f

'■

I
11

■

>

r«

only from the sellers and “tasters” but in -n.
the wives of the laborers, they were surpr>ed

to rind

the

women

out

weiroming th.-m

shouting for joy.
During the week ft (lowing the pla« es wen*
gradualij closed i.v their owners without
any force, and at the end of the week no
place existed where it was possible b«r the
uninitiated to g.-t
of Waterville.

Meeting

even a

“smile”

u

Saiaii II.

iss<•-

and

c*ud Edith

1‘

a-

*•:

Eilingwo

a

b-sley for <t short \
l’oor is spending tin

Wc
F

Sine

-at

..

wo ■at

college mates at Gloucester.
i
Sibley, J. W. Kuowlton, E >
and E. H. Haney went to Wutei
leal
Monday to attend tin- eonvenioe
League. Fr-un Wa
organize it State C'
terville Mr: Sibley pro. .*• ded t. I’.osi.i-.t
A. ('.

tie Ciu

er

of the School Committee.

At the regular meeting of the Selio-P <' remittee last Monday evening, Messrs. <
V
Smith of Searsport and l‘\ <’. Manleu

Mrs.

by

Swauville, superintendents

last,

George A. Abiimhv went t.
Thursday's mat, -a! -d t!:. r.

serious

illness

win

death

h.

•>*

H

Mrs.

r

*sr<

>

_•

M*es.-

in their resp>towns, were present to confer with Mucommittee in regard to the Cniun s« In»• !.
Belfast has been paying the larger part. uf
tlie cost of maintaining this school : and the
committee decided that the expense should
be apportioned according to the number of
scholars in the respective towns, belonging
to this district, and that Belfast would furnish text, books and supervision without cost
to the towns.
Mr. Smith thought that, a failproposition, and Mr. Maiden said he would
have to refer it to his committee. Both declined the privilege of appointing the teach-

>A- ex
recovered to be able '• walk ry
pects to resume her duties in !..•• si :*• •!

er.

George

tive

The committee

on

exercises

came

up and it was voted to
to the teachers.

arrangements

W. C-

T.

U.

Anniversary

encouraging condition of affairs. Forty-two
meetings were held with an average attendLetters were received from the
State President, Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens, and
Mrs. Edwin Frost, now of Middletowu, Ct.
An excellent supper was served, after
which the evening was very pleasantlyspent. A short program was presented, including recitations by Masters Charlie Decrow, Grover Dunton, Earl and Roy Talbot,
Misses Fanuie Holmes of Winterport and
of 14.

of

Belfast,

and

songs

by

Charlie Decrow, Milly Gray, Daisy Howird and Ethel Savery. Remarks were made
by various members and visitors.
Mrs. William Arnold is spending a few
Camden with her pareuts, Mr. and
Mrs. P. P. Freeman.
weeks in

the last

r.i

lie

Miss
tilled

Mrs

■

•:
iat*-s

fr<

w.

d

a:
e..

Dr. ■">

it,.

m.l

v
Maud K. lbass.
!-as !-"U
house since last N
enA>

from

a

fall, i

as

K*.

!>:

to tiie

injuries resulting

-1

i:

Among

..

resident graduates ,,f I»tr•
G. Brooks, lbv Gen. S. M
Small.

1

r

1>.\

sud.t n.-ntlv

W. Burkett about the hist of A ;u

of the part that fair w<mien played in the <>8t»h Legislature the Augusta ntrrespondent of the Portland Evein.g Express says “Mrs. V\ H. Fog lei-, wile of lb p
Bock land was ai otleu
resentative 1- >gler
of the uniformly pleasant, iadn-s wlnm. a

Writing

delighted

t

meet

Messrs Charms F. Swift and B01. D

'-del !

Washington, L». C. They s; p.-d a d iv
w.
s E
New V -rk and called on v'K-*
t
ford at his plai t- of business on Bn auway
j
They also met Messrs. F P. G1 ise and W.
H-Guiinby, the latter ha\iug r.-iurncd a fc a
days

before from.

George It. Doak

1

trip

to the Paeiti

ast

ilh r. en a: ri
d here
the tirst of last week, anil James Doak of

Marlboro, Mass.,

of Vm

came

••

Friday

<

mug, call

ed liere by the illness of their mother, Mrs
Martha Doak, who died Saturday morning.
Mrs. Mary Crocker of Worcester, Mass
.»
daughter, arrived Monday morning to attend
the funeral.
Louis;'
ami

cert,

N.

Baldwin,

a

native

of

l uion

who has twice sung ;n Belfast in conwas wedded in London March 11th to

indigger, a professor of vocal
Miss Baldwin married for her :irst
husband, Lehtul T. Powers, the pub!>.
reader and imp* *sonatei\ Tin couple were
divorced a year o* more ago.
M. Alberto F

music.

few un-iv inter •sting
have beei
soil of late than
the legist.
of Fepn-s. ntative
Mrs. Charles S. Pearl,
Pearl of Bangor. She u ,.s tin- eeuter of a
circle of many warm
friends during her
sojourn. Her accomplished daughter, Miss
Alice, was here earlier in the session, and
was a prominent participant in many of the
social affairs.
Even Mr
Pearl, himself,
plunged into the tabled fountain of youth
the other night at the Augusta House ami
tripped the light fantastic lor the tirst time
during the bb years that he iias been a legalized resident of this earth. [Augusta Special
There

ladies

The twenty-third anniversary of Belfast
W. C. T. U. was observed by appropriate
exercises at their parlors on Main street
Tuesday evening, March dOth. The annual
business meeting was largely attended.
Six new members were voted in and the annual report of the secretary showed a very

Milly Beverage

here

not.

'urn

sufficient approto have music ;

leave
The
graduating class asked for 15 tickets each
to the exercises, and that was granted with
the proviso that they furnish ti< ket-s to members of the city government and school committee.
Permission was given teachers to attend
the meeting of the Waldo County Teachers'
Association in Stockton Springs next month.
the

is

Dartnnmth'i'oileg--

then

a

will

Harold T. S'bley, win
A
Belfast High s.
this

text

necessary.
It was voted, provided

m

Quimby

books, etc reported favorably on the proposed change from
the eight to the nine grade system, and their

ance

The Belfast Machine & Foundry jCo. has
added a department of bicycle repairing to

Mrs.

ill,

mass meeting was held in the largest
ball in the city, Sunday evening, March 21,
and although it was a stormy evening, more
than 1,200 people crowded the hall, occupying all available standing room as well as
the seats, and hundreds had to go away for
want of room. The meeting was presided
over by Hon. S. S. Brown, who made a forcible speech in favor of Good Citizenship.
The meeting was addressed by other citizens on the same topic.
In the course of
the evening Dr. Pepper, advancing towards

of this instruction in their districts.
The committee on appropriations were instructed to visit the Brick school house with
a builder or architect and ascertain
just what
Is needed in the way of repairs.
Permission was given to close the White
school for two weeks, on account of sickness
among the scholars, the term to be correspondingly extended.
The matter of the High school graduating

Thorndike. Emery Whitten, Thorndike,
Chas. A. Mi Hi ken et als., Augusta; land and
buildings in Thorndike. L. S. Wentworth,

Miss Emily F. Miller of Searsmont
spending a month with friends in Belfast

A

Mayor Redington, asked him

J. Morison went to Boston Monher sister-in-law, Mrs. Adams.

to visit

Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Chase returned from
New \ ork by last Saturday evening’s train.

Waterville.

Quiinby.

in
to

Mrs. E.

day

ing and fostering moral sentiments, it has
quietly but surely built up and unified public sentiment on this subject.
A Democratic Mayor lias recently been
elected there by Republican votes, the balance of the ticket having a large
Republican
majority. Mayor Redington in his inaugural
said, though he did not believe in the Prohibitory laws, be had been elected to enforce
all such laws as the majority of the people
wished enforced, speaking with special reference to laws against the sale of intoxicating liquors. On this announcement the
good people of Waterville drew up and circulated petitions addressed to the Municipal
officers, asking that the laws be enforced.
The petitions were signed by 1,227 residents,
including nearly every business man in

priation can he obtained,
taught in all the schools. Several members
of the committee spoke of the good results

land and

J. A. Holmes and daughter of Winterport
visited I\ S. Staples the past week.
Mrs. C. B. Hall arrived home last week
from a visit to friends in Massachusetts.

There has been a Civic League in Waterville for more than two years. By its judicious and persistent work, aided by those
other factors usual in a community for creat-

the interior is very attractive as
The improvements were planned and
carried out under the direction of Cashier

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending March 31,181)7: J. P.
and Louisian; Mask -'l. Palermo, to Harrison Pullen. d<
; land and buildings in Palermo. Harrison Pullen to Rose A. Stevens,
Palermo; land and buildings in Palermo.
Herbert W. Wood et als., Knox, to Emery

Miss Katherine Berry of Houlton arrived
to visit friends iu Belfast.

Saturday

plied.

ami

Estate.

Hon. B. Walker Me Keen of Augusta was
at the Revere House last
Friday.

registered

How did it come about? Public sentiment
demanded it, and the keepers acquiesced
without waiting for force of law to be ap-

storage of books, etc.
m

Miss Florence Dinsmore of Waterville is
in this city.

visiting relatives

All is changed now.
All known “rum
shops” have discontinued their business.

lie

Transfers in Real

j

in

tus has been

well.

ornamental

ceiling of neat design completes the finish overhead. At the end of
the passage way leading to the directors’
room are two booths for the convenience of
customers who may want tojook over their
securities and in front are two desks for
Ln all its appointments the
public uv
Belfast >
onal Bank is up-to-date.

to

Quiet Reform

report was accepted. The committee was
instructed to revise the course of study
to meet the requirements of this change, and
Mr. Howard, the chairman, is now visiting
the schools to ascertain what changes will

ing
fort,

A steel

Of the debate in the Senate on the Soldiers,
45 and 50 tons.
So
perfectly adjusted is the massive vestibule Home at Newport the Augusta corresponddoor that it may be moved almost with the ent of the Portland Evening Express says:
In this deliberation Senator Billings of
touch of a finger. The pintle of the hinge is
Waldo cut “the largest and cleanest crop of
ball bearing and surrounded by rollers, and
ice” in support of the Home. Senator Bilby a device of Mr. Sipp the balls when lings is a septuagenarian, but young for all
that.
worn may be replaced without
There isn’t a man in the Senate that
disturbing
the door or interfering with business. The can make a more vigorous and telling speech
and his argument is always along Ids own
vault is protected by a Burtou-Harris autopeculiar but well defined lines.

structure

j

The

border.

wish

put in which heats the banking room ami tin* "hires above, and a brick
vault constructed in the cellar for the

<

regularly laid,

Last fall the managers of the bank decid-

ed upon extensive improvements, including
a vault of the latest design and a general
renovation and remodeling of the banking
room.
The contractor for the vault work
was J. M. Mossmau, 72 Maiden Lane, New
York, and the construction was by the York
Safe & Lock Co. of York, Pa. Mr. Mossmau
was represented here by Mr. J. P. Sipp, an
expert in lock and bank vault work, and
the York Safe & Lock Co. sent on a crew
of its own expert mechanics consisting
of W. S. Ziun, J. S. Salter, Prank Small
and Herman Dalinke. The parts of the
vault were shipped here by rail ami had to
be hauled up Main street to the bank on
rollers; and then skillful handling was required to get them into the banking room
and in place.
The old vault was first removed and the ceiling shored up to sustain
the weight of the vault in the insurance of-!
rice of Field & West overhead. The preliminary work having been successfully
carried out the work of construction was
begun. The following details were obtained from Mr. Sipp:
The vestibule weighs 16 tons, the outer
door 10 tons, the bolt work and frame 6,500
pounds, and one of the hinges alone weighs

may

their securities. The directors’ room
is finished and wainscoted in walnut, and
white tiles have been set around the open
grate. The floor of the public space and of
the passage to the director*’ room are laid
in mosaic tiles from the Mosaic Tile Co. of
Boston.
There are new and ornamental
gas fixtures, with a Welsbach burner in
front of the vault to light the interior on
dark days. A new steam beating appara-

must first, be

>

wh"

amine

inserted, but that, does not. unj
j lock the box. The owner of the box can
to educate the people in all that pertains to
many and severe brarcial storms during then unlock the box with his key, and can
good citizenship; 2, to arouse and maintain that
period. It has ever manifested a liberal lock it; but he cannot uni ock \\ again within this city a reverence for law ; 3, to secure
the impartial execution of law and the
and accommodating spirit tn extending aid out the master key. Thus th e seems nothchoice of competent officials to that end.
to ileserving home enterprises, while at the ing wanting to ensure complete protection.
Article 3.
Membership. Any male res- same time
exercising an intelligent and This modern strong-box bids d; nance to
ident of Belfast or vicinity whose name
shall have been approved by the Executive
prudent conservatism. It has thus been a tiames, to falling buildings, to cold chisels,
Committee and shall have been approved by
prime factor in promoting the prosperity of nitroglycerine or gunpowder. The cashier
the League, may become a member by signthe place, and ranks to-day among the lead- himself cannot open it.
The time-lock
the
and
a
membering
constitution,
paying
ing financial institutions of the State. Since does tlia*, at the hour for which it is set.
ship fee of fifty cents into the treasury.
Article 4. Officers. The officers shall be
moving to its present k><ari 'r- 'he deposits The accompanying cut shows the vault open.
a President, two Vice-Presidents, a Secre1 lie introduction of a new
have more than doubled and the amount of j
and larger
tary, a Treasurer, aud these officers with
live additional members of the League shall ! business increased at least three fold. Up to vault necessitated some changes in the bankconstitute the Executive Committee.
fifteen years ago all the work of the bank ing room and these have added both to its
Article 5
Duties of Officers. Sec. 1.
three men are convenience ami attractiveness. The countThe duties of the President, Vice-Presidents, was done by the cashier; now
Secretary and Treasurer shall be those us- employed. The daily average remittaue-. is ers have b. s.ii moved a little nearer the
ually appertaining to their several offices. SC,000 in checks and collectors. The direc- door, bm
bout noticeably encroaching
Sec. 2.
The Executive Committee shall
tors are John G. Brooks, William B. Swan, upon the ,>,.■» space.
Cnside the railing an
have, general oversight of the interests of
the League, arrange its various meetings and A. A. Howes, Charles B. Hazeltine, T. W. oak floor has been laid, ami the outside is
bring such subjects before it for considera- Pitcher.
tiled, in small cubes of variegated colors, ir-

week to visit Natives.

a

Granite

severe

met

large plate glass panel
Bank ground in the glass.

and the word

Belfast.

stcrm ajj'
in ti.
Baptist

or a

door of oak with

j

League

one

as the electric light is
Washington hand-press
of Hoe's latest perfecting presses.
changes in the building included

dip

ing the entrance from Main to the corof Main and Church streets, where instead of the old double-doors is a single

presentation.
Civic

to

old-time “safe”

tallow

ner

Powers with a baud-!
some
of himself, Councilor
Freeman and Col. Stetson for the staff leak
mg the speeches of presentation.
A portrait of ILui S. J. Chadbounic
.is
presented to him by Ids friends at the State i
the
:
Hull
Edward
House,
Wiggin making

The

a

um

The members of tlu- executive council amt

presented Gov.
pastei portrait

to

Ti

1

staff

A

that later built the vault in the
Belfast National Bank, and the construction
be broken, the iron cannot
Combined they was by the York Safe & Lock Co., of York,
resist the attacks of the best tools and most
Pa. The old vault, of steel and iron, was
!
skillful burglars. There are numberless deretained, but was given a double interlocked casing of steel rails, 5 1-4 inches thick,
vices not easily explained designed to meet
bolted and laid in cement. This casing
the demand fora burglar and fire-proof vault,
and the oue just completed (or the Belfast, weighs 27,700 pounds. Outside of this a
National Bank embodies the very latest im- brick wall, 20 to 24 inches thick, entirely
provements by the best experts in the sunounds the vault, with the same thickworld.
Mr. Sipp, in answer to an enquiry, ness on top. The outside finish is in white
said it was uudoubtly the strongest vault in tiles laid in cement, with ornamental cornice.
The new work included a vestibule with the
the State of Maine, for while one recently
put in at Portland has thicker walls, the en- latest improvements in doors ami locks.
trance, which is naturally the point )( at- The vestibule and doors weigh 2fi,400 pounds.
The vestibule door has an automatic bolt
tack, is stronger in the vault here.
Inside the vault, on the left as you cuter, work which locks and unlocks by a triple
movement time-lock.
The outer door is
arc two air-tight liquid-proof closets for rhe
s.
g of seen;
They arc fitted with 5 -4 inches thick and shuts into an air-tight
a atom.*
packing, thus rendering the vault proof
combination
Sarg.-... & ((•••lilt
<
locks cat.c*.
'lion changes.
(The against the use ot dynamite or intro-glycerJournal man
1
figure this out, but ine. The inside doors are double, 4 inches
makes t!
ilemeat
authority of Mr. thick, with double movement time-lock.
The lock work is by Sargeut & Greenleaf,
•<
s are two
these
■'h
more
and the automatic bolt work of Barton &
Harris device, and the structure as a whole
is a marvel of mechanism and a triumph of
hum&n ingenuity. It is as great a contrast

adopted in January 18(55, with a
$150,000. The first banking-room
was in the Fire-proof Blo< k on High street,
u»w occupied by Jos
Williamson, Esq. [t
is removed to the Johnson Block in 1857,

system

are

throughout, the one to prevent drilling the
other to prevent breaking. The iron may
he drilled, the steel cannot; the steel may

Herbert
is bookkeeper and Mr. Wiliner J. Dorman assistant.
The capital stock was increased to $75,0(H) in
1851 and n $125,000 in 1854. The national
from

con-

it

Mr.

Steel and iron

president. He was succeeded in 1837 by
John S. Kimball, in 1839 by Janies White,
in 1847 by Thomas Marshall, in 18(57 by James
P. White and in 1879 by Dr. John G. Brooks,
who is president to-day. The succession of
cashiers have been Albert Bingham from
188(5 to 1840; N. H. Bradbury from 1840 to
1859, Albion H. Bradbury from 1859 to 1893;
and C. W. Wescoti, the present incumbent,

of the

Article (i.
Election. The officers shall
he elected by ballot at the annual] meeting
and shall hold office one year and until their
successors shall be elected.
Vacancies may
be filled at any meeting of the Executive
of
the League.
onuuittee appointed by the last Leg- Committee or
Article 7.
re to cousider the
Meetings. The annual meetadvisability of the
Dase of the residence of the late James
ing shall be held in the month of March aud
f aiue as a State executive mansion have
at such time and place as the Executive
Committee shall appoint, notice of which
for an extension of time, until the next
dature, and, Thursday, an order passed shall be given by the Secretary. In addition
to
the regular annual meeting, special meetbranches allow ing them this.
inns may be called by the Executive Com■t a cent for the Eastern Maine Insane* mittee.
article o
■*i»ital this year. Four times the House
Quorum, five shall constitute a quorum of the Executive Committee,
killed this resolve, and Thursday it
P*d on the corpse. At the morning ses- and twelve shall constitute a quorum of
n the committee of
conference, appointed the League.
Article 9.
Amendments. This constiprevious afternoon, reported that it was
tution may be amended by two-thirds vote
hie to agree. The Senate appointed a
of the members present at any meeting of
nd committee. The House finally rethe League, but all amendments shall be
'1 to adhere by a vote of 70 to 02, after a
g debate in which the whole hospital conproposed in waiting and a notice of such
amendment
shall be included in the Secrewas
and
rsy
gone over,
joined the Benin a revised committee of conference,
tary’s call for the meeting.
the afternoon session the committee likeThe following officers were then elected:
"c
reported that it could not agree, and
President, A. C. Sibley.
it the two bodies were not
iikely to agree.
Vice Presidents, R. F. Dunton, E. S.
-D the House voted to adhere by a vote of
Pitcher.
’•"0, ami then to prevent the breath of life
Rev. J. F. Tilton.
Secretary,
in returning to the resolve this session, it
Treasurer, VV. R. Howard.
used to reconsider this vote. Thus the
Executive Committee, the above officers
itter will rest for two years, when the
and Hon. W. B. Swan, J. Watson Knowlton,
mated Bangor men will renew' fight with E.
H. Haney, M. C. Hill.
greater vigor.
Jt is hoped that all good citizens of Beli lie Newport Home resolve will have to
fast who are in sympathy with the purpose
A ait
over two years, and then perhaps the
of this League as stated in Art. n will ally
vemeut for the home will gather strength
themselves with it, and an opportunity will
*ml the old soldiers get united for it, and
■hen it may come before the next legislature be given all such in the near future to bew ith better chances of success.
Twice this come members.
w inter the House has
indenfinitely postpon'd the resolve, while the Senate
passed it by
Mrs. S. G. Norton w'ent to Palermo last
H
of one. The committee of

majority
ference reported Thursday that

T.

being made by Mr. Murray of Pembroke.
President Day of the Senate was also
presented with a crayon portrait of himself
by Senator Stearns of Aroostook, on behalf

as

of steel

N. H. Bradbury, Samuel Jackson, Jr., H. N
Lancaster, John Haraden, Samuel Locke,
Frye Hall, Daniel Lane, S. Nickerson, W.

voted to insist on tin*
the anti-cigarette bill

was
on

Bank.

A fire proof
a lining.
jacket
plate encloses the vault, with
a five-inch air space.
The outside finish is
aluminum bronze, varnished,with frieze and
moulding at the top. The vault is open to
inspection overhead and on three sides, the
fourth side abbuting against the wall of the
building. The vestibule is b 1-2 inches thick,
all of chrome steel, with solid frame. There
are no butt joints, and the knees and box
corners are welded.
The outside door is
7 ;U inches thick ami the inside door 4 1-2
inches. The latter is tongued and grooved store (now J. W. Ferguson & Co.) which
with
imlestructable usudurian packing, was exchanged in June, 1874, for the presmaking it air tight and impervious to liquids ent commodious quarters at the corner of
of any kind. Every piece of steel used in i Main and Church streets. The bank has
the construction was tested by an expert, to
never missed a dividend since it first opened
see that it was of standard quality, before it
its doors, having declared to date 57 semiwas accepted.
annual
dividends.
Its
deposits to-day
J he fastening is ail done from the inside.
amount to nearly $1,100,000.
The screws used are made of steel and iron
In December last a series of improvements
twisted together, and they can neither be were begun which included the exterior and
drilled nor broken, turned or backed out. Interior of the building and the remodeling
Bessemer steel

passed to be engrossed.
A resolve for the Maine cattle commissioners "1,000 for 1807 and §1,500 for 1808
was passed to be engrossed after attempts
bad been made to cut down the resolve and
do away with the commission.
Twelve members were excused for the rest
of the session.
In the Senate the feature of the morning
was the debate on tin* Indurated Fibre ComIt was supported by Stearns of
pany bill.
The Belfast National Bank as a banking
Aroostook and opposed by Savage of Androscoggin. The bill was defeated by a vote institution dates back to 1830 In that year,
of 20 to 4
to quote from Williamson's History, “John
The bill prohibiting the sale and gift of ;
S. Kimball, H. (i. K. Calef, James P. White,
was
amended
a
vote
of
15
to
10
cigarettes
by
John Dorr, P. 11. Hazeltine Samuel A.
to apply only to minors and was passed.
Both branches had a busy session this af- Moulton, Prescott
Hazeltine, H. H. Johnternoon, disposing of many matters in conson, Joseph Williamson, William Quirnby,
currence without debate.

*•

m

i

Hospital

Savings

The Belfast Savings Bank succeeded the
Bank of Commerce, which began business
here July 1, 1854, with a capital stock of
$75,000. In October, 1808, after the national
system superseded State institutions, the
affairs of this bank were brought to a close
and the Belfast Savings Bank, which was incorporated April 1808, took its place, under
the charge of Asa Faunce, John G. Brooks,
William O. Poor, Charles B. Hazeltine and
Nathan F. Houston, trustees. Mr. Faunce
was the president and held the office until
1888, when he was succeeded by Nathan F.
Houston. John II. Quimby, who had been
cashier of the Bank of Commerce for the
four years preceeding, has been the treasurer
since the organization ; and since 1888 he has
been assisted by his son, W. H. Quimby.
The present trustees are Nathan F. Houston,
John G. Brooks, Charles B. Hazeltine, Edward Johnson, Wm. M. Woods.
The lirst banking-room was that of the
Bank of Commerce over Furber & Bean’s

which is considered by experts to be the
the work!. The vault rests upon a
double-locked foundation of steel rails, sup
ported by solid brick work, laid in Portland

In
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The Belfast

re-

a vote of la tu 11, the president
-itcling vote fur the first time

session.
ia.!
hanging
to

place

triple Sargent

finest in

m.

In

Have

we

a

& Greenleaf time-lock; and tbe hinges and
pressure sj’stem are a duplicate of that furnished for the New York Clearing House,

are

l'mots. In advance,$2.00a year;
s m-.nths; 50 cents for three months.
no Tek.ms.
For one square, one inch
column, 75 cents for one week, ami
each subsequent insertion.

device, controlled by
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long in both branches of the legislature this
morning. They then adjourned to meet at 3
p.

for M a in e

t h k i' a i'K k

able to agree, the two bodies adhered to their
former action, and the resolve died a natural
death.
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Portland Express.

Prospect Village. Mr. ami Mrs. Cbas.
Littlefield were called to Morrill last
week to attend the funeral of Mrs. L.’s father, Mr. Barak Hatch... .Mr. and Mrs. Hosea
B. Littlefield and Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Littlefield were called to Brooks recently to
attend the funeral of Mrs. Joseph K. Littlefield.... Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Partridge are
rejoicing. It is a daughter, little Sadie Dell.
...Mr. S. M. Knowlton is very poorly....
S. B. I. Society meets this, Thursday, afternoon and evening with Mss Susan Lindsay.
-Mr. Win. Clark and Mrs. Zora Ridley
were joined in holy
matrimony March ‘28d.
....Mr. and Mrs. Joshua C. Littlefield of
Waldo were guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. H.
Littlefield March ‘24th.... Mrs. Clara Littlefield is in Searsport visiting friends.
H.

ready to go to the Home.

Pay son.

Grandmother

made

Mr. Dwinal

Washington

Our

delay in coming for her.
It was a bright, beautiful day in June
when grandmother left her old home.
The air was fragrant with the blossoms of

Letter.

[Correspondence of The Journal. ]
Capt. James Littlefield died in Bangor
grandmother Payson sat in her armWashington, March 29, 1897. A long- March 23d, of dropsy and heart trouble,
78 years.
He had been in failing
chair reading a chapter in her well-worn
distance
telephone, connecting every aged
health for several years.
Capt. LittleBible she heard a rap on her door; she
farmer
in
the
States
with
the
United
Capfield
was
born in VViuterport in that porspring, and the birds sang their sweetest
closed her book and said, “come in.” Mrs.
tion
of
which
on March <>,
itol
the
would
have
is
Frankfort
United
now
States,
songs. After all her sorrows she was not
Brown, hei daughter, stepped in and after
Up to the
to the farmers of the country this 1819; and was a farmer’s son.
given
she
for
know
in
she
trustWhom
unhappy,
age of 20 years he helped his father, then
seating herself said, “Mother, 1 came in to
week
some interesting information as to
ed.
The Saviour’s promise was verified
he went to Bangor to learn a trade.
He
have a little talk with you.
Josiali and I
with her: “Lo 1 am with you always.” the attitudes of the two great parties. worked for two years with a painter, and
shall commence to fix up the house right
The tariff bill has been under discussion, then decided to learn the business of a harAfter making a visit in Mr. Dwinal's
He did so, and soon went
away and get ready for summer boarders.
and no farmer could have listened to the ness m iker.
where she was warmly received,
home,
into business for himself, associating with
1 expect to have a house full and shall
discussion without being able to clearly him
she
the
where
she settled down at
Home,
another, under the firm name of
w ant this room.
Grandmother looked up
in trying to determine who were his friends and who Chase & Littlefield. The firm prospered,
was contented and
happy
with a sorrowful countenance as she said,
and finally the profits were invested in
were not his friends. The strong, vigorous
make others happy.
“what km m shall 1 have,Susan?” “1 can’t
shipping. When Captain Littlefield purof
the
members
of
arguments
Republican
After grandmother left her home, the
chased the interest of his partner he had
see, mother, as there will be any room here
still small voice whispered no approval to the Ways and Means Committee in behalf finite an extensive business to look after
As

for you.
You know that father died five
years ago and we have taken care of you
all that time.
The interest on the mortthat

gage

Josiah
all that

on

mother; but selfishness often tried

no

that

so

they

can

was a

seen

beautiful

Democratic and

day

sunshine than shade.

more

orators relative

Populist

these very features of the hill on the
other, show that the, farmers of the counto

zens.

try made no mistake when, in last November, they voted the Republican party into
power and the protective system into op-

After

iu the best

move

and the harness trade gave place to the
shipping business, to which he devoted
himself with characteristic energy.
He
was agent for many vessels for years.
About 1850 Capt. Littlefield was a
member of the Bangor fire department,
which included many of the leading citi-

the

on

and the covert sneers of the

hand,

one

in the following
autumn that a stranger called at Mrs.
He looked as though he had
Brown’s.
It

was

children to care for. and I want to educate
them

beneficial to the farmers
quiet specially

to

her conscieuce.

place

the

of those features of the bill whieh are

Brown for her unkindness to her

Mrs.

due father, so you
interest in the farm.
1 have two

amounts to

have

holds

18<0 Capt. Littlefield was appointed
agent of the Boston & Bangor steamboats
in Bangor, and in 1878 was promoted to
the position of general passenger agent,
with office in Boston.
He resided in
Boston at this time, and about 1880 was
again promoted to the position of general
superintendent of the line. He held this
position with much efficiency until 1890,
when he retired from active business pursuits.
He was among the first to make
Fort Point a summer home and had passed the warm months there for thirty
He had been recently making aryears.
rangements to go there again the coming
In

conversing with Mrs. Brown a short time,
society. I want Jefferson to be a doctor he said, “Susan, you don’t know me?”
or a lawyer; and my heart is set on JoseThe Republican members of the
She gave him a searching look, but before eration.
phine marrying a professional man.” After she could answer he said; is “mother liv- committee have shown that the bill was
Mrs. Brown's last remark, grandmother
ing?” Before she answered his questions framed with the interests of the farmers

replied, with tears rolling down her fur- she exclaimed: “is it possible that I am constantly in mind, while the attacks uprowed cheeks, “Susan, it is hard for me to
standing face to face with my brother on that measure by the Democrats have
leave my old home; but there are harder
Robert 1”
The stranger replied: “it is been specially leveled at those features
things than that to bear. It would be even so. I am Robert Payson who left which were beneficial to the farmers.
harder for me to remain here and not feel
Chairman Diugley iu his opening address
our early home almost six years ago. Now
welcome. I would not mind going to the
1 want to know if mother is living?” called special attention to these features,
alitislu use if J only knew that Mr. Rogers
Susan replied rather faintly “she is liv- and General Wheeler, of Con ft derate fame,
family would remain; but that is uncer- ing." IIis next question was, “where is who led off the debate for the free-trade
tain.
They are kind Christian people who she'?”
“Well, Robert, mother is in a wing of the Democracy, attacked fiercely
never leave anything undone that ought
those features of the bill which are intendHome for Aged Women, in the city of B.
to be done for the comfort of the inmates.
She went there three months ago.” All ed to be specially valuable to the agriculSusan, 1 shall try hard to get a home the remark Robert made was: “Susan, 1 tural community.
Congressman Hopkins
somewhere. I feel that the way will be am astonished
beyond measure.” He of Illinois devoted a large share of his
opened for me." Grandmother said no1 left the house aud went to a hotel and speech to an explanation of the reciprocmore for she- had nothing more to say.
the next morning found him on his way to ity features, showing that under the
She finished reading her chap.ter after see his mother.
reciprocity treaties, made in pursuance
After reaching the Home he learned of the McKinley law, great advantages
Mi>. Broun stepped out.
She always
The matron were gained in foreign markets for our
void her sorrows to Him who said, “call that his mother was well.
decided that she would break the news of agricultural products aud that even greaton me in the day of trouble and 1 will
Robert’s return gently to his mother. er opportunities are offered by the new
hear you.”
Afic-i grandmother's talk with her After talking with grandmother some lit- bill; while Populist Bell of Colorado, who
followed him in opposition to the bill,
daughter she felt calm and seemed to be tle time about her son, she told her he
Grandmother was calm, especially attacked the wool schedule and
surround, d by an atmosphere that was ! had returned.
denounced the effort to give the home
soothing to the nerves. A thought came but anxious to behold Robert’s face. As |
his mother’s room tears of
o hei that if she should write to a friend j he came into
His mother
of her early years, who resided in the I joy rolled down bis cheeks,
oily 01 It. he would befriend her in some wept in liis arms.
It seemed that the vessel Robert left
she lost no time in writing to her
way.
fide nd. asking him if he would assist her home in went down and all on boiml
in

getting

plaee in

a

a

Home for

were

Aged
resided; for

Women in the city where he
she was homeless.

journey together.
log house where they

the

Then their feet had
the

in

pathway

never

of life.

thus

by

no

was

He and

Robert

felt the thorns
In that little

a

stout, rugged

his sailor friend had
and

prospered

a

and which

a

daughter

with

joyfully

j

their home,

and

bis

mother

visited

lican party.
An interesting

Mr.

one

fact that the attitude of the

was

to

ly recognized by

the Cleveland

parents.

feeble character

gratify his parents’ wishes, while Susan
was
the impersonation of
selfishness,

in

beginning to end. In early life she
married Josiah Brown: he was well-to-do
as tar
is this world's
goods was con-

j

j
j
j
|

tried, but never troubled himself about
He was
a
literary matters.
great
worker and was kind and pleasant, and
do just what Susan told
him to.
It was plain that she was “chairman of tlie Board.”
to

As the time passed
by, a son
daughter gladdened their hearts.
Blown hoped for great possibilities

and

and

a

Mrs.

were

down the western side

kindly enlarge amount, to

help

grandfather

but

much

a

wife and two children in

that at his time of life lie could not redeem
His anxiety wore upon
him,
and soon his health failed.
It was not
before
lie passed away, leaving his
long

Josiali is doing all he can to help bear
the burdens of life, while Jefferson as-

pires to nothing than playing the violin.
family to mourn their great loss. In In Josephine’s
disappointment she will
grandmother's bereavement she realized turn to her novels for consolation.
the uncertainty of earthly
prospects.
Grandmother is gently passing down

Robert’s health was not robust and
after remaining at home with his mother
a few months lie seemed to think a
sea
would

a

passage aboard

a

vessel for not

a

letter came.

a

was

letter from

him,

Days passed

and weeks into months, but
came from the vessel.
After

hut

no

into weeks
no

tidings

tainty,

home,

but somehow his mother could not
give
him up. She felt that she should see him

again.
We

Stockton Springs.

1

A Valuable Prescription.
Editoi Morrison of Worthington, Ind.,
“Sun,’ writes: “You have a valuable prescription in Electric Bitters, and 1 can cheerfully recommend it for Constipation and
Sick Headache, and as a general system
tonic it has no equal.” Mrs. Annie Stelile,
-1l-o Cottage Grove Ave.,
Chicago, was all
run down, could not eat nor
digest food, had
a backache which never left her and felt'
tired and weary, but six bottles of Electric
Bitters restored her health and renewed her
strength. Prices 50 cents and $1.00. Get a
bottle at Kilgore & Wilson’s City Drug
Store.

will go back in this little

Bucklen’s Arnica Naive.
The Best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever

Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction or
refunded.

Price 25 cents per box
For sale by Kilgore & Wilson.

money

sketch,
T. F. Anthony, Ex-Postmaster of Promise
grandmother was thinking of the City, Iowa, says: “I bought one bottle of
past and hoping for the future. It was ‘Mystic Cure’ for Rheumatism, and two
doses of it did me more

to where
but

no

official

to the immediate

as

the administration
al

bimetallism,

been such
that the

as

negotiations

for

short time before she received a
letter from Mr. Dwinal (her
friend) in the
a

city of B. saying he

was happy to assist
her in any way that he could, and that he
had engaged her a place, in the Home for
Elderly Ladies, and he would come for her

any time she would let him know that
sbe was in readines.
It was not long beat

fore grandmother wrote her friend that
her arrangements were made, and she was

1

of

by

the foreign governments is not yet clear,
but it is known that negotiations are be-

ing

set

on

ministration
about

a

already,
hopes to

foot

and that the adbe able to

conference in the

which will be

participated

bring

coming autumn
in by the great

nations of

the world.
Meanwhile the
friends of free coinage in the United
States without the co-operation of othernations are losing ground, and many of
them are recognizing the fact that international

action

is

the

only practicable

method of

restoring the use of silver. The
theory that silver and farm products
have kept pace in values, and that silver-

money was therefore the truest measure
of value, has lost its hold by reason of the
fact that wheat continues high while silhas continued to depreciate,
reaching
almost the lowest point in its history.

ver

The

“Consumptive Tendency.’*

It is popularly supposed that consumption
is inherited. This is an error. Consumptive
good than any medi- tendencies are inherited, but the disease
cine I ever took.” Sold by A. A. Howes &
itself cannot be. Consumption is caused by
Co. Druggists, Belfast.
Iy8.
the attacks of bacilli upon the luug tissues.
“From gold standard point of
view,” ob- These tissues will, if weak, break down
served Rivers, “I suppose the Castellane under the attacks. Persons
whose lungs or
baby is about the yellowest kid that has bronchial tubes are weak
should fortify and
made its appearance this season.” rChicago
Tribune.
strengthen them against disease. There is
nothing for this purpose to be compared to
Angier’s Petroleum Emulsion. It is famous
CASTOniA.
The ficon two continents and as a substitute for
■"
i« os
oimile
Cod Liver Oil has achieved vastly superior
every
signature
of
wreppet
results. Perfectly agreeable to take.

; ask

your grocer

What More Can be A$ked?
for it, and insist on trying it. Largest package—greatest

THE

N.

K.

FAIRBANK

St. Louis,

Chicago,

econ

COMPANY,

New York,

Boston,

Phila-ie-i

*

NO-fO-BAC'“’

Over 1,000.000 boxes sold. ,'100.000 cures pro’s e Its power to destroy the desire for tobacco in anv
lorm. No-to-bac is the greatest nerve-food in t he world.
Many gain 10 pounds in 10 da\ n
rails to make the weak impotent man strong, vigorous and magneti,Just try a box. ^
lighted. YVe expect you to believe what we say, for a cure is absolutely guaranteed by drug*
where. Send for our booklet "Iiori't Tobacco •■'pit and Smoke Your Life Away .' written guara
free sample Address TUE 8T£BL19i G B£M£U Y CO., Chicago or New York..

Sold and Guaranteed bv RICHARD H. MOODY, Belfast, Me.

Low Price Tinware.
17 Quart Dish. Pans Retinned, 20c.
“

14

1

Quart

Tea Pots

l 1-2

17c.

•*

*•

••

M. L.

Mitchell,

"ti^Tm
The NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE

eve"ybody.

We Furnish The Republican Journal and N, Y, Weekly Tr
YEAR

$2.00,

•

J. C. THOflPSON & SON

—

TRY GRAIN-0! TRY GRAIN-0.!

international

Whether
very early date.
the appointment of special representatives selected for this specilic purpose or through the ministers to
a

this will be

Only this

1

conference are to be undertaken through
authorized representatives of this Government at

Was™JpowH

Closing Out Sale-Furniture,

have
the conclusion

an

BY

SAVED

j

regarding
developments

to warrant

Cost

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO- BELFAST, M

internation-

the

Time

|

an-

policy

Labor

*•
*•
10
Pails,
10c.
2
Capt. Littlefield was married on Au11
••
•*
2
Handled Dippers,
,5c.
gust 8, 1843, to Miss Charlotte Parker of
“
1
Bangor, a sister of Capt. Edwin Parker,
4c.
4
now a prominent ice merchant of Boston.
Full Size Heavy Dust Fan, Galvanized.
She survives him.
They had four chilJapanned,
dren.
One son, Frederick, died some
Those living are Mrs. T. Heryears ago.
Pie Rinys, Clothes Sprinklers. Wire Dish Drainers.
bert White and Mr. Elmer Littlefield <»f
Chicago, and Capt. Edward Littlefield of
LARGE AND COMPLETE STOCK OP TINWARE
California, in command of a line Paeifie
THE CHEAPEST TO THE BEST.
FROM
coast steamship.
The widow and children will have the deep sympathy of a
"5
host of friends in their bereavement.
During the past fifteen years Capt. and
Mrs. Littlefield had passed the winters in
1 lie debate above referred to was preBoston, New York, Chicago and Califor- cipitated by a resolution offered by Mr.
and
also
in
Last
nia,
.September Allen in relation to the dismissal of sevBangor.
they came to Bangor from Fort Point and eral microscopists from the bureau of
took apartments at The Wilson.
animal industry at South Omaha, Neb.,
Capt. Littlefield was a Universalist and instructing the committee to examine difwas a member of the committee which
ferent branches of the civil service to inhad charge of the building of tin* UniverFOR
quire whether those dismissals were for
salist Church in Bangor.
He was a Repolitical reasons. Mr. Allen made a long
publican in politics, and an Odd Fellow, arraignment of the circumstances and deKVKHV mom!>or ol
in which fraternity lie was a Past Giaml clared these
employes had been dischargKVKH!Y
and a member of Penobscot Lodge and of ed for no other reason than
lamilv on
because they
Katahdin Encampment.
He joined the
Mr. Bryan and the cause of
supported
KVKI{>' I«i i*n»,5 in
lodge in 1844, but three months following free silver during the late campaign.
its organization.
Mr. Ballinger, a member of the comY
villo^o in
Capt. Littlefield was a man of integrity mittee mentioned in the resolution, said
and had the high esteem of all with whom it would be
for
him
to
KW Y ^tato oi- Torn
impossible
give
he came in contact, either in business or
any time to the proposed investigation, as
private life. He was possessed of strong he was chairman of the committee on penbusiness ability, untiring energy, was a
sions, to which had been referred more
k
FOH F<luoation,
loyal and generous friend and will be than half of the 1,200 bills introduced at
missed
greatly
by many.
the present session.
He looked upon the
^ OK Noblr Mauhood,
In 1893 Capt. and Mrs. Littlefield, who civil service as administered
as a ‘‘monuwere at Fort Point for the summer, were mental
from top to bottom and
humbug
^
OK Tfito Womanhood
given a most interesting celebration of from beginning to end.” (Applause in the
their golden wedding anniversary by
the vice
galleries,
promptly
reproved
by
friends who were passing the summer
president.)
there.
“I have voted against it," lie said, “in
IT GIVES all
news of the Nation.
the other house and l desire to have an
Mr. Samuel Downes, a native of WinIT GIVES all
news of the World
opportunity to cast my vote to blot out
terport, died quite suddenly March 21st, the statute and let us return to a condiIT
GIVES
the
most reliable market
at his home in South Deer Isle, aged 72 tion of things that will give to every man
and woman an equal right to hold office
He had had an atIT
GIVES
brilliant
years and 3 months.
and instructive editorials.
with every other man and every other
tack of la grippe, got better and went woman.”
(Renewed applause.)
IT GIVES
short stories.
about his work, but took another cold and
The discussion concerning civil service
was
continued
till
2
o’clock—Mr.
IT
GIVES an unexcelled
Lodge
passed away after a few days’ illness. The
being the only Senator who stood up for
Deer Isle Gazette says:
the civil service law.
IT GIVES scientific and mechanical information.
Mr. Downes was well known all over
Mr. Stewart spoke of the commission
IT GIVES illustrated fashion articles.
town, having been in trade here quite a as “an office brokerage establishment; Mr.
number of years.
At one time the firm Hawley admitted the civil service law he
IT GIVES humorous illustrations,
of Downes & Small was the largest in the had
joined in reporting had fallen into a
place. Of late years, since the death of state of “conspicuous incompetency.”
IT GIVES entertainment to young and old.
his partner, his son-in-law, I). F. Small,
Mr. Lodge, having in his remarks ridihe has been in business on a smaller culed some of the statements made
IT GIVES satisfaction
by
to
scale and has driven a peddler's cart to senators as t<>
logarithms, differential
most all parts of the town, and he will j calculus and other abstruse examinations
be greatly missed by his many customers. by the civil service
commission, Mr. BalMr. Downes was an exceptionally kind linger retorted with some sarcastic allufather. His family of children he idolized. sious to Mr.
Lodge’s estheticism. He deNo want of theirs that it was in his power j dared he would vote to blot out the civil
to gratify was ever denied. < >f a
of
service law and would take his chances
family
ONE
FOR
eleven children only two survive, one of with the
people whom he represented
whom is an invalid, confined to her bed, ij without
(ASH
IN
\i>\
\\
to
how
it
regard
might strike the
and has been for seven years.
Address all orders to
lie leaves esthetic taste of the
people of Massaa widow, Mrs.
Hannah Downes, the eld- : chusetts.
est daughter of Nathaniel Bobbins, two
Mr. Borman said he sympathized with
daughters and an orphan grand-daughter : Republican senators in their anxiety to
in his family here, and a brother in Win- open the doors of office.
“The hungry
terport. The family have the deepest are with them,” he said, “and their desire
of
in
friends
their
sorrow.
to repeal the civil service law is
sympathy
many
perfectly Write your name and address on a postal card, send it to Geo W
natural.”
Tribune Office, New Yor!< City, and a sample copy ot THE NEW YORK W
Mr. Baxter C.
Pullen, formerly of
The resolution was amended by subTRIBUNE will be mai'ed !o you.
Augusta, died in Palermo Centre, March stituting the committee on civil service and
lb, aged 7b years, 0 months and 12 days. retrenchment for the other committee
He was born in Palermo and taught and
by adding requirements that a comschool there.
He was supervisor of mittee should examine the civil service
schools there and also in Liberty, where law and
report whether it should be conhe lived fifteen years.
He lived in Hal- tinued, amended or
repealed. In this
lowed some time, and later in Augusta. form the resolution was
agreed to without
He was twice married, and is survived by a division.
three children by his first marrage: Mrs.
STORE TO LET.
K. K. Prescott of Mason City, Iowa; Mrs.
“Prisoner at the bar,” said his lordship
Rose Stevens, Palermo Centre, and Mr.
donned
the
black
solemnly, having
cap,
W. YV. Pullen of Yarmouthville; and by “you will shortly have to appear before anhis wife and five children by his secoud
a
better judge.”
other, and
perhaps
marriage: Mrs. Frank Dow of Kent’s [Household Words.
Hill, Mrs. Ira Eugley of Nobleboro, and
Have special cuts in prices to close out their stock.
Misses Hattie, Mae and Blanche Pullen of
Have still l> ft a tine assortment of
Augusta.
—

nouncement

I

I

developments.

old

time it was

thought, for a certhat the vessel had gone down and
that all on board were lost.
It was live years since Robert left
a

son

Jl’i.lA C. Mr DUETT.

long

hard for her to part
grandmother.
with her son, lmt she thought the time
would soon pass and he would be at home
again. She patiently waited until it was
It

declivity

of life with her beloved
and his estimable wife.

him.
Soon his
made and he engaged

before Robert left, his sister and
voyage,
her husband came home to live with

time to have

the

benefit

were

for further

While there has been

The doctor left the place very suddenly, and Mrs. Brown seemed thankful that
her daughter was saved from such a man.

liis home.

voyage

Sherman,
the closing

ish government has been wise enough to
recognize and act upon without waiting

eastern Maine.

Journal.1

everywhere

The

1

who had left

an

fie raised the money by
mortgaging his
home to his son-in-law. He soon realized

arrangements

ringing
now Secretary of
days of his service

was a

was

salesman from eastern Maine called and
recognized the doctor as a Mr. Hains,

His friend provhonest man, and
had the whole amount to pay',

anything

to fail in result.

as

utterances of Senator

frequent visitor.
State, in
in the Senate, iu which
pleased with the :
doctor.
Ilis organ of agreeableness was he said that American citizens abroad
well developed and might have been a must and should be
protected at all liazgreat help to him in passing through life aids, coupled with the clear declaration
if he had had a good general
organization. I of President McKinley on this subject, iu
it was soon announced that the doctor his
inaugural address,'have had a marked
Josephine were engaged. Mrs. Brown an i prompt effect in the attitude of the
telt that her aspirations would soon be
Spanish government, aud in the few weeks
a

a

friend in business.

a

in

wedding. She intended that Jose- izens who were imprisoned there on the
phine’s wedding gown' should be quite slightest pretexts have been given their
a costly affair.
freedom.
All this happened without any
The day was set and the preparations bluster or
protest on the part of the new
were
progressing finely. It happened one administration, but simply a clear, vigorday while the doctor was at Mrs. Brown’s ous statement of policy which the Span-

of the hill of life grandfather
dorsed a note forquite a
ed to he

of

liant

in her

grandmother

scores

imprisoned

were

realized in part; for she would have one since the new administration came iu the
professional man in her family. She had prison doors in Cuba have been thrown
already begun the preparations for a bril- open and a large number of American cit-

children.
As grandfather
smoothly passing

a town in Massachusetts.
called at Mrs. Brown's home,and

short time

citizens

the Boston

agricultural department,

and whatever pretence at a demand
for their release was made was of such a

dentist from

soon

Mrs. Brown

from

always ready

a

He

the late administration

during

to

Washington, March 23. There is to
be an investigation of the Civil Service
law.
The Senate determined this by a
resolution adopted this afternoon, which
involves an inquiry whether the law shall
be continued, amended or repealed.
The
committee which will conduct the investiGallingation consists of Senators Hoar,
ger and Gray, and it can be foretold now
that the report of the committee will not
be unfavorable to the law.
Hoar and
Gray will uphold it, and Gal linger, as be
indie ited iu his remarks on the resolution
to-day, will recommend its repeal.
As for the sentiment toward the law in
; the Senate there has been noticeable lateto criticise its workings,
| ly tendency
not
altogether encouraging.
j which is
President Cleveland did the cause of civil
service reform serious injury by the manner of his last wholesale order, bringing
every available office under the classified
service. The last Administration, notably
the Treasury, stuffed the departments full
of incompetents, discharging Republican
clerks who had rendered faithful service
for years, iu order to make places for
Democratic henchmen, and then President Cleveland threw the protection of an
extension of the Civil Service law around
the new men, placing in the classified service, not only clerks, but executive officers
like the Chief of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, aud confidential officers handling large sums of money, for
whose conduct the heads of departments
are financially
responsible without the
power of selection.
Positions of this kind were never intended by the advocates of civil service
reform to he placed iu the classified service, and in taking so radical a step President Cleveland aroused a storm of criticism which is now directed against the
entire system as well as against the Cleveland abuse.
Senator Lodge assumed the
defence of the law in the Senate this afternoon, and spoke eloquently and effectively. Perhaps the most significant passage in his speech was (me in which he reminded Senator Gorman that the Republicans were not in control of the Senate in
spite of Democratic attempts to make the
contrary appear, and in which he served
notice that the Republicans would not
consent to he held responsible for legislation or failure to legislate while they were
not in control.
[Coolidge.

fascinating

marked and is the subject of much comment on all bauds.
As everybody knows,

play

Monumental Humbug” says Mr. tialllnger

“A

[Special Despatch

reports.

Spanish government.

prevailed under
administration is strongly

Cuba,

he

the

“^^5^

POWDKR.

important
important

adminis-

citizens aud those which

j

:

new

The contrast between the present conditions in Cuba with reference to American

American

was all that was
good
It seemed to be his
study to

the week

tration with reference to the protection of
American citizens abroad is being prompt-

whom he loved in

of Jefferson’s amibition

development of

WASHING

Civil Service Arraigned.

^

lias been the additional evidence of the

!

Robert

his part that even his

ou

State had

it seemed but a short time the violin at dances.
All of Josephine’s
before tlieir voices were heard in
gleeful I interest centered in dancing aud dime
As they reached mature
spurt.
years novels.
tlieii parents found there could not l>e a
One evening at a dance she was introgreater contrast in children of the same I duced to a Dr. Davis, who claimed to
and noble

the

coupled

because it is the

mother and for the

height

benefit

were

nunciation of the tariff measure, aud all
production of the Repub-

un-

family aud expressed their
heartfelt gratitude for their kindness.
Robert soon bought a nice residence
near their early home for himself
and

welcomed in

to

seemed to vie with each other iu their de-

paying

a

were

intended

good beet-growing soil,
great opportunities for wool production,
and other agricultural possibilities of extreme value.
Populists and Democrats

few years before they had childhood.
a good faun and a nice home, with
Mrs. Brown tried very hard to make
everything to make life pleasant. They had j something of their children, butshe found
gained it all by their industry and frugal- it uphill business. They were too brainity. As t he years came and went a son and. less to amount to much in school. The
was

is

and these attacks

with admissions
own

Dwinal’s

place,

workmen and

speech was
tariff, the sugar tariff, the tariff
on flax and hemp, and indeed
everything
in the bill which is Republican in doctrine

man.

in their

ency.

producers. Mr.
freighted with sneers at

thing farmer,

The climate agreed

use.

him and lie became

Capt. Littlefield had been a member of
the Bangor City Council, in both branches,
and his services were marked by effici-

to the American

Bell’s

vessel

a

first

summer.

the wool

of the sail-

one

up
The

market to the American

j

Robert did after arriving at that port was
write home, but he received no answer,
lie continued to write, until he found it

thought of business there;
were so
happy. dertakings.

sickness and sorrow in the
there they were often seen.

picked

Australia.

.She

was

hut

were

]

to

humble heme their voices could be heard
in prayer morning and evening.
If there

It

They

bound for

self and her mind wandered back into the
past when she and grandfather began
life’s

lost but Robert aud

ors.

lit the way, grandmother wielded the
pen of unite a ready writer for one who
was living on borrowed time.
After mailing her letter she seated her-

GOLD* OITST

Obituary.

no

!

j

Miss Caroline O. B. Homer died at her
home in Bucksport, March 23d. She was
the only daughter of Hinckley and Caroline Homer, and.at the time of her death
was (50 years and 9 months of
She
age.
had been an invalid for some time.
Site
was horn in
and
was
considerBucksport
ed one of the best educated women in that
section, and as a teacher of languages had
few superiors. She first taught school in
Frankfort, then for some time at South
Berwick, afterwards teaching French and
German in Middletown and Norwich, Ct.
She was at one time a member of the examining board of the E. M. C. Seminary, and for several years was a clerk in
the treasury deDartment at Washington.
What a Trained Nurse Must Be.

Ask your Grocer to day to show you a package of
the new food drink that takes the place

| Qrain-o,

Oak & Ash Chamber Sets, Extension Tablev

coffee.

j jury
Grain

The children may drink it without in
well as the adult. All who try it, like it.
o lias that
rich seal brown of Mocha or
but it is made from pure grains, ami the
delicate stomach receives it without, dis
1-4: the price of coffee, 15c. and 25cts. per

as

Java,
most
tress.

package. Sold by all grocers.

FOLDING BEDS very low, also MATTRESSES and CHAIRS
CALL EARLY WHILE THERE IS A LINE ASSORTMENT.

lmlO.

i

J. C.

Thompson 6c S

i

!

SOMETHING NEW
....AT

Best for Children
Assessors’ Notice.

“It takes an intelligent, refined woman
with a strong will and good sound sense
to make a good nurse,” the superintendsubscribers, assessors of the city of Belfast,
ent of a large training school writes in the
hereby give nptice to the inhabitants of said
April Ladies’ Home Journal. “She must Belfast, to make and bring in to them true and
be able to command the respect of her perfect lists of their polls and estates, real ami
personal, in writing, including money on hand or
patient. She must be sympathetic, order- at
debts due more than they are owing,
ly, dignified and incapable of betraying andinterest,
all property held in trust as guardian, execualarm before her patient.
She must be tor, administrator or otherwise (except such as is
from taxation), which they are
ready and quick to act in any emergency, by law exempt
of on the first day of April next, and be
but slow to assume authority that belongs possessed to
substantiate the same according to
prepared
to her superiors.
She must be of a cheer- law-. For the purpose of receiving said lists and
of transfers of real estate, the
ful, hopeful nature. With these at- making a record
undersigned will be in session at the assessors’
tributes, joined to the practical knowl- office
during business hours of each dav, from the
edge of arranging a sick-room, preparing FIRST TO THE FIFTEENTH DAY OF APRIL
the invalid’s bed, removing of bandages, NEXT (and no longer), and any personal examinathe giving of medicines (as well as under- tion of property by the assessors will not he considered as a waiver for neglect of any person in
standing their properties), a knowledge of bringing in true and perfect lists, as required bylaw.
Blanks on which to make such lists may be
do
her duty recooking and a desire to
had at the assessors’ office.
gardless of her surroundings or of any
Belfast, March 23, 1897.
adverse criticism, she would be a model
J. F. SHELDON.
) Assessors
GEO. A. QUIMBY,!
nurse. There is, of course, some theoretof
3wl2
A. A. SMALL,
) Belfast.
ical
training thrdugh text-books and
lectures to he gone through, but without
the other qualifications no woman can
OF BELFAST.
become a successful nurse.”
All persons caving bills against the city of B 1fast must hand them to C. O- Poor, chairman of
Does your head feel as though someone the committee on accounts, at or before noon of
a
was hammering it;
as though
million the first Monday in each month, or the bills will
lie over until the next month.
sparks were dying out of the eyes? Have
Per order of City Council.
you horrible sickness of the stomach? Bur
L. H. MURCH, City Clerk.
dock Blood Bitters will cure you.
Belfast, March 23, 1897.—2wl2

THE

CITY

n,

Eyes
Examined

...

F. Q. Mixer’s

Free.

CANDY STORE.

Mr. FRED I. CHASE. Grade.1
Optician, will ghe special
Oon to ilit* scientific exainin.it
ot the eyes, and the correct title
ot
glasses without charge
liave a complete stock ot all ai
o< Gold ami Steel Spectacles
Eye Glasses at the lowest price

A LINE OF

Mixed Chocolates

■

at 25 cents per lb.
Consisting of Nugatines. Montevidios, Pecans, Peppermints, Checkermints, Vanilla,
Strawberry and Coffee.
Thes goods are made each week fresh.
Remember they are nor stale 40c. goods
for 25c., but fresh goods made on the
premises every Wednesday.
COriE IN AND TRY

thm

—

HI RAH CHASE & SON
Opp. Odd Fellows' Block. Belfast

TWO TONS MORE

F. G. MIXEH.
Building, Church St., Belfast.

OK I'HAT_

Journal

H. H.

30c. Tea 30c.

LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer.
P. O. ADDRESS,

39 Main St

tf7

FREEDOM, MAINE.

Just received, direct from China
Our customers say it is as good as

they

pay 50 cents tor elsewhere

A.A.HOWES&OC.

I

^

Salvador.

cow-hide, with stout wheels and axles
suitable for the rough roads.
Mules are
the propelling power, harnessed three
abreast, the central one in the shafts.

good deal of it is exported to the neighboring republics. All the rice raised in
Salvador is of the upland
C
entral
American
variety, grown
ibe
Republics.
on the
dry table-lands and hillsides. A
n espondence of The Journal.]
When a native travels in style, he re- new
industry, which may in time eclipse
*
1 l, Salvador, Feb. 2, 1897.
quires several more mules to his carriage, all others, has been inaugurated under
-t and most interesting of the, a
leader, ridden by a postillion, harnessed government auspices within the last two
—

information

15

About the most

Interesting

The Maine Legislature.
What Is 8ald and

v

j

n liean republics is
away ahead ahead of the three, and as many in the
.!ger and richer countries in the rear as he can afford niozos (men-sercharitable institutions.
They j vants) to mount them. The roads in
iutained by the government, Salvador are, as a
rule, extremely bad—
lirect control of a cabinet of- unpaved,
wide
ungraded cuts,

|
[

or

j

known

years. It is that of stock- raisthe introduction of
improved
An extensive model farm and

breeds.
agricultural

educational establishment
has been started in the suburbs of San
Salvador, stocked with select breeds of

just

is

three

iog) by

the “Minister of

enough to allow two carts to pass one
another, leading sharply up hill and down cattle, horses, hogs and fowls, from the
i.ere are at least a dozen large, dale.
The grouud is very soft and fre- United States.
The government has also
d hospitals—one in each town
quently muddy, the rainfall excessive dur- offered a prize of $50 for the best breed
their
mice—and
combined cost
ing the wet season, and bridges scarce as of cattle and horses introduced into the
ic treasury is about $190,000 a hen’s
teeth, W'henever traffic or a rain- country, with the object of
improving
government hospital at the storm cuts deep holes and ditches in the the native breeds. Here is a
promising
specially an honor to the couu- road-bed, bundles of twigs and brush, future for some
enterprising individuals,
an excellent medical staff and
loose earth and stones, are dumped in at
persumably foreigners. Land is cheap
appliances. The nursing and the expense of the government and con- outside the
cities, and the fertile mounai rangements are in
charge of ! sidered quite sufficient to remedy the im- tain
slopes and foothills furnish wide
and
the
records
show
liarity,
| perfection. Transportation of goods from ranges and the best of pastures. It seems
.ast year they eared for 3,217
Sonsonate, and from the other two sea- to me, at the first view, that one
might
sides this government iustiports of the country to the inland towns, be contented to end his days in Sonsonate
is a new and very line hosis done by means of two-wheeled carts —that is, with the loved ones to
keep him
>alvador, named “Rosales,” drawn by oxen. The cart is of solid con- company, so
delightful is the climate and
i the late Senor Don Jose
struction, ft feet long by three and one- so peacefully beautiful the views.
lu the
ho bequeathed four million halt feet
wide, and the body rests directly rear of the town is a continuous range of
us establishment and
mainwithout any j volcanoes, eleven in all, set close
upon the wooden axle
together
1 iif building is mostly of iron,
springs: and as may be imagined, its like the teeth of a saw, the craters of
■d in Belgium.
The capital
creaking makes the welkin ring. in seven distinctly visible; that at tlie southa model orphan asylum and
the
dry season, when the roads ern end being the celebrated Izalco. The
ic
both sexes not only re- are
supposed to be good, seven “cargas,” city, ou the right bank of the Rio
mi primary education, but the of
**arrobas” each, (2,100 pounds), is Senhunapan, is only about 50 miles west
ght caipentry, shoe-making considered the average load of one cart; of San Salvador. It contains
11,000 inurns trades, and the girls sewbut in rainy weather, when the roads are habitants; its streets are wide,
rectilinear,
ing.
embroidery, etc. There well nigh impassable, the load is reduced and well paved, it has a handsome casa
tsses
in music, telegraphy, to 800
pounds, or less. Whenever an axle municipal, a hospital, several churches,
and short-hand, so that
g
breaks, which is a very common occur- well-built houses aud delightful suburbs.
::**wn-up orphans go out from rence, or, more commonly still, when- There is a commodious
railway station,
iiey are well equipped for the ever a cart gets stuck in a mud-hole out American cabs in the
streets, shops apito.
There is a similar asylum of which the
small, lean, ill-fed beasts parently well-stocked, a club-house, a
tie—Salvador's third city- and cannot
pull it after any amount of cudgel- theatre, and a beautiful plaza where one
rues for the aged poor in differing. it is the custom of the road to un- of the best military bands in the world
'd' the country.
So far as the load the cargo and carry it on the shoul- discourses to the
populace ou moonlight
lirectly concerned all who have ders of the cartmeu beyond the difficult evenings. There seems to be considerable
>alvador will agree that its pass, iu order to draw the
empty vehicle commerce here, both export and import,
ncvolent” is the great bath- to a safe place, where
they load again; aud rather extensive establishments for
-o supported by the
goveru- only to repeat the sticking and unloading the
making of sugar, cigars, cotton cloth,
ch nature generously supplies process two or three miles
ahead; perhaps pottery, mats aud baskets; besides several
al waters, ready heated to vari- many times in course of the journey.
distilleries and salt works.
of temperature, to suit all None think of mending the ditch or hole
Fannie Brigham Ward.
be sure, the bath-maids are that detains
them, and the next comers

a

as

Public Works

and

Benevo-

Lifflf

The young

mother
X^
hardly knows what
to
^

do with her first

baby. Girls marry
now-a-days with

little idea of the duties of matrimony and
They approach motherhood
maternity.
with considerable fear. They have learned
in a vague way that the baby’s coming means
pain and danger. Few of them have been
Pain
told that these things are of the past
and danger are no longer necessary. By the
regular use of Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription during the expectant period
safety,.comfort and health are assured for both
mother and child.
Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription is for
the cure of all diseases distinctly feminine,
and for the invigoration of already healthy
It proorgans in time of unusual strain.
motes regularity and relieves periodical
has
It
saved
the
pains and discomforts.
lives of thousands of women, as their own
testimony proves. Taken from among thousands like it is this letter which tells what

<

—

a

experienced

:
has
W. R. Malcolm, Esq., of Knobel, Clay Co., Ark.,
writes
We believe iti the merits of Dr. Pierce’9
family medicines. My wife was troubled with
female weakness, and two bottles of Dr. Pierce’s
Favorite Prescription, together with the Golden
Medical Discovery,’ cured her.
During the period of gestation my wife continued the use of the
Discovery.’ and for perhaps four months previous to the birth of our child she also took the
These medicines, it
‘Favorite Prescription.’
seemed, strengthened her entire system, and
childbirth to her was very easy—being attended
with very little pain. Our baby Ruth is 13 months
old and she has never been sick a day, not so
much as had the colic; she is hearty and stout
and pretty as a picture —pretty because she is
healthy.and we very much blame Dr.Pierce’s family medicines for it." We keep Dr. Pierce’s Golden
Medical Discovery, the Favorite Prescription
and the Pellets’ in our home and use them. We
have been married most three years and I have
called a physician into my family but one time—
a single trip, at birth of our baby."
one woman

v
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s

livacy and clean towels alike fare the
but

the

is

water

mtain” lias

at

last been found,

aving the capital city
do

little

a

we

in order

to

gold into the

and is

convert

some

of the

and 4,000 feet,

far the most important product

by

is another

digo

The rate

expenses.
which varies considerably

.a

1,500

of the country, for some years past forming more than half the total export. In-

a

dirty script

traveling

elevation of between

had

banking business,

of

fallen off in
ical

dyes

staple production, but has
value a good deal since chem-

have

come

into favor.

The

time, is just now greater plant known to botany as Indigofera
w
ing to the recent revolution- Anil, is called in Salvador by the aborig: <i slight
change of govern- inal name, Jilquilite. It grows best on
the “Greater

ing

Republic,”

high, rocky

dollar

of our currency is
three of this, if taken in
a hint to travelers in these

,iily

By judicious management of
of credit, or drafts on New

1

•'

ii•

by

<.

New York.

••!

nish

shillings, English;

f

:

and

is
•'»

one

centavos: 4

pesates, or as
‘quarters;” > reales; Id

vay,

'■)- cuartillos.

!

particularly

■

>

4

dollar United
divided into l tostones.

um:

"

a few inches above the root,
the leaves and stems tied into small bun-

It requires

ny unit,—supposed t<> equal
i'lench: live liras, Italian; 5

Eor smaller

it grow as best it can.
Tills is generally
done in May; and by September the liarvest is ready—when the bower-buds are

It is cut at

the American

dies and

head-work to get the relative
-jueer coins well fixed in
lie peso, of lot v ntavas,

<•

con-

about to open being the time when the
plant is richest in indigo yielding matter.

Salvadorian bills are badly
i «‘:!• 5‘• 11. in imitation t<> the exp 11 1

soil and is cultivated to a

siderable extent by the crudest methods.
The usual plan here is to merely burn off
the bush, scatter seed broadcast, and let

expenses may be reduced to
less than the cost of living at

>

conveyed

at

once,

the

to

In the latter three brick tanks

]

factory.
placed

are

together, each one being on a little lower
level than the other.
Tile .sheaves are

idled

die uppermost tank, covered with
water, and heavy weights piled on top.
A fermentation, more or less rapid, takes
in

place, according

being

Id

temperature,

hours

the limit.

become of
run

to

a

The liquid, which has
greenish-yellow color, is then

off into the next lower tank, where it
kept in a state of violent agita-

must he

in the

markets, tion in order to oxygenize it. For this
into two racions,
purpose it is beaten for several hours by
and one-half cents eacii, and men armed with
long paddles, thus condivided into '1 medias, worth
stantly exposing new surfaces to the acis divided

ee-quarters of

The

cent.

a

Mlvador are the
Utah with

International;
branch in the city

a

Ana and the Salvadoreno.

There

tion ot the air.
the third

or

It is then

off into

run

lowest tank where

a

macerat-

ed shrub, known as “cuajatinta,” (ink
curdler) is added, which has the effect of

private bank of Messrs. Blanes precipitating the indigo to the bottom of
the tank.
Then the water is drawn off,
leaving the ‘‘tinta’’ in the shape of pur-

•ms,
capital
£1,500,000; a
‘he bank of Nicaragua, opened
of San Salvador in

1803;

and

bank, lately established.
the

Salvadorian

a

Not

The good roads movement seems to
have gone by the board this year. At one
time it was expected that this would be
one of the great
problems that would be

among the hills and the usual small farms
of sugar cane, corn and beans.
Coffee is
produced in all parts of Salvador, at an

so

grateuned globe-trotter that when
he believes the long-sought

t

a

greenish- plenty

warm,

ur-smelling

The Good Roads Movement.

The country shows
way.
forest lands,
rich pastures

same

ple

colored mud at the

bottom,

which is

afterwards dried and pressed into cakes

ready for market. There is no doubt that
t-rtain concessions to a firm in this industry
might be rendered much
Spain, for the establishment more profitable if careful methods and
government

settled in the sixty-eighth legislature, but
the adverse report of the judiciary committee put a damper on the project.
There is but one thing certain, both farmers and bicyclers can at least
congratulate
themselves that the subject lias been well
ventilated, and it may be the means of
securing favorable legislation iu the next
body of Solons that convenes. The desirability of better roads in Maine can be
established on many good grounds.
Iu
the first place they are wanted by the citizens themselves.
Not a little lamentation has been heard of late because Maine
men, young men, who ought to stay in
; Maine and help develop her varied and
! abundant resources, leave the State and
carry their energies and their money to
aid in building up other sections.
The
!
history of road-making iu Maine shows
that the system hitherto employed is a
! failure. So long as the roads are made'
and repaired after the fashion that has
I
thus far ruled there can be no hope of
j permanent improvement. Now that slO,are yearly assessed in taxes
against
j 000
the bicyclers, this class of people at least
I
have not unwarrantably asked for aid.
1
Hut it is not alone the bicycler that is
benefited.
The ability of the farmer to
reach the markets quicker and to carry
there the products of the farm with greater ease means
money iu their pockets.
j it is generally supposed that the reform was too radical to meet with immediate approval, and from talking with
of the members of the House it
! many
could he easily seen that either the feasibility of the plan was not countenanced
or else there was such a multiplicity of
plans as to make the adoption of any of
them a puzzling experiment.
There are
certain farmers who appeared on the
scene at the time of
the hearing who
couldn’t seem to get it out of their heads
that tlie new road movement was exclusively for bicyclers, aud they would probably be pushed into a pasture from time
to time as they rode along to make room
for the festive bicycler.
There was a diversity of opinion on the project and
j probably no piece of legislation has bobbed up iu the sixty-eighth congregation
that has had fewer minds alike. [Augusta
Special to Portland Evening Express.

j

The misery of years has been cured in a
single night by the use of Doan’s Ointment,
a positive, never-failing remedy for Itching
Piles and all similar diseases. Your dealer
keeps it, or can get it for you.
_

a.

bank

in

improved apparatus

said to be all

product.
of indigo

n

1

national

Salvador,
ital of 5,000,000 pesetas. These

er

how that

;it

paying large

divi-

be

is quite belimited knowledge of the busii lu re is a
great deal of manufac•n
Spanish-America, going on in
vador and its suburbs; establishcan

r
making cigars, matches, soap
’‘■dies, artificial stone, saw-mills,
Is,
sugar-refineries, mills for
rice and coffee, and many dis-

Tliere

is

also

were

introduced in

tile cultivation and

manufacture of the
Last year about 10,000 serrones
were exported from Salvador—

one serron

Sugar
all

being equivalent

to

150pounds.

is cultivated to some extent
the country, and besides furnish-

cane

over

ing enough sugar, molasses and
home

consumption,

among the exports.
seem

rum

ranks next to

for

indigo

The soil and climate

particularly, adapted

to its

and with the introduction of

growth,
capital aud

improved machinery Salvador would soon
take front rank among the sugar-producusly line and beautiful: shawls ing countries. The greater part of that
hs of silk, flax and
cotton, and now made is called “panela.” It is put
'Ah, white and colored.
up in small blocks, weighing about two
<lone

"

a

great deal of
some of it

hand-looms,

this city, whose name reso
strongly of a dearer one in
Ohio, most of the way by Sal-

unc
iS

on

to

pounds,
Vermont
make it

maple-sugar.
of wood,

are

,1

extends

to

La

bage in order to

the country to
Us
advantage. The Salvadorian car°’1
by the way, is an unique institution,
bb
square, covered with canvas or

\

The mills which

of very primitive
Besides the “panela,”

from
the seaport, loaves of compact white sugar, weighing
Ceiba, connecting Son- from 25 to 40 pounds each, are manufacid several other important towns tured
by a few mills run by steam, but
mta Tecla, or rather it will do so
these plants are generally owned by large
■mpleted. At present it comes operators who export their whole crops.
about eight miles of the latter city,
Next comes tobacco, which is grown
The luxuriantly all over Salvador, but the whole
■'enty from San Salvador.
a line, which has existed for some
product is consumed in the country in
between the two last named cities, the
shape of cigarettes and cigars, used
’an- changed to a steam railroad of
by
men, women and children.
Chewing
II am
gauge with the main line, (3 tobacco and pipes are not known.
The
so
that the day is not distant, Salvadorian method of
handling tobacco
'"lotions permitting, when the capital is simplicity itself. The growers allow
be brought to within a few hours of the
leaves to dry in the sun without
bacific.
The rails were imported
them from the stalks, which
detaching
""
England, the locomotives and roll- are cut close to the ground. They
st,,,,k from the United States.
The are piled in stacks, three or four feet
11 "as
begun as a private enterprise, high, covered with a thick layer of banana
"as purchased
by the government leaves, and heavy weights on top. Fer
about half completed, for $1,460,- mentation
ensues, which by its action
'Ve made the first
day’s journey by brings out the color and aroma of the
'•

see

leaves.

Concerning a

once

Sheep

Pasture.

much talked of

en-

terprise, the Machias Republican’s Milbridge correspondent remarks: “Deputy
Sheriff Swauton has a notice in the post-

office for an execution sale of Petit Manan
Point. Thus the bones of another busted boom are strewn along the path of
events.
The Point goes back to its Arcadian condition. The gentle shepherd resumes his former haunts, and teaches the
woods to resound with fair Amaryllis.
Exit the brave huntsman who shoots deer
in a park surrounded with a wire fence.
A great fashionable watering place in our
suburbs would be desirable. But it takes
business men to manage such a thing—
which appeared to be lacking in this case.
We know' the advantages of the place for
a sheep pasture, when it is
managed by
people who know their business.”

class condition, will go on the route between
Boston and Bucksport, or as far as the ice will
on Tuesday, March 2, I8b7, and will
leave Boston at 5.00 P. M. on that day and on
Tuesdays and Fridays thereafter, for Wmterport
and intermediate landings.
Returning from Bucksport, on Mondfvs and
Thursdays ai 11.00 A. M.

permit,

Winter*

Local

Servi

When this process is considered
leaves are stripped from the

complete, the

stalk and tied into bundles for market.
Rice forms another

important

crop, and

a

se.

Steamer ROCKLAND. Capt. E. TV. CURTIS,
will leave Rockland, weather and ice permitting,
tor Camden. Belfast, Castine and Bucksport, on
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fri-days at 7 a. m.
Returning from Bucksport at* 8.45 a. m., or
upon arrival of train from Bangor, on Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays for Castine, Belfast,
Camden and Rockland.
FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast.
WILLIAM H. HILL,
General Manager, Boston.

Maine Central R. R.
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This Is a true statement and
It can’t be made too strong

K

It is a

or

safe and

cure

Diarrhma,

Rheumatism,

Croup,

Toothache,

Neuralgia,

Two sizes, 25c. and 60c.

Keep it by you. Beware of
Imitations. Buy only the
Genuine—Perry Davis’.
BM MvrytrKer*.

the

The House passed a resolve urging the
Maine delegation in Congress to use their
iniluenee for a dry dock in some Maine

port.
Two hills were introduced to prevent
the representation of prize lights hy photographs or the kiuetoscope and were referred to the judiciary committee.
The committee on ways and means reported an order for the tax rate to be 2 3 4
mills for both 1897 and 1898.
The House passed the caucus bill to be

'JTvoRTNef
POWDE^^^

engrossed.

i|^^^pSHINC

passed the anti-cigarette bill
rejecting various amendments.
The bill relating to the navigation of the

The House
after

Kennebec river at Fairfield

was

indefinite-

ly postponed.
The bill to change the name of the Maine
State College to the University of Maine,
passed the House by a vote of 58 to 49,
after a long debate.
In the Senate the report, ought not to
pass, on bill prohibiting the appropriation

of State money to sectarian institutions was
accepted by a vote of 18 to 9.
Both branches met at 3 p. m.
In the
House the bill regulating the use of bi-

cycles

indefinitely postponed by

was

following public acts
proved by the Governor:

Ivorine,

Toilet,
hands

waters.

the driven

snow.

The

Soap in every package of
be fouud peculiarly delightful for

will

Nursery,

and for

keeping

the

white and smooth.

soft,
of

as

of Toilet

Bath and

Makers

The J. It. WILLIAMS CO., Glastonbury, Conn.
Williams Famous Shaving Soaps.
Write for catalogue of choice premiums.

THE WHITE STORE
Is the

place

to

buy your

CLOTHING!
This is a hard year to find money, and we are making
effort to please and satisfy you in finding great
values in clothing from the largest stock in the city of

an

Mens, Boys and Youths’ Suits.

have been ap-

An act in relation to suits for taxes.
An act to tiniend section 7, chapter 24!)
of the Public Laws of 1893 relating to the
use of
purse and drag seines in State

clean and white

are

cake

superb

a

of 111 to 7. The bill providing a fine
of $500 for photographic or other representation of a prize fight passed to be engrossed under suspension of the rules by
a vote of 05 to 23.
The bill for the State
examination of teachers was indefinitely
The bill for free traveling
postponed.
libraries suffered the same fate.
The bill
regulating the width of tires was also
killed without division.
The resolve for
summer training schools for teachers
passed to be engrossed.
In the Senate the tax rate order was
passed in concurrence, thus establishing
the rate at 2 3-4 mills for 1897-98.
Among the bills passed to be engrossed
were those relating to common
carriers; a
complete set of York deeds; extension of
the Portland railroad; giving $1,000 additional to Normal Schools; providing for
the purchase of photographic views.
The bill creating the office of State auditor was referred to the next Legislature.
The

clothes

We will guarantee all
money refunded.

sales

our

or

We will sell

you

buy anywhere

Clothing CHEAPER

else.

Now

mean

we

than you
business.

c.m

Lam son & Hubbard

81 Main St.,

Chas. O'Connell.

Spring Style, 1897.
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To Wheelmen and Wheelwomen.
Columbian, 07 Model,.$100.00
*
150.00
’07
Tanthms,
.....
*•

Rubbers,

[Continued

Trunks,
Extension Cases,

Whips,
Robes,

Blankets, Ete.
NEW STOCK Or

BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS.
Fine Goods.

Low Prices.

REPAIRING and I
CARRIAGE TRIMMING.
)
HARNESS

|

(

Open
Evenings.

Street.

C- E. STEVENS.

n. I. STEVENS.

RUBBER GOODS.
A FULL LINE OF

Hot

Water

Bottles,

SYRINGES, Etc,,

The

first

on

By

traveller of

many

a

StPllfil

Ii< .V

fil’d

WE KEEP HARRIS’

and

through—

Would I could have them too!
in

< ll €'

C*

1*

PILLS

Harper's Maga-

Liver Ills,
Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache.
A pleasant laxative. All Druggists.
cure

TO

"M't

POR SCOURING AND POLISHING ALL PIETALS.

GEO. T. READ,

*

ft

44 Main Street, Belfast,

* •

Atwood, Winter port.

Fred

Me.,

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.
Over

Milhtws

Thirteen

( $13^00^QLu) Fire

Inyurcuee

Aesets.

Springfield Fire and Marine, Granite State Fire Inst rant k Co., Firk Association of Philadelphia, Capitol Fire Insurance Co.,
National Firk Insurance Co., Hartford, Conn.
DESIRABLE RISKS WRITTEN AT CURRENT RATES.

INSURANCE WRITTEN TOR S l'FARS,

at

low

intis in

Lnildii ^

amplafcle.

MKRIHANT MARINE INSURANCE (0.

AND SOLD.

^-Correspondence Sollilied.

41

t

OLD-FASHIONED GEO. W. BURGESS,
But Can’t be Beaten.
This is the season
Liver and

cleanse the

to

Kidneys,

and pre-

vent disease of those organs.

WILL

JOB PRINTER,

DO IT,

Opera House Block, Belfast, Me,
CARDS,
POSTERS,
BILL HEADS.
LETTER HEADS,
PROGRAMS,
PAMPHLETS,

Made wholly of roots, barks and
herbs.

No poison.

A Full Pint Bottle for SO Cts.

And all kinds of Legal Printing
neatly and promptly done. 7tf

subscribe
HOOD'S

Woi K

REE, INVALUABLE

SCOl

LOANS NEGOTIATED.

FOR SALE BY

A. A. HOWES 6l CO.

C utlil

REAL ESTATE BOUGHT

renown—

Edwards,

Nickeling,

INVESTMENT SECURITIES BOUGHT AND SOLD.

Glad is my heart to hear them pass;
Yet sometimes breathes a low Alas!
The tender springing things that grew—
The nursling hopes their feet destroyed,
Sweet ignorant dreams that youth enjoyed—
And
blossomed there the long year

Betts

“

a

Grave Thought,and burden-bearing Deeds,
And strong Achievement’s envoy fares,
With laughing Joys and crowding Cares,
Along the road that worldward ieads—
Once rank with foolish weeds.

[Louise

00.00
50.00

••

full Ret of apparatus for EXi M E L I XG
Bicycles, have made arrangements f«*r re-nicke’i:.g all
rusty or worn parts, aud am fully prepa: »d t<- n ake
any and all repairs in the Bicycle line.
1 have

CORRESPONDENT OF

highway, trodden down

zine.

“

TRAVELERS LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE CO.

Well for the highway that it lies
The passageway of great emprise!
Yet from its dust what voices cry—
Voices of soft green grow ing things,
Trampled and torn from earth which clings
Too closely, unperceiving why
Its darling bairns must die!
a

75.00

28 inch.
20
28

Bicycle Repairing, Enameling

TORNADO

Highway.

My heart’s

115 00

••

'00

page.]

The highway lies, all bare and brown,
A naked line across the down,
Worn by a hundred hurrying feet.
The tide of Life along it flows,
And busy Commerce coipes and goes.
Where once the grass grew green
sweet,
The World’s tierce pulses beat.
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by magic.

The House concurred with the Senate
indefinitely postponing the bill for the
use of compressed air as power.
The Senate having passed the resolve
for the Eastern Maine Insane Hospital, the
House insisted on its previous action of
indefinite postponement by a vote of 87 to
5 and a committee of conference was apin

if

as

...

(PERRY DAVIS’.)

A Sure and Safe

Ivorine works

appointed.

was

Fairies

Like all

....

Bugs,

JainKiHer

Fairy
IS

The Senate having passed the resolve
for the Newport Home, the House insisted on its previous action of indefinite postponement and a committee of conference

An act to amend section 33 of chapter 0
of the Revised Statutes relating to the
taxes
on stock of banks and other
TI31E-TA BLE.
corporations.
On ami after Oct. 4, 18110, trains connecting ai
An act additional to chapter 101 of the
Burnham and Waterville with through trains for
Public Laws of 1897 relating to inspection
and from Bangor. Waterville, Portland and Bosof buildings.
ton will run as follows:
An act to amend sections 0 and 8 of the
FROM BELFAST.
i Revised Statutes relating to the endorseAM
1* M
I* M
ment of writs.
125
Belfast, depart. 7 2o
3 40
An act to amend section 34, chapter of
tl 30
13 50
Citypoint... t7 25
the
Revised Statutes as amended by chapWaldo. 17 30
tl 40
14 10
Brooks
1 51
7 48
4 45
ter 1>)7 of the Public Laws of 1S95 relatKnox..
8o2
t2 03
15 10
ing to tlie duties of municipal officers.
8 10
Thorndike
2 12
5 38
An act to authorize the insurance com6 00
2 22
Unity. 8 20
8 45
Burnham, arrive..
2 42
6 25
missioner to revoke the license of an in11
50
4
35
Bangor.
surance agent or broker.
A M
An act to amend section 7b of chapter
oil
Waterville
3 13
7 05
P M
A M
104 of the Public Laws of 1895 entitled
Portland.
12 25
6 35
1 40
“an act amendatory of and additional to
4 15
9 20
5 58
»E-D.
Boston
Boston,
chapter 40 of the Revised Statutes relat| w D. 422
ing to fish and fisheries.'1
TO BELFAST.
An act to amend section 47 of chapter
M
A M
77 of thedievised Statutes as amended by
9 00
7 00
( E. D.
Boston,
8 30 chapter 277 of the Public Laws of 188!) ill
jw
P M
relation to the time of holding the Sep11 00
1 20
Portland.
tember term of the supreme judicial court
A M
A M
7 00
4 30
Waterville. 6 00
in Piscataquis county.
1 40
7 15
Bangor
An act to establish bank holidays and
A M
A M
P M
to abolish days of grace on commercial
8 50
5 05
Burnham, depart. 7 10
5 25
7 50
9 10
Unity..
paper.
8 10
9 20
5 38
Thorndike.
An act to amend section 8, chapter 11 of
19 27
Knox. t8 25
15 44
the Revised Statutes as now amended re8 50
9 42
6 56
Brooks.
t9 53
Waldo. tO 02
16 08
lating to text books, school apparatus and
16 18
Citypoint. 19 15 110 05
repairs on school buildings.
25
9
25
10
6
10
arrive...
Belfast,
Ah act to amend section 07 of chapter
station.
tFlag
91 of the Revised Statutes as amended by
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at$5.00
chapter 107 of the Public Laws of 1897
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
relating to attachments.
all
West
and
Northtickets
to
points
Through
An act providing for the registration of
west via all routes, for sale by F. E. Crowley,
guides and to aid in gathering of statistics
GEORGE F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
relative to inland fisheries and game.
Geneial Manager.
An act in relation to accidents upon
F. E. Booth by, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
railroads and street railways.
An act in relating to the holding of the
Portland, Sept. 28, 1896.
supreme judicial court in the county of
Franklin.
An act to provide for the procuring of
statistics relating to the poultry industry
in Maine.
An act to amend section 4 of chapter 58
SUCCESSORS TO
of the Revised Statutes as amended by
section 2, chapter IS of the Public Laws
STEVENS & EBSKINE, of
1891, and to amend section 7 of chapter
58 of the Revised Statutes as amended by
chapter of 127 of the Public Laws of 1887
relating to the board of agriculture.
An act to provide for the investigation
of
the causes of fires and the publication
_And Dealers inof statistics relating to the same.
An act amendatory of and additional to
Boots,
chapter 268 of the Public Laws of 1893,
Shoes,
entitled an act to regulate the organization and control of street railroads.

and looks and tastes much like

ad.' railroad. The line is fib miles construction.
cl

The Petit flanan

Steamer Penobscot, (’apt. Marcus Pierce, having been throughly overhauled and put in first

A Good Little

appointed.

was

vote

REGULAR FARES.

Done at Augusta.

March 24.
The legislature is now doing
the hardest work of the session.
The
Senate met at 9 o’clock and the House at
10.
Both held afternoon sessions.
On motion of Mr. Merrill of Portland,
the House non-coucurred with the Senate
in indefinitely postponing the bill reducing the tax on savings banks and referred
it to the next legislature.
The House and Senate having insisted
on different references of the Wilson order relating to the election of railroad
commissioners, a committee on conference
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Shall We Have a
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now has the lead in the marmuch so that the dairymen of Vermont, a noted dairy State, are looking into
the matter. They accuse Maine dairymen
of putting cornstarch in their cream; but iu
Boston and in New York customers demand

Maine

Creamery?

kets,

^prclal Meeting of the Board of Trade ConSubject. What was said by Secretary McKern of the State Board of Agriculture.
A special meeting of the Belfast Board of
Trade was called by President Sibley for
last Friday evening to consider the establishment of a creamery in this city. There
was a good attendance, and among those
present were a number of our local dairyEdward Sibley, chairman of the commen.
mittee on creamery, appointed at the last

A

siders (lie
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CHARLES A flLSBURY,
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Czar! Czar! snarl the little Democratic
puppy
■

dogs

at

the heels of

Speaker

Reed.

-(iov. Powers has exercised much in-

ever

and

legislation
got along better with

fiuenee

on

no

governor
the law mak-

ers,’' says the Portland Advertiser.
A busy session of the Maine Legislature
closed last Saturday. The appropriations
foot up >5,51*9,278.82, and during the ses-

signed

131 resolves

We give in a
this week the laws enacted.

supplement

sion (xovernor Powers
and 408 acts.

A doubt is

expressed as to the constitutionality of
the act making an appropriation for ten
years for the State College; and while
economy was urged from the first, and
this policy was adhered to in some respects, the Legislature was sufficiently
lavish in other directions to swell the appropriations to a large total.
But few of the many readers of a country paper are aware of the expense attendant upon its publication; but like many
other industries the output is often time
move than the income and a dollai has to
be made to do the work of two.

good deal of truth in the
d>o\" paragraph, which we tind in ‘“A
W ad Personal”# from W. E. Lewis of
the Pemuquid Messenger to his readers,
There is

a
m

a

As follows
4 First Prizes, each of $100 Cash
-$ 400.00
20 Seoond
$100sPplcpAELBicycles*2,000,00
40 Third ..$ 25 Gold Watches
1,000,00
•

•

has

secret

a

President

Cash and Prizes given each month

process.

Sibley made

an

appeal for sub-

meeting, reported that it would require §4,build and equip a creamery and that
a stock company had been organized to be
known as the Creamery Ileal Estate Company, capitalized at §10,000, with shares at
§10 each. About §1,200 hail beeu subscribed.
It is proposed that this company shall build
and equip a creamery, and Wilson & Eaton
of Bangor stand ready to lease it at a rental

000 to

HOW

should be no difficulty iu securing the additional amount required, and as
the season is near at hand when the building can be erected it is hoped the necessary
subscriptions will be forth-coming. The
to solicit and receive subscripis composed of Edward Sibley, L. T.
Shales, B. H Conant, Walter Cooper and
Ben I). Field.
committee
tions

will pay 6 per cent, on stock; they to
pay all taxes and insurance and keep the
plant in repair. The company will have
nothing to do with operating the creamery.
B. H. Conant, a member of the committee,
spoke of the difficulty in securing subscriptions and thought our people should take
hold of the enterprise. He said there were
three creameries in Bangor, all doing a
profitable business, and the same is true of

Obituary.
Another of Searsmont’s aged and respected citizens has passed away. Mr. George
Dyer, while visiting his daughter, Mrs. W.
O. Sargent in Belfast, suddenly expired on
the morning of March 24th. He had been

the creamery at Unity.
B. Walker McKeen, Secretary of the State
Board of Agriculture, who was present by
invitation, was then called upon by President Sibley and made a very interesting

suffering from a cold, or slight attack of la
grippe, but was feeling and looking bright
on the morning of his death, but his extreme
age had weakened the vital force, the heart
ceased to work, and Mr. Dyer passed into
presentation of the creamery question in all the life beyond, painlessly, leaving upon his
its phases. His remarks were informal, and
features the peacefulness of a good man at
he invited questions from the audience.
Mr. Dyer was born at North Haven,
rest.
enout
were
by
Many good points
brought
Jan. 1, 1815, and lived there until fourteen
Mr.
McKeen
from
Mr.
spoke !
quiries
Sibley.
of
when his father moved to
years

The two papers covered practically
he same held, w hich is only large enough
one.

Mr.

Lewis

will

conduct

the

first of the creamery

from the farmers stand-

;

tinged his beard with

awarded as follows:
The 1 Competitor who sends in the
Largest Number of coupons from
the district in which he or she resides
will receive 8*100 Cash.
The 5 Competitors who send in the
Next Largest Numbers of coupons from the district in which they
reside will Each receive at winner’s
option a lady’s or gentleman's Fierce
Special bicycle, price 8100,00.
-1
The I O Competitors who send in the
Next Largest Number* of coupons from the district in which they reside will Each receive at winner’s
option a lady’s or gentleman’s Gold Watch, price $*25.
2* The Competitions will Close the Last Day of
Each Month during 1897, Coupons received toolate
for one mouth’s competition willbe put into the next.
3. Competitors who obtain wrappers from unsold
soap in dealer’s stock will be disqualified. Employees
of Lever Brothers, I.td., and their families, are debarred from competing.
4. A printed list of Winners in Competitor’s district
will be forwarded to Competitors in about 21 days after
each competition closes.
5. Lever Brothers, Ltd., will endeavor to award the
fairly to the best of their ability and judgment,
prizes is
understood that all who compete agree to acDut it
cept the award of Lever Brothers, Ltd., as final.
LEVER BROS., Ltd., New York.
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be

Austin of the Boston and Bangor
Steamship Company, of which Capt. Litt.letield was the superintendent for many years,
was present at the services, and Mr Elmer
Calvin

*

m,

unknown to other nu
make Hood’s Sarsaparilla

are

Peculiar
It

itself

to

wide range of disum.
of its power a a blood } uri
ci reel I y a n d posil i vely u p« m

cures

a

and the blood reaches

t-.rr\

corner of the human system
Littlefield and Mrs. T. Herbert White of
the nerves, muselts, boneChicago came to attend the funeral of their
come under the beneficent
father. Rev. E F. Pember, pastor of the
NO. Ot |
Uuiversalist church, officiated. The Apollo
NAME OF DISTRICT,
District Now York
Quartette sang several appropriate selecCity, Brooklyn, Conic
and Stateni Island*, New Jersey.
The bearers were
Messrs
James
tions
1
New York State (outside ofN. V. City,
Atkins and L. A Johnson of Katahdin Ena
Brooklyn, Long and Staten Maude).
campment and (’lark W. Cayting and George
Pennsylv ania, Delaware, MaryA. Davenport of Penobscot Lodge, I. O. O.
land, Wear Virginia and Dis3
F.
trict of Coinmhia._
Capt. Littlefield was a member of both
these
4
The New Knirland State*._
organizations. Gen. Charles W.
i»
Roberts had charge of the funeral and the
ne Bicycles are the ceieDrate.i I'lfrcp
1897 Pattern, m’Pd by Geo. N. Pierce & Co., of Bufv
arrangements were made by Mr. Abel Hunt.
Tho One True Blood i’urifi. r.
falo, Boston and New York. Fitted with Hartford
The floral offerings were beautiful.
An
Tires, First Class Nick'e Lanin, New Departure
anchor was sent by President William H.
Bell, Standard Cyclometer, ami Hunt Lace Saddle.
Hill of the Boston
Hood's Pills tik.
Bangor Steamship
Company and two large designs were sent
funeral will be held at her son Fred’s resi- by Katahdin Encampment and Penobscot
the service.
A competent choir with M ss
were also numerous offerings
Lowell as organist rendered several selec- dence, this, Thursday, afternoon. Rev. Geo. Lodge. There
from friends.
An obituary of Capt. LittleE. Tufts officiating. The interment will he field is
tions very impressively. The arrangements
a
published on the 2nd page.
Waldo.
were all made by
the deceased and ad- in the family lot in
of
Eliza
A.
widow
the
late
Howe,
mirably performed uuder the management
Jonas Howe, died March 10th, after a few
cure
Flora E., wife of Porter Nash, died at
The interment was
of Win It. Lowell, Esq
days illness of pneumonia. Her age was
her home in Etst Belfast Tuesday evening, eighty-one years. She was the daughter of
at the Kingdom cemetery in Moutville.
March doth, of typhoid pneumonia, aged 41 the late Robert Ogier, and was a life-long
resident, of this place. She was a sister of
She was horn
years, 2 months and 10 days.
Samuel
G. Ogier. Mrs. Mary J. Sartelle,
home
Hon. Daniel A. Wadlin died at Ilia
in
Montville, her maiden name being Mrs. Augusta Moody, and Mrs. Adelaide
most
on Belmont avenue, March 27th, after an illall
of Camden.
Mrs Howe was a
Thompson. Mrs. Nash was a most estimable Aldeu,
ness of
less than forty-eight hours. Mr.
most estimable woman, kind, char tab.e and
woman, and had many devoted friends to
Wadlin was born in Northport. in 1880, and
affectionate, and her death brought sadness
She was an to many hearts.
mourn her untimely departure.
The funeral services were
lived there all bis life until last year, when
active worker for temperaiu-e and humanity, held March 21st at the home on Mechanic
he came to Belfast to live. He was a farmer i
and were attended bv
nate
many symand was a faithful member of the Belfast XV. street,
pathizing neighbors and friends Rev. L.
by occupation, and was one of the most, suc- C. T. U. Her husband and one
daughter
I).
Evans
of
the
Church
Congregational
cessful and progressive men in the business
survive her. Her mother, a brother and sis- officiated. [Camden .Herald.
iu this section. His specialty was dairying,
ter, reside in Lawrence, Mass., and the
and for many years he kept one of the largPrudence Pease, widow of the late
mother and sister, Mrs. Miller, arrived by
cannot
in Waldo
est and best herds of Jerseys
Jethro D
Pease, was burned to death,
Tuesday evening’s train just after her death.
while
about
his
March
at.
the
the
p’aee
Wednesday afternoon,
county,
24th,
appliances
The funeral will take place to-morrow, Fri- home of her son, James Pe tse in Appleton.
Hale’s Honey of Horehound
were always kept fully abreast of the times.
acts like matrix tor a couf,'h or
at 10 a. m., at the late residence of the She was alone in her room and in lighting her
day,
The products of his farm and dairy always
or bronchial trouble.
Ask your .1
her
tire.
*
clot
The
son
wife
pipe
lung caught
deceased.
found a ready sale among the best classes of
saw smoke pouring out of the room, and
Pike’s T oth.v lie I >- :k cure :n
found the old lady dead. Mrs. Pease was To
buyers. He was interested from the beginCharles Snowman, a well known ami years old and is survived by six children:
ning in the Waldo County Agricultural Sohighly respected long-time resident of Messrs. Silas Pease of Rockland .lames
Pease of Appleton ; Martin C. Pease of Olymciety aud worked in every way in his power
Bucksport, died March 20th from a severe atNathan B. C-nant,
pa, Washington; Mrs
to advance its interests; and was for a numtack of the prevailing malady, coming after of
Rockland; .Mrs Nahum M. McCorrisou of
He was also a
ber of years its President.
several months of general debility.
Mrs.
Mr.
Natick, Mass., and
George Athearu of
member of the State Board of Agriculture Snowman
Hope: and one sister, Mrs. Mar\ J. Heal of
was horn in Penobscot April 7,
Lineolnville.
for one term.
He took a decided interest in
IMS, and was nearly SO years of age. lie
politics, municipal, State and National, and came to Bucksport when a young man and
The funeral of. the late Mr. Elisha Pettin-'
was often honored by positions of trust.
In
was engaged during the active period of his
giil was held Monday afternoon from his
he
served
as
often
late
residence on Wilson street, Brewer.
selectman, life in the
Northport
shipyards and along the water Rev. B. P> Merrill,
Prepared :-y the s
School Supervisor and in other important
pastor of the First Confront. He was a calker by trade and at gregational church, officiated and the singYOUR MONEY REF
positions; he represented his class in the one time was associated with Win.
if fails1.1 *■ -a
Beazley ing was by the Brewer Quartette. The If
the inside
bearers weie Rev. A. G. Pettingili, of Hyde
Legislature of 1858, and was State Senator in
shipbuilding and owned shares in many Park, Mass Mr. George
Pettingili, of this
from Waldo county in 1891. He was greatly
Bucksport-built craft. Of his family there city, and Mr. N. Gordon Petting!J, of Belinterested in the Grange, was one of the survives the
widow, a son, Oscar, and a fast, sons of the deceased, and Mr. Daniel
charter members of Farmers’ Pride Grange
Mr E. E
daughter, Mrs. Carrie Page, both residing at Pettingili of Belfast, a nephew
Hussey had charge of the ftinera: and the
of Lineoluville, and was elected Master
Bar Harbor, and a son William, who lives at
interment was made at Oak Hi
Cemetery.
SHE HAS USED
several times. He was married twice, his home.
[ Bangor Whig & Courier.
first wife being Miss Eliza J. Miller of
A lady well known through"
Mrs. George l'. Barstow died in Camden
Northport. His second wife, who survives
Mrs.
Bertha J. Morse died at her home
March 20th after many years of suffering, at
gives testimony:
him, was Miss Emma M. Walls of Belfast. in Chelsea, Mass., March
a
after
28th,
long the advanced age of HO years, She leaves
does what it claim
He leaves two daughters, Mrs. Abide M. illness. Mrs Morse was the
of
one son Charlie, at whose home she
daughter
lied,
T testify what I pr'irfirnUi/
Rackliff and Mrs. Agnes L. Abbott of Bel- Isaac C. and Bertha II. Brown and was born and a sister, Mrs. Cyrus Tibbetts of Belfast. ; Instant
Iteliei
and
_i\\ lm,ni>t*,r**d
mendation.
fast, and two sons, Mark L. ami Albert M. in Belfast, May 3, 1834. She was married to She was a member of the Methodist church
and her circle of friends both in Camden and to directions
will <•■> wh;
Wadlin of Northport. One sister remains, the late
1
K*i". A
Capt. John P. Morse July 30, 1803, in Searsmont, her childhood home, was large, surely.
Mrs. Susan II. Witherspoon of Worcester,
Pas'
Korway, Me.
and for a number of years accompanied her for she was a* highly respected woman and
held in high esteem by all who knew her.
Mass., also a half-sister, Mrs. Sarah A. husband on his
voyages. After leaving the Her remains will be interred in the SearsWoodside of Sabattis, and a half-brother,
sea Capt. Morse removed to Chelsea, where
mont cemetery beside her late husband.
Tileston Wadlin, Esq., of this city.
she has since resided.
Her remains were
The Mount
Lebanon Shakers recently
interred at Woodlawn Cemetery.
Mrs.
a great deed of charity, a'though
Barak Hatch died at his residence in MorMorse leaves two sisters, Mrs. Geo. S. Chase performed
Having purchase'! the .-nan
it was not designed as a charity, being nothrill Wednesday evening, March 17, 1SU7. He of this
city, Mrs. Simeon Lewis of Boston, ing more nor less than an advertising estate ..I ,1. ('. fates im t!w
was born in
scheme.
It resulted in great good just the
Wells, York county, Maine, and one brother who resides in the west.
pensioners having haims perniii
i same. They gave away 1,000 bottles of their who may wish to present * lam
May 5, 1820, and was one of a family of seven
Cordial to those suffering from
Digestive
increase •! pensions. I u i.
Maria
J
three
sisters.
In
life
Mr.
Rhoades died in this city last
brothers and
early
stomach derangements.
shoe ‘hop, 1 27 Main -o re* t. ;
Hatch manifested a taste for farming, which
Sunday at the advanced of 83 years and 7
It was so effective in curing those who
April I n ami 2<>. 1 S'.*7
'!•
occupation he followed as bis main business months. She was the daughter of the late j used the remedy that they were loud iu their
I.. <
praises of it and in consequence a large deAt an early age he left his
to his death.
Capt. Jacob and Elizabeth Rhoades. Mrs. j mand
for the Cordial was at mice created.
native town and worked in Woburn, Mass., Fred A. Kuowltou of this city
ami Mr.
The druggists of this town have little
for a few years. He married Miss Louisa Maurice Rhoades of California, a sister and books that tell all about it. Digestive CorJane Cross, daughter of Wm. Cross of Mor- brother, survive. She had been an invalid dial creates an appetite, aids digestion and
All owners
keepers ..t ill
brings about a rapid increase in flesh and
rill, who died Oct.. 14. 1888. Soon after he for eight years. The Mineral services were
hereby notiliei! that tlu> nm-strength.
tor them at one*
l'h* law ivini
went to California, where he lived a few
held Tuesday, conducted by Rev. Geo. E.
saint1 as last \*ar. ami will ■*•
Laxol is the name of a paiatabl. Castor
I H Ml I
He then returned to Morrill and Tufts, and were strictly private oil account
years.
Oil. Just the thing for children.
lie fast Mareh 20. ! ->r*7. ."w
bought the farm of the late Wm. Cross, of Mr. and Mrs. Knowlton’s illness.
where he spent the remainder of his days.
He leaves six children to mourn their loss—
Saturday, March lbrdi, news was received I
Mary L, wife of Lewis Wineheuhaeh ; Ida of the very sudden death iu Boston of Mrs. ;
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The funeral services of the late Capt.
James Little fie hi was held in Bangor Saturday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock and were largely attended by friends and acquaintances of
the deceased. General Passenger Agent

combination, proportion
used in preparing Hood
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WRAPPERS

RULES.
1. Every month during 1897 in each o! the 4 districts

prizes will

extreme of age he looked a man bearing no
unusual burden of years. He was the oldat
the
do.
the
matter
what
to
Mentioning
present.
est of ten children, eight of whom grew to
Portland Creamery, they said, why not ship
manhood and womanhood at the homestead
“bushel of trout” caught 50 years
A
that
your cream to us? He did not think
farm at “Dyer's
igo was considered of no unusual ocMills,' aud then made
! feasible as tin* distance was fifty miles by
I homes for themselves in different sections of
curence and some of the settlers calculated
salt down enough to -Tun” them rail, but they assured him it was, and ar- the
i•
country, two of the brothers going
through the long w inter. [Baugeley Lakes, raugemeuts were made, and the first ship- to the then “great west’’ with the
i ment of .-ream from Fryeburg station went
Once upon a time the writer—then a
many of their time who also left Searsfrom iiis farm. Others in the neighborhood
•smaii boy"--assisted in catching nearly ]
mont f>'r that growing section of the coun!
now
soon
to
and
large
began
ship
a bushel of trout in a stream near Ma- j
try, the subject of this sketch alone of the
are
sent.
It
costs
nearly
in is.
It is easy to recollect the quantity, l quantities
near his father’s 'home, i
four
cents
per
pound to collect the family remaining
A sister, Mrs. A. H. Hodgman of Sandusky, |
is the I'sh were emptied into a bushel
cream in Fryeburg and transport it to Portaud a brother, Mr. Alexander P. Dyer
basket as caught, and the basket was land, and Mr. McKeen hopes some
day to Ohio,
j
nearly filled by three fishermen in a very ! have a creamery at home. He did not say of Dyer, Nevada, are the only ones left of
The two men in the party ! what was netted from cream sent to Port- that family circle. March 13,1845, Mr. Dyer
few hours.
married Ruth Boardman, a sister of Capt. I
were
fly fishermen, and the boy used ! land, hut the price was evidently satisfactory
Isaac Boardman of Belfast, who lived to the ;
angle worms for bait and an alder pole for | and the labor of butter-making at home was
age of sixty-seven. She died July 9, 1890. j
a rod.
The fish were of good size, from a j avoided. This is a feature of the creamery
I business which will appeal to the farmers Her life was in harmony with her husband's,
half pound to one and a half pounds; and
making a home that still bears its influence
wives and daughters.
of course the biggest one—estimated at
Mr. McKeen is not only a practical farm- in the love aud union between the children
four pounds—got away.
who survive them. Mr. Dyer was a man
er, but as Secretary of the State Board of
for many years lie has become universally respected and held in high es^
Agriculture
<
His
teem by his neighbors and friends.
bmspicuous among the journals which thoroughly conversant with the
working of
adopted the policy of ignoring Corbett creameries
kind looks and pleasant voice will long
the
as well as
throughout
State,
and Fitzsimmons are the New York Tribe remembered by all with whom he was at
bune and the Philadelphia Ledger. The with agricultural matters generally. There
all associated. A happy illustration of the
Tribune is editorially as able a paper as are (50 creameries now in successful operathere is in the United .States and prob- tion in Maine and the failures have been so kindness of his look is recalled in the re- |
ably exerts as wide an influence as any. few as to be hardly worth mentioning. The mark of a leading lawyer, a stranger to him
The Ledger has the largest circulation of
at the time, at a trial in court. A special jury
creamery established at Rockland a few years
any Philadelphia newspaper and
pub- ago is not running, but there is more cream- was being impanelled and each side was
lishes as much general news as any pa! ery business done there to-day than before scanning the jurymen as they came forward
per in the country.
[Atlanta Journal.
and took their places to measure their fitit started.
The Congregationalist mentions the |
ness to hear and justly decide the rights of
Mr. McKeen said that in travelling about
Boston Advertiser and Boston Transcript the State with others to
Mr. Dyer was
held farmers’ insti- their respective clients.
as papers which did not offend in this ditutes it was remarked that the greatest drawn, aud as he took his place in the jury
c. tion; and possibly
this latest prize- signs of prosperity were seen in the
dairy box and looked towards the court, the lawfight may subserve a good purpose by sections. The general decline in prices has yer for the plaintiff remarked, “I can trust
putting a check on sensational journalism, hardly affected dairy products, while food that man to do what he believes to be just, i
so-called. It is certainly high time for re- for stock is very much cheaper than ever mercifully." He was the father of nine
before. They are now making starch from children, five of whom survive him, George
form in that quarter; but it can
only be corn which
is laid down at the mills in Lew- B. and Charles E. of Searsmont, Mrs. E
the
accomplished by
public withholding ! iston at 1 1-4
Bicknell and Edwin K. Dyer of Lawrence,
cents per pound—a bad outlook
support from newspapers which may well
: for the potato starch factories of Aroostook
Mass., aud Mrs. W. O. Sargent of Belfast.
be classed as disreputable, and
extending I —and what remains of the corn after the The funeral services were held Saturday
:t to clean and reputable
afternoon at the home of the deceased in
journals.
! starch is extracted makes an excellent food
which is sold at $1(5 per ton. It has not the Searsmont.
I
John L. Sullivan iu his report of the |
fat producing qualities of cotton seed meal,
Dexter W. Bennett, a prominent ami highCm bett-Fitzsimmons dispute at Carson
| but is a cheap and desirable food.
ly respected citizen of Moutville, died at his
City pays a liattering tribute to the wife of
“Waldo county," said Mr. McKeen, “and
home in that town March 23d, aged 55 years,
t
successful pugilist,terming her a loveI I do not say it because I am in Waldo coun- !» months and 13
days. Mr. Bennett was a |
ly lady, or words to that effect It is quite ty, is admirably adapted t.o dairying. I have
I son of the late Wm. II. Bennett of Moutrival that John L., althougl lie picked had occasion to drive across the country
J ville aud third in a family of eight children, May, wifeof John Cross, and Frank L Hatch
cr tin- wrong man for
winner, is a better quite often, and sometimes with western ! six of whom survive—Mrs. Lucy B. Harring- all of Morrill; Clias. O Hatch of Stockton
who have noted the qualities of the
men,
of
lis.tic
encounters than of ladies,
judge
| ton of Boston, Mass.; Nathan P. Bennett of Springs; Ella M., wife of Clias. H. Little; soil, the food grasses and the abundance of i
for it is worded that during the
Moutville. Barrilla B., who resides in Colo- field of Prospect, and George A. Hatch,
progress
and
have
it
with
water,
the
;
compared
great
of
In light this ''lovely lady”
jumped | dairying regions of New York and Pennsyl- j rado; Wm. A. of Newport: Geo. L. and manager of the Maine Provision and Cold
Fred L of Graniteville, Mass. Mr. Bennett j Storage Company, 235 Commercial street,
into livi chaii ami shrieked to her husband
vania.”
Portland. The funeral was held at the
has held office in town and positions of puband ids seconds:
j
Mr. McKeen, in answer to a
question, said lie
trust, having served as selectman, col- j Church in Morrill Saturday at 2 p. m., Rev.
"lhc bound!” "The pupjjv!” “The he did not consider dairying profitable with
lector of taxes and auditor of accounts, and H- I. Holt officiating, and the remains were
He did not recommend
"Punch him, Bob!” "kill him!” poor cows.
poppy!
any
"Make him keep punching Corbett’s special breed, but thought the best results he was a member of the school board at the ! placed in the tomb at Morrill cemetery. Mr.
wind, and lie will win,” she screamed. were obtained from high grade stock, time of bis death. He served as census ! Hatch was a prominent member of the
He was a
You idiots, you don’t know how to sec- whether
enumerator iu town in the year 1890,aud what Methodist church in Morrill.
Jersey or Guernsey, and such stock
ond a man: you have lost your senses. Do
should be bred to pure males, and not inter- is remarkable and an evidence of correct charter member of Honesty Grange. Mr.
w
ant
to
defeat my husband? Do as ]
you
methods of procedure, Moutville was one of Hatch was a man of robust constitution, of
tell you, now, or I'll make you wish vou mixed. He advised dairymen to put sentiuncommon physical endurauce, of a determent into the care of their stock; to have four towns in the eastern district, embracing
had"
in his undertakings, a practithem well fed ami well-housed, and then the eastern part of Maine,to which not a sing- mined purpose
it's tlie only way to whip the
hound,
had a level and
Bo!',” she cried, over and over, “and if they would find dairying a profitable busi- le paper was returned for correction, as was cal and successful farmer,
you do as 1 tell you lie can’t land in the ness. He explained the various methods of reported iu the newspapers of that time. He clear balanced judgment in matters in genlast lounil.
The whelp is going now; hit
h:s classed towns iu the Legisla- eral, was affable with his neighbors, and as a
handling and transporting cream, the use of represented
on the body; punch him iu the wind!”
ture of 1895, serving on the Committee on father and husband his devotion was withthe Babcock tester, etc.; and recommended
’A lien it was over she climbed
upon the
Elections and Military allairs. He served in out limit. Truly, he was a father indeed.
platfmm, struggled frantically to get at the use of the separator, although he would the war of the
rebellion, being a member of
not. ail vise those who have the
tin defeated Corbett, and
Cooley sysscreamed, “I’ll
Martha, widow of the late Capt. Darius
kill him, I'll kill him,” but she was frus- tem,, to throw it aside. Ice is, of course, in- Co. E., 51 Regiment Massachusetts Volunteers. He was a member of E. H. Bradstreet
trated in this laudable
Doak, died at her home on High street Satpurpose, and they dispensible: ami lie did not liud it a great
al ragged her away.
deal of work to put up a supply. He used Post, G. A. R., of Liberty aud also of the Ma- : urday morning. She had been ill since last
sonic fraternity of that place. He was a uiem- ! summer and was attacked with la grippe
to saw his ice, but had bought a plow and
Hu? leading speech in the tariff debate
i her of Union Harvest
some other ice tools at, a cost of
Grange at Centre Mont- j from which she could not rally She was
$20
only
in the House March 23d
was made
by which made ice gathering much easier. He ville. In 18(>(» he married Eunice J. Ed- born in Moutville in 1813, tin1 daughter of
j
Rejnes. niative Dolliver of Iowa, of whom was sure that those who once put up ice j wards of Liberty, who with two daughters, ! Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Thompson. When
the Washington correspondent of the wouid never
aud Lucy H., wife of Win. H.
she was seven years of age her parents
H.
Florence
!
he
without
it
in
the
sumagain
Norton of Albion, survive him. He, was a I removed to Waldo, where she passed her
Boston Globe says: “He is one of the mer months. With the use of the
separator
kind and indulgent husband and father, an
less ice is required.
most graceful, polished and forcible orayouth. In the summer of 1837 she
married
Capt. Darius Doak of SearsSome one having stated that the Belfast ; obliging neighbor, a faithful friend and a
tors in either branch.” The climax of Mr.
useful citizen—ever ready to aid in any be- port and lived the early part of her marcould
start
with
500
creamery
Mr.
cows,
Dolliver’s remarkable effort was reached
Two
of her children
Walter Cooper, one of the committee, who nevolent service for others. The funeral ried life there.
when he read from the old Sangamon
Mr.
Wilson
on
a
accompanied
drive to was from bis late residence Friday at 10 ; died in infancy, Lucy Ann and FrankJournal of Springfield, 111., a contempoSearsmont for the purpose of seeing and in- o'clock, and there was a very large attend- lin. The surviving children are Mr. Jas.
raneous report of resolutions offered
by teresting farmers in the creamery, stated he ance. Evidences of sorrow on every counte- Doak of Marlboro and Mrs. Elizabeth MarAbraham Lincoln in 1843, denouncing the
tlion of Washington, D C., who are twins,
nance showed the estimation iu which he
was satisfied that at least that number of
friends and
was held in the community,
Mrs. Mary Crocker of
policy of borrowing money to meet de- cows would be available.
Worcester, Mass.,
neighbors weeping as over a near and dear who was a twin to the deceased Lucy Ann,
Mr. McKeen thought that a favorable inficiencies, and declaring in favor of the
Mr. H. M. Howard, a life-long and and Geo. R. Doak of Vinalhaven. Her two
policy of protection to American indus- dication indeed. He knew of one creamery relative.
She was
intimate friend of the deceased, conducted
sons were with her when she died.
tries.
“That was 54 years ago,” said that started with 220 cows, but it is not ada member of the Congregational Church in
Mr. Dolliver, “but it sounds just like the visable to start with less than 300.
this city. She was a loving and devoted
President Sibley said he had made enGovernor of to-day, I read this to show
She invariably
mother and a kind neighbor.
the
men who proposed to
there is no difference between Lincolnism quiries concerning
spoke well of people aud found something to
come here.
Mr. Eaton is not a butterand Dingleyism.” At this point the Recommend where most people would conmaker, but is thoroughly conversant with
demn. The only surviving member of her
publicans burst into tempestuous ap- the financial details of the business, while
father’s family is her brother, Mr. J. C.
plause, in which the galleries joined. At his partner, Mr. Wilson, is a skilled butterthe conclusion of his speech Mr. Dolliver
Thompson of this city. The funeral was
maker. He leauned that they would have a
held at her late home on High street, Monwas warmly congratulated by nearly all
cash capital of about $3,000 with which to
day afternoon, Rev. Geo. S. Mills of the
the Republicans present. Although sev- begin business, and Mr. McKeen was asked
North Church officiating.
eral Democratic orators followed Mr. Dol- if, iu his opinion, that would be sufficient.
Most torturing and disfiguring of itching,
Mr. McKeen thought it would be ample.
the
Boston
Globe’s
liver,
correspondent
burning, scaly skin and s«■;»!, humors is inMrs. Esther L. Packard died at the home
dismisses them with the curt remark that, The butter business is a cash business. Butter
stantly relieved by a warm bath with Cutiof her son, Fred V. Packard, No. 52 Union
not held now to await higher prices, but
is
cuka Soap, a single application of Ccticura
“The other speeches of the day do not
street, Monday morning after a very brief
(ointment), the great skin cure, and a full dose
goes upon the market as it is manufactured,
call for remark.”
of Cutioura Resolvent, greatest of blood
and capital is turned over often. In general
illuess, of heart disease. Mrs. Packard was
purifiers and humor cures, when all else fails.
born in West Camden, her maiden name
he thought the outlook for the proposed
Stockton Springs. Miss Mary Hicliborn left
When asked by
being Vinal. She married Samuel E. PackSaturday for Augusta to visit her brother, Mr. creamery very promising.
President Sibley what would cause failure,
ard, aud lived nearly all her life in Waldo.
Charles S. Hicliborn—. Mrs. Charles Herriman
and son Murray arrived here Tuesday. Mrs. HerHe died March 6tli in Jackson. Four sons
Mr. McKeen replied, bad management.
riinan has iesided in Liverpool, England, for the
Mr. McKeen spoke of the selling of cream
aud one daughter survive her. The chilpast ten years. It is expected that she will make
dren are Walter S. of Jackson; Fred V. of
as an important and profitable part of a
la sold throughout the world. Potmb Drug ahd Chkm
her home here in the tuture.The many
free.
Cobp., Prop*., Boaton. How to Cure 8alt Rheum,
friends of Mrs. Eliza Trundy are pleased to know
business—the selling of sweet
Belfast; W. F. and E. O. of Montana; and
creamery
that she is improving alter a successful operaMrs. Etta M. Fernald of Lincoln.ville. The
c u a a Soap.
cream
to
local
or
for
customers
shipment.
tion performed in a hospital at Boston recently.

Bristol department of the Herald for the

SOAP1

Merit

Is what gives Hood's Sarsapar
jp.
popularity, its constantly j,
sales, and enables it to are...
wonderful and unequal!* <

for

age,

years had not dimmed
tbe hair upon his head,

ble to carry on the work without outside
help and discontinued butter-making. He
soon began to feel the need of the cash income from lus
butter, and was at a loss

TO OBTAIN THEM.

Competitors to save as many SUNLIGHT
SOAP Wrappers ns they cau collect. Cut
off tue top
portion ot each
wrapper, that portion contain*»« the heading “8UNLICHT
SOAP.” These (called “Coupons”) are to be sent, postage
a
fully paid, enclosed with
sheet of paper stating Competitor’s full name anu address
and the number of Coupons
sent in, to Lever Bros., Ltd.,
New lorn, m ark ea on ouwine ;
Wrapper (top left hand corner) wit li NIJ it1Ke.1i
of the DISTRICT Competitor lives in.

that there

that

$3,400.00

Total given during l2mos. 1897, $40,800.00

to the stock. It was stated that
had taken more than ten shares and
Mr. Sibley said he would pledge himself for
50 shares, including the ten for which he
It would seem
had already subscribed.

scriptions

no one

j Searsmont. Throughout the eighty-two
point, and Irom personal experience. He is :
of his life he has been blessed with
He told of his years
a practical farmer himself.
health and that peace with the world that
i
a private dairy on his farm in
conducting
w hich he announces the consolidation
leaves upon the person of age the bearing
regular customers for its
that paper with the Daniariscotta Her- j Fryeburg, having
and semblance of strong manhood. Those
it
After
a
time
he
found
impossiproduct.
his
or whitened

ald.

!«•!

$Uj4UUiUU

Maine cream, and the market is practically
unlimited. The cream is sterilized for shipment, and one creamery was referred to
which

Miss Hincks went to Washington, D. C., to
visit her sister, Mrs. Sadie E. Jenkins, and
attend the inaugural exercises of President.
McKinley. She was suffering from a severe
cold at the time, which soon after developed into pneumonia, and, notwithstanding
the best of medical attendance and nursing,
she died at her sister’s residence at 1.40 p.
The remains were
m. Tuesday, March Kith.
brought to Lynn on Wednesday by Mrs.
Jenkins. Miss Hincks leaves an adopted
daughter, Sadie F. Hincks, aged 10, in this
city, a brother, My ricks Hincks of Marblehead, another brother, Capt. Simon Hincks
of Brooklyn, N. V and the sister alluded
to above. [Lynn, Mass., Item.
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R. M.

Dennett,sister of H tz tel and Jam s F. j
Me Keen and Mrs. Jas. 11. Perkins.
The 1
funeral services were held at the home of her I
brother, James F., March 22ud, conducted by !
Rev. C. H. Wells. Mrs. 1). was born iu
Swanville, Oct. 13, 1841.

JUST RECEIVES.
An

Capt. Richard

W. Black died March 23th
his home in Augusta, after an illness
which began March 4th. Two days later
the sickness was pronounced to be pneumonia, and, for a week, the d eceased was j
critically ill. He recovered from the pneumonia, but in his weakened condition, a
liver trouble, with consequent bowel weakness, eomp licated with heart trouble, caus-i
ed his death.
Notwithstanding the best of
care, he had alnust steadily failed since

Sunday, and,

after

Thursday,

an

unconsciousness since
lTp to his

appointment was that of law.
made a specialty of war claims,

member of the 2d United States
New Hampshire, in which State
located at teaching school, at the

as a

wras

order, $ 12.50 and upw ards.

Hats, Caps, Etc,

In this he,
which well

reside in Augusta, among whom is Mr. Herbert A. Black, a nephew who is now studying tnediciue in Bowdoin college, and in
whom Capt. Black took a deep interest.
The deceased worked his way through two
years at Colby, and took his degree at Union
college in Schefiectady, New York, where
he graduated in 18(50, when he began to
study law. He served in the late war three

Cavalry

CUSTOM SUITS
to

Mens, Boys & Children's

fitted him for the work of agent of the pension
office and lie was very competent in that ;
position, having had the thorough unde i- i
standing of the various details of the work. 1
The deceased was 58 years of age, having
been born in Palermo, in 183b. He was unmarried.
Of a large family he was the
youngest, and is survived by three sisters,
one of whom is Mrs. Joseph Neal of AugusA number of relatives
ta, and one brother.

he

from 50c upwards.

he passed away.
he had been in

illness
excellent
health, and had an exceptionally rugged
constitution. Capt. Black had been a resident of Augusta since 18155, and had held the
prominent and responsible position of pension agent for the Augusta office during the
past three years, having been appointed to
that office by Ex-President Cleveland in
March, 181)4. Ilis profession previous to his

years,

Line of

FANCY IRIS

at

noon,
recent

Elegant

of

1

GLOVES,

HOSIERY

and

NECKWEAR.

STAPLES & COTTRELL.
g^.12 Main St., Belfast,

M

Our New Line of Vici Sh<

time of his enlistment.
He practiced law' in
Augusta in partnership with the late Sewall
Lancaster, and was a member of the Kennebec bar. Iu all his work he was very
methodical and systematic. He had served
as commander of Seth Williams Post, G. A.
R., and was highly respected by his comrades. He w7as a Mason, and a member of
Trinity Commandery, No. 7, K. T., of Augusta. He was widely acquainted in the
city, and through the State, and his death
will be a severe blow’ to his many friends.

Funeral services over the remains of Miss
Susie Hi neks were held at her late residence, 534 Herbert street, at 2 30 p. m., Thursday, Rev. Edw'in A. Hainer, pastor of the
East Baptist church, officiating. AppropriORIKvr LAST
ate solos were sung by Miss A. Gertrude
Taylor. The floral offerings included a
We would like t<» call your«epeeial attention to our new line of
•‘up-to-date" Spun
number of beautiful tributes from friends in
footwear. As the above is the popular price in men's shoes we have made this line
Lynn and elsew'here. The remains were
taken to Boston to be cremated, in aceor- this Spring. The stock in these shoes is the celebrated “Yiei,” they are made up on st\!
(
dance with the wish of the deceased, and the ; fitting lasts, Goodyear welt, aggatine hooks and eyelets, faced evelct piece and
FVFR ^
urn containing the ashes will be placed in i
WARRANTED.
the receiving tomb in Pine Grove Cemetery
They are on exhibition in our window at 33 Main Street. We invite your irspecti-u.
until next summer, when it will be taken to
Bucksport, Me., for interment. Miss Hincks
was born
iu Bucksport, Maine, anil was
about 53 years of age at the time of her
M.
death. She had resided iu Lynn for 20 years.

B. C. DINSMORE,

Belfast,

\t \VS OF

rru

Governor Powers will be the Memorial
orator at Castiue.

BELFAST.
Governor Fast

the

of

n

will be

Sibley’s new lecture at
::irch this week, Friday,
lock.

m
1

King’s Daughters, will
A. Kimball, No. 2
\loutlay evening.

I

Trustees

Dana’s Sarsaparilla has come to the surface again in a two inch advertisement in
the Boston dalies.

Waldo

There is

The many Belfast friends of Mrs. A. E
^Nickerson of Swanville will learn with regret of her sudden death March 24th, and
their sympathy will be extended to the be-

epidemic disease among the
Society Will be held at horses, the symptoms very much resembling
vt Saturday afternoon at
those of the prevailing la grippe.
Mr. F. J. Rigby will give a pupils’ recital
Norton went to Augusat Odd Fellows’ Hall Friday evening, April
mpany Chas. A. Brown, 9th, to which the public are cordially invith to the Insane Asylum
ed.

1

?

j

of

Another circle of
King’s Daughters,
known as Armor Bearer Circle, has been
formed, with meetings Wednesday evenings
at the homes of the members.
They met
last evening with Mrs. Wm.J. Price.

o

hirers.

an

Superintendent Walker did some
good work last week in clearing the clogged
culverts and thus making the sidewalks
passable.

Haut was in
<:id ordered lumber to ne
onus on the Club House at

|

of Isie

r

ail

spiritualists of Belfast and vicinity
held a meeting at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Chas. A. Wiley ou Spring street last Saturday evening.
The

been granted to
1’. .Jackson of Unity and
lias

us:-oi
ts

special act,

increase,

<

Alonzo E. Libby Command, No. 22, Union
Veterans’ Union, was mustered at
^
Unity
The Probate and County Commissioners'
March 23d, by M. C. Dilworth, C. M O., of
Court will open Tuesday, April 13th; Insolthe Department of Maine, under the comJudicial
vency Court the 14th: Supreme
mand of Col. Joseph P. Libby. The comCourt Tuesday, the 20th.
mand starts under favorable circumstances.
Wm.H.Sanborn and Wm. A. Kimball were The V. U. is growing in Maine, and the old
taken with la grippe the same day, almost veterans are rallying under its banner. Into
at the same hour, and were convalescent its ranks none can euter except those who
and came out the same day.
have seen actual service in the army or navy
The will of Capt. James Littlelield has during the dark days of the rebellion.

to

Kocklaud.
Maine State Col
s
very interesting and inn “Washington and its
m the
Methodist church
f

the

loth.

April

mnnely good

to

news

our

kuow that the

great ami
Grand Concert Band
the Belfast Opera House
usa’s

Aldermen held a caucus
to decide on a list of poCity Marshal
uring year.
few names and a full list

;

voted

<

on

joint

in

evening.
remaining m
v.-rk ending

..

the three children.

eonven-

The
the

passed
holding

Belfast
27th:

■a

Berry was of a
girls, and only
survives.
All left
one sister who died rewas an

rather

!

samples. The new shades were
conspicuous and braiding was the principal

from

a

an

one

his

attested, except, that the man who made the
acknowledgment did not claim to be a justice. The seller says there will be fun when
the buyer shows his bill of sale to the
woman and attempts to take
possession of
her and the babies by virtue thereof.

j

Children’s Aid Society acknowledge the receipt of the following
contributions. One quilt from Mrs. Fred
The

The new plantation of Criehaven held its
first business meeting March 22ad and elected officers as follows:
Horatio I). Crie,

Campbell; 62 in money and three aprons
the Working Band of Freedom, a society of quite Going girls who bought the

Capt.
ships, the

notice of

of

Ins

Girls’Home.

recalls the fact,in

I'bitury

!: at

gave a fellow prisoner a
wife and two children last week.
The buyer was about to be released and,
thinking he had not family enough bought
that of his fellow prisoner. The writings
were drawn up in
proper form by a tramp

feature.

new

-legram.
inmercutl

County juil

Waldo
bill of

grippe, had samples sent to them. Mr.
who
understood something about legal
Knight was as pleasant and oblig- j
and were properly signed, sealed and
ing as ever and took many orders for goods i forms,

W Chase,
Alter the
very instructive talk
by Miss Maude Mathews
graduate of Laselle. As
making a special study of
s
winter, this talk was
i b\ the members.
[Law-

■

A prisouer in

sale of bis

la

March IPth.

ii.

His family.

Geo. L.

with Mrs. F

;:i--t

Sold

The opening of ladies’ suits, skirts, jackets and
capes at
Geo. YV. Burkett's March 25tli was a great
success.
Many ladies were present and
some, who e.-uld not attend on account of

called.

then

is

Berry,
Springs, or

Isaac-

kton

the

Court.

Burkett’s Opening.

tnd two

■

J.

S.

David N.

n

Legislature at its recent session
an
act
changing the time of

October term of the Waldo
The
revised statutes as
amended will read as follows: “Waldo, at
Belfast, «ui the first Tuesday of January,
and the third Tuesday of April and the
third Tuesdax of September.’’

March

Maxfield; Miss H. A.
Mr. Albert Hr.pkins:
Mr. William Sargent;

\\

Miss A. F. Southworth has been very fortunate in securing the services of
Miss
Dockrill of Lawrence, Mass who has been
first trimmer for Miss MacKowne, the leading milliner of Lawrence. Miss Dockrill has
been in New York for some time and will be
in Boston this week, where Miss Southworth plans to meet her. They uill be at
the store the first of next week with tbe
novelties of the season, which are lovely.
Miss Jeneva C. Soule, Miss Southworth’s
former milliner, has gone into business for
herself near Boston.

been tiled. His entire property, estimated
at from £25,000 to $; 15,000, is placed in the
hands of trustees that, his wife may enjoy
the income of it during her life. At her
death it is to be divided equally among

^rt.

u

from

built in Brewer, was detederate cruiser during the

plantation clerk; Edward K. Homer, 1st
assessor; Eben W. Crie, 2nd assessor; Albert
he lieueva award claims,
Hall, :;d assessor; Horatio D. Crie, treasurer;
source; a box of useful articles, with books,
-'. bties, her owners received
Lottie C. Rhodes, superintending school
games, etc ., from the Helping Hand Circle
'\
f> >r her loss.
committee, with power to select remainder
of Kings Daughters, Freeport, Me.
of board.
Fred Simpson, constable and
bening, in an illustrated arChat, Street Commissioner Walker is retruant < fficer; Alfred Simpson, tax collector
ising New Primula.' says:
the roadway and rail of the lower
pairing
aud surveyor of lumber, etc.
of Charles
It was voted
Dissel, Esq.,
.Swift & Paul had green cucumis a small batch (.patch?) bridge...
to build a school building with modern imSt.
bers, radishes, rhubarb, etc., Monday...
Primula stellata, which is
provements, 20x25 ft. H. D. Crie, E. Iv
Johns ale wives are in the market... .GreenNorthport, owing
Wright's Point.

23 calves

pictur-

a

...

Haut, widely
■'
artistic iron work, recently
ia
of wrought-iron dragons
n ieiigtli to be
placed at the ennearly
A
K Bo,an
driveway in
of

tier

:

o\\.

Isle

>

au

art

Homer and A. Hall were chosen a committee
to buy the lumber and build the same. Crieliaveu has made a good start.

& Knight shipped 10 oxen, 13 cows anil
from Belfast for Brighton Saturday.
.Mr. W. A. McSwain ami family of Lynn,
Mass., have moved into Miss A. Wells’
house on Bay View street.... True S. Heagan shipped two spring lambs Monday,
which dressed 00 pounds. He has 10 more
law

Mr.

etc

’i

material, cut and made the aprons themselves ; a box of stationery from au unknown

introductions to the
Dissel is a suiu-

f recent

as

Shipping Items.

The Bucksport Eagle
formerly owned here. “As
sch. Senator w'as being hauled out on the
marine railway Monday, she suddenly took
a lurch to leeward,landing on her beam ends.
says

large.

white boulders, while
suspended from their
the driveway.

of

a

craft

Her keel was loose aud had slid around sidewise, which practically was the cause of the
tip over. She was righted without much
difficulty and w ill receive repairs.”... .Sch.
Wm. B. Palmer, Capt. Dyer, which arrived
at Philadelphia last week, from London had
quite a long passage, but arrived before any
of the vessels that sailed with her. She encountered heavy adverse winds.Sch.
Mary E. H. G. Dow holds the record for the

oe The Tribune.
By arrangement with the publishers our readers

Sample Copies

these monsters

will receive

a sample copy of the New York
Weekly Tribune of the date of April 7th,
which will give those not already acquaint,o,-d and remodeled store
ed with this interesting and useful paper an
>
well worth a visit, esopportunity to ascertain its value; and we
w ho wants to buy
anything would remind them that the Weekly Tribune
Everything is arranged is furnished free to all who pay one year’s
nveiiience, both to cust-om- subscription in advance to The Republican
bght is greatly improved, Journal. The Weekly Tribune alone is 81 a quickest time
Louisburg, C.
:ngs are newly papered and
year, and the two papers are furnished for

be

se

combined with

attentive

and

first-

a

East Belfast.
Eugene S. Achorn re[ turned home last week from Boston, where
he had been for treatment... .George Davis
1 to B. B. & W. L. (took,
has been confined to the house for a few
1 funeral directors of Great
days past and work was suspended in the
for an illustrated booklet mill
j
nights while lie was sick....Mr. How•*
ci.nceruing Great Falls, its j ard Parsons of Thorndike lias been receiv>r j.ower, its wonderful re; mg the kind hospitalities of Mr. and Mrs.
•■at copper and silver reducEdward Carrow for a few days past... .Mrs.
Tlie senior member of this Mary Thomas is very sick at this
writing
Montana from Unity, and W. and there is not much
hopes of her recovery.
A

.-

to

>

a

pleasant and

visit.

inior
■

Co.’s

is

member,

was

for

time

a

nipsou .V: Son of this city,
Belfast lady, daughter of

ii.

It looks natural and

and
Mr.

Fred

Savery

pleasant

to

see

capacity

Mr.

around

People in Belfast, as
The fficers of the graduating class of ’*.*7
:n the. .State, have been interof the Belfast High school are as folmit star or light appearing in lows; D. Peircey Ellis, President; Elizanight between 8 and 9 o’clock, beth K. Robbins, Treas.; Margaret N. Hazdied it a star, although its size
eltine, Sec. The class motto is “Lowly in
y eclipses all other stars, but spirit, lofty in aim.’’
In the parts according
Star.”

Press says:
f fact the “star” is no star at
in immense electric
light high

Gordon has the valedictory and Margaret N. Hazeltine the salutatory. In the elective parts Harold T. Sib■o'th and miles and miles away,
series of experiments is being
ley will give the poem, Viola E. Ryder and
e government
engineers in long Peircey Ellis the prophecy and Josie Patter“tiling. One party of the men I son the history. The class colors are yellow
u
'fount Washington and the
and white, the Mower the daisy. A miscel• ii the coast,
beyond Bar Har- |
;tr night between the hours
laneous program is to be presented, each
loons, to which are attached pupil to take some part.
trie lights are sent
up, and hv |
“The Brownings under blue Italian Skies"
movements of these lights the j
lusmitteu across the whole afforded Miss Charlotte Thorndike Sibley a
Maine.
theme for a most delightful lecture Tuesday
evening. It was the third time Miss Sibley
kK'l isemenTrt.
The new lirni of had
spoken in this place, and she received a
.-m-censors to B. F. Wells, liavcordial welcome from the large audience
As
••«! tlieir store ami supplied it assembled in the Methodist Church.
usual, she looked charming, and spoke even
uid up-to-date stock, are now
more entertainingly than she ever did before
--

-mess.

The. stock includes mil-

goods, hosiery, gloves, underribbons and small wares. Mrs.

V
•*,
s

to rank Miss Addie S.

j

■

to-day

from the New

York

>

j

Burkett will open
stock of wool carpet-

George

W.

Steamer Notes.

When the steamer City
on the route, April 11th,

entire new
I of Bangor comes
oths and straw mattings, including she will make three round
trips a week,
I
liity of straw matting at only ten continuing on that schedule through the
'd.
Three thousand curtains, all season-The New Eugland Ship Building
|
15 to 37 1-2 cents; Nottingham
o
Co. of Bath is busy on the new steamer for
ns, (52 cents to $5 a pair ; portieres, the Kennebec & Boston line, this being the
inety, $2 50to $5 per pair; curtain I 207th vessel the concern has built....The new
ns rods for sash curtains, etc.
Re- Harpswell line steamer will be named Nolfhe place, Odd Fellows Block, Bel- urnbega, which is an Indian word signify1 lie office in
Opera House block re- | ing “peace and still waters."... .George Gilupied by the Petit Manau Co. is chrest of Port Clyde has recently taken the
rent for business purposes.
:-tries W. Frederick.B. C.
r

Ap-

Dinsline of Vici shoes, every
ranted. They are sold at $5, and
the thing for spring aud summer
The shoes are ou inspection in
i »w, 33
Main street.The City
minds the owners of dogs that it is
a
license-A very desirable
>> for
rent, corner of Court and Pearl
inquire of Mrs.Christiana Morison.
n

a

new

build a new steamer for the Blue
Hill Steamboat Company. The steamer will
be a little larger than the steamer M. & M.

contract to

A

large

of

busily

at work

getting out the frame at Damariscotta.. .Steamer Frank Jones will go on the Portland and
Machiasport route to-morrow, Friday, leaving Portland at II p. m. Tuesdays and Fricrew

men are

days, and Machiasport Mondays
days at 4 a. m.

eastern

for

j

then Belfast citizens have the g< lden
opportunity of their lives to decide these points when
they read the views and opinions of:
Mr. Rufus V\ alton of 140 High Street,who
says:
I have suffered from kidney trouble for
years so
had at times that I was confined to my bed or to
the house for weeks at a time. My back across
my kidneys bothered me with a continual aching
pain and along with it there was a weakness of
the kidneys which was very distressing and annoying especially at night. I doctored and used

ers,

more or

About

less medicine but I

got little or no relief.
unusually bad. I saw

year ago I was
Doan’s Kidney Pills advertised and so well recommended from people near by, that I got them
at. Kilgore & Wilson’s drug store and gave them a
trial.
the

a

I

got relief from the first and continued

treatment

until I had used several boxes and

they did me more good than anything I ever took.
The aching pain in my back is greatly lessened.
I feel much stronger. The weakness which was
so annoying is vastly improved.
Doan’s Kidney
Pills benefited
tion my name
benefit. I will

me

in every way and you

can men-

having used them with great
always recommend Doan’s Kidney
Pills to my friends. The remedy is worthy of the
highest recommendation.”
as

Doan’s Kidney Pills are for sale by all dealers,
Price 50 cents. Mailed by Foster-Milburn Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name DOAN’S and take no suband Thurs- !
stitute.

GEORGE W. BURKETT

Millinery, Fancy Goods, Hosiery, Gloves,
UNDERWEAR, CORSETS, RIBBONS,
LACES and SMALL WARES.

firs. Wells

WILL OPEN THIS DAY

AN ENTIRE NEW STOCK OF

^

Ever before presented to the purchasing public of this vicinity

collection.

as one

returns from the Boston and New York markets TO-DAY, and
it may he well said that the stock ol MILLINERY and FANCY
GOODS that she has purchased for us, after careful
inspection
of every thing; offered there, will he I Tr>
n ATC
Lir ■ 1 U= L//\ 1 C
in every particular.

Tp/\

WoolCarpelingsiSlrawMattings.
The assortment

MISS FLORENCE WELLS,

Remember
jour

WATCH FOR OUR OPENING; IT WILL
BE ONE OF THE EVENTS OF
THE SEASON. WE WILL ANNOUNCE
THE DATES
NEXT
WEEK

SHIRT
for

We extend to all
you with

a

most cordial invitation to

purchase

We shall present the trade with

WAISTS,

inspect

our new

our

store and

stock, and

we

think

we can

COURTEOUS TREATMENT,
MERITORIOUS GOODS, and
EXTREMELY MODERATE PRICES.

WELLS & CO., 103 & 105 Main St„ Belfast
Among the

applications for ap-

recent

Oil Cloths, Straw
Rugs, Art

Mattings

exclusive patterns will
please you, and their moderate
prices will suit you. They are to
arrive SATURDAY of this week,
and -can be seen’ then for the first
time.
# 0 #

_

suit

before you

us

Anniversary

Presidential offices tiled at
pointments
Washington is that of J. S. Harriman as
collector of customs at Belfast. It is understood there is no other candidate.

of Modern

consisting of

Tapestries,Wool Carpetings,

Who last fall gave such excellent satisfaction as milliner in this store, will
act in the same capacity in the new firm. Having spent the entire month of
March in the trimming departments .f the largest stores in Boston and New
York gtetmg ideas and attending openings, she cannot but
help being prepared to suit our patrons, and her work will certainly be the LATEST
CREATIONS and NEWEST IDEAS in Millin ry.

Spiritualism.

for

only lOc,

A small audience met in Memorial Hall
last Sunday at 2 o’clock to celebrate the 48th
anniversary of modern Spiritualism. Mrs.
Andrew E. Clark conducted the exercises.
On account of illness Mr. Young and other
singers advertised failed to appear and the
singing was conducted by an impromptu
chorus.
Mrs. Clark said that the anniver-

“Uncle” Dil worth, who has certainly
sipped from Ponce de Leon’s fountain of
youth, will be with tlie Belfast team. As
“Dil’s” home is in Belfast he will take pride
in his work this summer and will endeavor
to show the youngsters how they played the
gaum in the good old days.
During the winter “Dil” has been making curves with his
pen and a living from drops of ink, for he is
a reporter.
This summer he intends to show
them some new drops and curves. [Rockland Courier-Gazette

Easter that they intended
to celebrate that day at the same time and
she read of Christ’s resurrection, comparing
the circumstances and people at that time
with the
Mrs. Wentworth of
present.
Knox gave the only address. She spoke
of anniversaries in general and
of the
doctrinal points of Modern Spiritualism.
She said it was called modern, but it
was not new ; for it had
existed from the
beginning and had always been and would
be the central and propelling power in revealing mau to himself. It was the call to
all to come up higher. She put aside the
sary

The Churches.
Isle

ail

Haut lias

a

Christian Endeavor

Society which meets every Sunday evening
and is in a nourishing condition. It has a
membership of about thirty, six of whom
have joined as active members since Jan. 1st.

came so near

The meeting of the V. P. S. C. E. will he
held in the Baptist vestry next Sunday even- i
atonement of Christ and compared the evil
ing at G o’clock. Topic, Lessons from Christ's man to a moral
bankrupt from whose evil
miracles.
.Matt. 11: 2-6; John 14: 8 14.
deeds there could be no redemption. As a
All young
Leader, Mr. Edwin Perkins.
man sows he shall reap.
The spirit life
people are cordially invited to attend.
finds you just as death leaves you in this
At the Baptist Church uext Sunday the
life.
following music will be given: Morning— I A memorial service to Mrs. Abbie Morse of
Anthem, “O, he Joyful in the Lord,” Sudds; Searsmont was conducted by Miss A. A.
Solo by Mrs. Howes, “There is a Land My Hicks aud was
eulogistic in the extreme.
Eye Hath Seen,” Crowinshield. Evening— Mrs. A. E. Clark read a poem
composed in
Selection, “Lovely Appear,” Gounod; Trio, Mr. M.’s memory
by a daughter of Mrs.
“Abide With Me,” Marsh.
Wentworth, Mrs Helen Wentworth EmerThere will be a dime sociable for the
son, and Miss Hicks read the obituary by
members of the North Church and congre- The Journal’s
Northport correspondent.
gation at Mrs. Amos Clement’s, G John Remarks from personal knowledge were
street, Wednesday evening, April 7th. A made by Mrs. Wentworth, Mr. Albert T.
picnic supper will be served at G o'clock. As Stevens, Mr. Andrew E. Clark and others.
this is to be the last parish sociable for the Miss Hicks read a part of the poem “The
winter, it is hoped that a large number will Sunset of the Year.” The invitation was
be present.
given t<> mediums who felt the control of
the spirits to respond, and Mrs. Frauk W.
The attendance at the missionary rally at
Prescott attempted it. Miss Hicks explainthe North Church last Thursday was not
ed that Mrs. Prescott had had very little
very large owing to the prevailing colds
and the bad travelling. Those who were practice, only a few mouths,aud that the befortunate enough to be there were tnrilled lievers in spiritualism were pleased with
her progress. The exercises closed with a
by the simple, yet eloquent accounts of missionary work in our own State given by Mrs. benediction by Mrs. Wentworth.
Foster and Revs. D. P. Hatch and C. L. I
The first 10c. cigar ever sold for 5c. wa
Parker.
the genuine “Belfast.” This brand has been
Pastors of churches in Skowhegau and
surrounding towns met here Monday last held up to the high standard, as when it was
and made a preliminary organization of a
first introduced about two years ago. The
minister’s associ ition. Rev. H. W. Kimball
sale on this cigar has grown steadily until at
was temporarily chosen chairman; Rev. B.
the present time you will hardly rind a cigar
C. Wentworth, secretary; Rev. A. N. Dary.
treasurer.
A second meeting will be held
in Easte rn Maine which does not sel
the second Monday in May, when it is exmore “BELFAST” than any other.
pected the organization of the association
will be perfected. [Somerset Reporter.
to Representative LitThe services at the Methodist Episcopal Compliments
tlefield.
Church Sunday, April 4th, will be as follows:
Sermon by the pastor at 10 45 A. m. ; Sunday
At the evening session of the Maine
school at 12 m. ; meeting of Junior League at
House, March 25th, the Speaker read a com3.30 p. m. ; meeting of The Epwortli League
munication from W. L. Littlefield of Belfast.
at G; song service, followed by a short disBelfast, March 24, 1897.
course by the pastor, at 7. Tuesday evening
To the Speaker of the House of Represenat 7.15, prayer meeting ; Thursday evening,
tatives of the State of Maine:
Gentlemen:
Permit me to thank you
class meetings.
most sincerely for the deep and sustained
Prayer meeting at the North church this, interest and the many expressions of friendThursday, evening, at 7.15. Topic, Accept- ly regard extended to me and my family

during

my protracted illness. Let me assure
you that 1 deeply appreciate the motives
which prompted your interest and acts in

Common Opportunities the Judgment Test, Matt. 25:14 46; James 4:13-17.
The Sunday services will be as follows:
ance

of

my

behalf, and I shall

ever

cherish

the Promise.”.The last but

one

of the

Monday evening meetings will be held in the
vestry at 7 :15 sharp, as usual, and by request
a portion of the time will be given up for
additional thoughts concerning the great
subject of Salvation. The regular topic
however, is “The Sacraments -The
teachers’ meeting will be held Saturday
evening at the pastor’s study at seven.
John Benson died at the residence of liis
brother in Monroe, March ‘23, after an illness
of fou r years, at the advanced age of 91 years
and 20 days. Mr. Benson was born in Biddeford Mar. 3, 1800. When 23 years old he
went to Castine and walked to Mattawamkeg, where he was ern ployed on the Houlton
road, then knovsn as the military road.
There he remained until November, when
he walked to Biddeford. He was married in
1831 to Lydia Hooper of Saco, who passed
away in 1888, and by whom he had- two
children, now deceased. Mr. Benson,better
known

Monroe in
de his home with

as uncle John,
Since 1889 he has ma
his brother, Amaziah Benson. Since 1892
he has been perfectly helpless, the result of
He wras a patient sufferer, and
a shock.
was cared for with uutiring devotion by his
nephew, Ansel Benson, his adopted son,
Fred M. Benson, and the other members o 1
the family. Funeral services were conducted
by J. P. Rigby of Newburgh, assisted by
Rev. Rufus Bartlett of Hampden. The body
was interred at East Dix n >ut.

1838.

came

to

[

Mattings,
Squares, &c.
a

nice

quality Straw

yard
11

mou,"^jr^,c

Nottingham Lace Curtains

p;lir.

# -v-3- ■$■ $$

in

w1 L1CI

great variety, from
S2.50 to S5.00 per pair.
■0’ ^

•Jt

Curtain
PoIp<;in °AK- cherry, black
vul LcUI1 rUlCS
walnut and Ebony.
BRASS RODS FOR
^

SASH
fr,

CURTAINS.

JU

Our Drapery Department
Is

replete wiih all the novelties

the

ol

season.

-5-S- -i£

GEO. W. BURKETT,
ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK, BELFAST.

PEOPLES NATIONAL SANK.
L. A. KNOWL

TON, President.

FRANK R. WIGGIN, Cashier.

Deposits
28, 1*91.
$30,353.09
July II. 1895.
$123,085.58

IVDIVIDIU

Feb.

DEPOSITS:

Solicited

July 24, ls94.
$59,1 $0.29
Dec- 13,1 Ml5.
$!«0,H3S.1I,

Dec.

lS»t.

5, 1SD5.
$S:f,97s,53

March

#7»,4S0.5D
.luly It, I HUH.
SI72,01»3.!ff

17

,

yO

8183,869.99
figures are taken from our sworn statements
Currency. Washington, on the above dates.

These

of the

Comptroller

to tiie

DEPOSI TS ill the I.N’TEItEST DEPA.ltT\IENT p ayabie ..• dam m 1 draw in:•
ai* .« .tmuary 1st and July 1st. Deposits during the first three ‘lavs <d •■nine,. <h draw internt v> >i« :ln- •!/•.*
ot that month.
I'll is department olfers ninch >j renter
trifi/ in deno-dtor* !,n n Sa v:
Banks, inasmuch as everv deposit is a !o in to the /,.» .</,•. an 1 all
••
■<
o 1 wav •.!>:>
dep si is .1 our Bank atv
amount of our Capital Stock.
Ill is Bank be in it the latest est ihlishe I Bank in Wal in fount v. our van’: !i 1 a!! he
•.•sr improvements in Fire an 1 Burglar Pr > >1 w »rk. b *rabv oif •eiiiir ■ir,'t-r s.
iv other
m
7 to d-p »-dt obank in this countv.
We have SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES at $3, *5 and
1
per year. Alt «»ur l»n\es are :,v"./>//neks, so they may be taken to an i from the Bank it desire 1
1 \<.
■

>

1

SAMUEL ADAMS,

“Jeweler
75

the

Main

memory of them among the most gratifying
Morning worship with sermon by the pas- experiences of my life. Looking forward to
tor, Rev. George S. Mills, at 10.45. Sunday t he time when 1 shall meet you all again
school at 12 m. Meeting of C. E. Society at and take you each by the hand and expre-s
my regards in a less formal way, I remain,
6 p. in. Topic, Lessons from Christ’s Miraj
Very sincerely yours,
cles, Matt. 11:2-6; John 14:8-14. The pastor
W L. Littlefield.
will contiuue his 7 o’clock lectures on the
The reading of the letter was received
words of Christ from the cross.
with applause.
Mr. Philbrook of Water-

j

per

3,000 Curtains,

to

Sunday will be as follows: Morning worship with sermon at 10:45. Subject, “Fasting and Prayer.” Sunday school with review
One of the Vital Questions of the day,
of Easter exercise, at 12.
Young people’s
Fraught with Interest to Belfast meeting, let! by Miss Ada Marriuer, at 6:00 P.
People.
M. Topic, “Missions: The Command and
It there is anything in local indorsement when
compared with foieign. If there is anything
more convincing in the
opinions held by peop’e
we know than those entertained
by utter strang-

,

Successors to B. F. Wells.

Services at the Universalist Church next

here. She told many interesting things about
Italy, “the land of beggars and poets,” anecdotes of her own experiences there, aud
then of
Robert
and
Elizabeth
Barrett
Browning. She touched upon their lives
previous to their marriage, but talked prin- j
cipally of the years they spent in Italy and
of
their
writings, introducing frequent j
quotations from their poems. [Camden
Herald.

markets with full and late lines
and fancy goods, a\d Miss
!
vho gave such excellent sat isfacner last season, will continue in
apacity. She has spent the past j Miss Sibley will deliver this lecture at the
e<*
trimming departments of the J Cniversalist Church 111 this city to-morrow,
res in Boston, and is
prepared to Friday, evening, ami should have a crowded
house. Admission 25 cents.
latest creations and newest ideas

any

1,300 tons aud will probably
take a full cargo, instead of 1,100 tons as first
intended... .A small schooner arrived here
last week to go on the marine railway, but
it wTas occupied, aud the vessel wreut to
Bucksport-The collision case of sch.
Helen G. Moseley,has been settled by the
payment of £0,000 by the owners of the
steamer which run her down. This about
covers the damage, but not the loss caused
by detention... .Capt. E. J. ltolerson of this
city is negotiating for the purchase of sch.
Sea Bird of South West Harbor.
She was
built in Steuben in 1848, and registers 85.13
tons, net... .Sch. Anna W. Barker has completed her repairs at Carter & Co.’s and
sailed March 30tli for Somes' Sound to load
stone for Fall River-Sch. Sarah L. Davis
arrived Tuesday light from Bostou, where
she has been hauled up for the winter. She
will load stone at Burnt Coat for New* York.

again after a confinement to his house by sickness for the
past six weeks.

Sargent.

from

port to
B. The Dow left Bath at 11
o’clock March 18th aud 52 hours from that
time she was anchored in Louisburg_Sch.
Catalina arrived from Boston March 28th,
with corn for Swan & Sibley Co....Sch. H.
A. Holden arrived Monday from St. John,
N. B., with 1,350 thousand shingles for Cooper & Co... .Sell. Horatio L. Baker, Capt Atkins, arrived last Friday to load ice from
the Belfast Ice Co., for Charleston, S. C.
and began loading Saturday.
She has a

82, the price of The Journal alone.

courteous

j

our

Street

UP-TODATE.

Repairs are completed. We are now ready for business with the
best selected, the most desirable and most complete stock of

reaved

family. The particulars are given iu
Swanville correspondence.
While Mrs. Charles A. Mahoney, her little
daughter Mildred and Mrs. Ed. Horn were
out for a sleighride Friday, as
they crossed
the Sandy river railroad track
by the box
shop oue of the bars of the sleigh broke and
the sleigh was quickly wrecked, the occupants thrown out and the horse dashed up
the railroad track.
Fortunately no serious
injuries were sustained by any of the party,
and
the horse was secured uninjured.
[Farmiugtou Chronicle.

WELLS & CO

ALL
NEW.

time.

some

Non-Partisan W. C. T. U. meeting of
is postponed on account of sickness
of members. [Secy.
The

April 2d

Wui.

I

will

The regular meeting of the City Council
held next Monday evening.

Thursday, April 22d.

t'il

r'.

Paul Castor, Sr has arrived in Balf ist.as
be seen by announcement elsewhere.
He is credited with marvelous cures in
other cities au 1 proposes to rerniin here for

day

_

to the

People,”

Street, Belfast,

Me.

ville moved that the clerk of the House he I
directed to communicate to the member
from Belfast the fact that the House has reeeived with much pleasure the communica-

him, and express to him its conwishes for his full and complete recovery. The motion was agreed to.

tion from

This

tine $40.00 Bicycle to be
given away to the most popular school hoy in Belfast or vi

tinned

communication

A similar

was

received

Friday, and on
McCullough of Washington
directed to acknowledge to

and read in the Senate
tion

by

Senate

Mr.
was

member

of the

pleasure with
received, and

House

which his

from

Belfast

communication

cinity.

mo-

the

To call attention

the

For sale

nkw

UNI:

t

dm 12

to

covery.

Good Times in

Prospect.

[Bangor Daily

we shall start a
voting contest and settle
the important question.
Kvery dollar's
worth of goods bought of any description
F »R ( ASH,

Belfast National Bank,

It is reported that a New York syndicate
has leased the Sargent quarry at Mount Tuck,
Prospect, and will at once begin operations

Belfast,

at our store entitles the buyer t > f» votes.
Votes sold at any time at two cents each.
We guarantee our prices

Maine.

TilK

News.

$100 REWARD.

that is catarrh.

$100.

MThe
,

Hall’s Catarrh Cure is the
known

to

upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the
disease, and giving the patient strength l>y build-

ing up the constitution and assisting nature in
doing its work. The proprietors have so much
faith in its curative powers that they offer One
Hundred Dollars for any case that it fails to cure.
Send for list of testimonials.
Address, b\ J. CHENEY & CO Toledo, O.

(jggp'Sold by Druggists, 75c.

IN

T1IK

CITY
to come

Clothier & Tailor,

83 Main St., Belfast.

the medical fra-

only positive
ternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease,
requires a constitutional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly
cure now

LOWKsT

The hoys are cordially invited
iu and inspect the bicycle.

The readers of this paper will be pleased to
earn that there is at least one dreaded disease
hat science has been able to cure in all its stages
ana

m

by A. A. HOWES & CO., Belfast,

was

extend to him their continued wishes for his full and complete re-

there.

to

the

Open

from 9 to 12 A. M.

From

1 toG4 P. M.
DEPOSITS
What

SOLICITED.

Utf

I

E. H. DURGIN, M. D.

Fitting

of Glasses and Diseases of

the Eye ard Ear

be more enjoyable than to be
a
comfortably seated in a big armchair in a
Office hours until da. m.
pretty, cosy room, with a few intimate
From 12.30 to 3 and 7 to 8 p. m.
friends, discussing something between
MAINE.
heaven and earth, while you puff away on a SEARSPORT,
I3tf
Telpehone Connection.
genuine BELFAST 5c. cigar.
eau

Specialty.

Literary

News

and

SOCIETY TO THE DOGS.

Notes.

Golden Days for March (monthly) part
has been received from the publishers.
It maintains its high standard and thus
retains its last hold upon the boys and
gil ls t America, who thrive both instruction aiul e utertaii.nu nt from its pages.
James Elvtison, publisher, Philadelphia.
The American Kitchen Magazine for
March is humming over with up-to-date
articles relative to household matters.
The subjects discussed include “Curious
Chaims for Butler-making,” “My Talks
“Luncheons and
with the Captain,”
Teas,” “Foods in Disease,” “An Exhibit
of Domestic Art and Science,” “Housekeeping in a Boston Apartment,” “The
Chemistry of Cooking and Cleaning,” and
“Experiments with Milk.” The departments are tilled with interesting matter.
The March Arena has

a

notable table of

contents, and the attractive

in

manner

which the matter is presented adds not a
The numlittle to the readers’ pleasure.
ber opens with an article of timely interest
by Hon. Josiali Quincy, entitled “The
Development of American Cities.” “The
Solidarity of Town and Farm,” “The
Belation of Biology to Philosophy,”
in
“Women
Gutter
Journalism,”
“Brains for the Young,” “Concerning a
National University,” and “The Armenian Befugecs” are a lew of the subjects
ably tieattd in this number.

Dog show

The Annual

at Its Best.

Hints lor New

New Yoik

[Our
New York

Spring Costumes.

When

well

as

dogs”

sportsmen

as

and sportswomen, turned out in large
numbers to pay homage to the most faithful of brutes.

there

was a

squabble

the respective merits of French terears like a jack rabbit’s, and

to

as

True,

riers with

terriers with

English

practically

no

ears

all.

at

whispered as lovingly
ever, “Whose doggy is oo?” and “What
a love,”
to every pup that wagged its
tail in recognition, from a toy poodle to a
But the ladies

as

great Dane.
The immortal Bard it was, 1 think, who
He
“Throw physic to the dogs.”

said,

But at Madison
meant, throw it away.
Square Garden it took the attendants all
their time to keep the young folks from

a nerve or a

expert advice, free of charge.
Mrs. Levi F. Platt, Womleysburg, Pa., had
a

second instalment of “St. Ives,” the
new Stevi nson novel, contirms the opinion started by the first, that in all the
long and varied lists of Stevenson's works
none is mole cugaging than this, his last
creation,
Beside.- this, the April M»
Chile's oilers, of especially notable liclions, ,i Diumt<-elite story by Ian Ma«
laren; a story of the real Western life of

to-day by

<

Ktave

Tiianet;

and another interesting chapter

Kipling's
aptains Courageous.”
Then, equaling the best of the liction in
stiange, dramatic incident and spirited
narrative, are three short, true railroad
storks told by Cy Wartnan, himself once
an engineer.
*•<

ot

The first part of a remaikable book on
Oriental ceramic art lias just appeared in
Baltimore.
The publication is the result
of 17 years of labor, and it is said to be one
"i the most costly and superb books ever
printed in any country. Only 500 copies
of it will be issued, and the estimated
cost »»f the publication is *500,000.
The
plan of the book is to give a history, complete and exhaustive, of ceramic art in
the Far Fast and to illustrate this lavishly by examples drawn wholly from the
collection of the late \Y. T. Waiters of
Baltimore.
lie spent 40 years in collecting specimens of Oriental potters’ art,
and his collection numbers more than
It is considered to be more typical
4.<>no.
of vi'iy v iriety of make of the porcelains
Lina, ( orea and Japan than any other
olkvtion in the world.
The book when
it is
unpleted wiil be in ten parts. Dr.
Bushejl’s L iter press consists of US chapters.
W. >1. Lallan of New York contributes notes and an introduction. There
are 447 pinnies in black and white halftone engiaxiug, and 110 full-page colored
plates. Four artists worked for seven
years in Mr. Walters' home drawing and
coloring the plates. Some of the reproductions of tlie book required 50 lithograph stones, on which lithographers
w orked for eight
years.

Harper’s
ington and

for April opens with “Washthe French Craze of ’94,” a
p"j uhu histoiieal study by Professor
.;*111n B;ieh McMaster.
The illustrations,
including ihe lnmtispiece in color, are by
How an: Pyle.
Paleontological Progress
the Century" is t m third of a series of
i i 1 Us*l ated papers, by Henry Smith Wilburns. M. 1).. concerning modern contributions to science.
“From Home to
Tin one in Biigium,” by Clare de (Jraffenced. is
s\ ..by of social and political conla
f use to pr« ispect i ve
■i.ivHers.
It is illustrated by Ceorge
Wmtit. ; Jv!wards.
'The third paper of
;
..11« d series on Mexico, entitled
l i e A w ikening of a Nation." treats of
“Diaz t;.e Soldier and the Statesman,”
and gives a fresh and vigorous sketch of
oin- of the most romantic and heroic of
modem uo >. In the sixth jut per of the
series on ‘•White Man’s Afnca," illustrattd by K. « at<m Woodville, the author,
L'-uitn* v Bigelow, gives an American's
impressi ns of the j olitical and social
<iuestions vvLich the Jameson raid has
raisid between the Dutch and the Kng“( Mir Trade with South
bsi:.
America,”
bv Lieutenaut Bicbard Mitchell, describes
nnmeie b conditions in Brazil and the
Hivei Piate Kepublics favorable to the extension of our commerce.
“Wild Things
in Winter” is a study in bird life in the
•s'<>uth, by J. II. Kennedy.
«-

The Haste 1 number of The Ladies’
Horae Journal is brimful of helpful and
entertaining reading: “A Moravian Easter
Dawn,
by Mifl'oid Howard, tells the
'Tory <-f iot- simplest and most beautiful
Hiister sen See in America, as it is
given in
quaint and picturesque town of Bethcif in.
Pennsylvania. Ex-President Hars'-n s
timely article describes “The SoI .iff of the President.” from the
day
: bis
inauguration, and gives interesting
:uformation as to receptions, dinners, and
Jim social events of the White House.
1 lie popular series of “Great Personal
Events” is represented by “When
Lafayette Rode into
Philadelphia,” by Jean
Fraley llallowell, grand-daughter of one
of 1 he few surviving witnesses of the
great
Lafayette demonstration which created
such
furore nearly three-quarters of a
Ira IF Sankey has written
century ago.
lor this number a hymn, entitled “The
Beautiful Hills,” with words
by John
IF \ ates. The third illustration in Charles
Dana Gibson s series of character sketches
of “The People of Dickens” is “Tom
Pinch and His Sister.” Lovers of fiction
w ill
enjoy Jerome K. Jerome’s story, “A
Portrait of a Lady.” and Herbert D.
Ward’s amusing serial, “The
Burglar
\\h<: Moved Paradise.”
A delicate tribute to the power and
of
sisterprivilege
hood in the family is given in Rev. A. H.
Bradford’s article on “The Woman Who
Most Influenced Me.”
The

the dower-shoot cleaves the clod
Again the grass-spear greens tlie sod ;
Again buds dot the willow-rod.

In dark blue
Made

figure with

a

faint dot of white.

throwing
the

lot.

physic

enough

creams

Before the

show

to kill
ended

was

probably in great demand.
particularly attracted to a trio of
lovely girls, about 14, 10 and 17 years old,
accompanied by their governess, who were
enthusiastic enough to bring a smile to the
face of the most blase dude.
They looked as dainty and fresh as spring flowers in
I

was

was

their pretty new frocks.
The youngest, wore a double-breasted
reefer coat and a short skirt, of cloth of a
tinted mixture of cream and dark-fawn.
The coat

as

open to show a turn-down
tie. It had four large buttons,

was

collar and

and,

a

a

finish,

around the

edges

two

and

of stitching
pocket flaps.

rows
on

the

The skirt had

a saucy look that suited the
wearer's jaunty style to perfection.
Her
hair hung carelessly about her ears; the

Tam-O'Shunter, and the

cap

was

tan

suede.

The other girls had
air, with dresses of
One

wore a

“grown-up”
designs.
skirt of a large

forming
being carried
broadening at
an entirely new

This gave
Three buttons
very dressy effect.
on each rever.
The sleeves were

leg-of-mutton and the whole had
row of stitching. The skirt
liuug

a

double

in graceA green and

ful folds to the boot tops.
old rose sliot-silk waist was worn, with
cream lace at the throat.
The other girl had a neat suit of a small
check pattern in green and white, with a
black thread

running through

jacket

Eton,

whole front of

cut

so as

it.

Her

to show the

pretty pale blue silk
blouse. A single dart kept it well in place
at the waist; and on the broad revers

reaching
tons.

to

a

the armhole

There

were

were

three also

of the dart at the bottom.
several

three but-

on

each side

The skirt had

of

stitching; and a broad belt
completed a “fetching” little costume.
The trio flitted about through the throng
rows

by The National Cloak Co., West 23d Street. New York.

lu London the aristocratic bowling club ; a broad effect to the figure. It was trimis called the “Prince’s.”
Albert Edward '■ med with black braid.
The sleeves also
This was very !
often drops in to lock on, but does not were trimmed at the wrist with the braid.

square tabs, the revers
from the bottom tab and
the lower end.

Made

check

blazer coat and

was an

particularly attracted hy a trio of lovely gir.’s who looked as dainty and fresh as Spring
pretty new frocks. The youngest wore a double-breasted reefer coat and short skirt
of cloth of a tinted mixture of cream and dark fawn. The other girls had a more grown up air with
dresses of new check d« signs, tine wore a blazer coat and skirt of a large check in green and brow n.
The other girl bad an Eton suit of a small pattern In green and white with a black thread running
through It.
was

flowers in their

a more
new

two

were

I

!

gloves

check in green and brown.
effective, the collar of the coat

and

in

a way that seemed to say
“We are
young; but we know how to dress.”

1

]

twirl the wooden ball.
ness

is

getting

too

His

heavy;

Royal High- j

and he realizes i

Promotes Digestion,Cheerful
and Rest.Contains neither

ness

Opium,Morphine

nor

Mineral.

is on a

Not Narcotic.

WRAPP!

Ruepi of Oh! DrSAMI 'EL PITCHER

J'a/npAut Slid

}
I

Alx. Senna

RocfitUe Salts
Anise Seed

ftppcrmmt

I

A perfect

OF EVERY

I

BOTTL1

j

Clarified Sugar

flavor

haite/yreen

was

would not be the most

at the side.

dignilied thing

in

Remedy forConslipa

lion, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea.
Worms .Convulsions Feverishness and LOSS OF SLEEP.
Tac Simile Signature of

YORK.

_MEW

At a

Castoria is put up
is not sold in b
J'
you anything eLo cn
is “just as good” and "v.
u
Sie that you get l A
pose."

WRAPPER,

Probate Court, within and fordo, on the twenty third r.,
1807, in vacation.

Probate Court held

at Belfast, within and for
certain instrument, pm i..
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
will and testament an
March, A. I). 185*7.
EDWIN E. LITTLEFIELD.
certain instrument, purporting t<» he the last i said County of Waldo, dee,
will and testament of ANN L. CAY, late of presented for probate.
Merrill, in said County of Waldo, deceased, hav- !
>
Ordered, That notice be ^
ing been presented for probate.
terested by causing a copy <d
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons 1 lislied three weeks sm cessiv
jinterested by causing a copy of this order to be .Journal, printed at Belfast
published three weeks successively in the Repub- at a Probate Court, to be a
lican Journal, printed at Belfast, that thev tuav
and for said County, on til.
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
April next, at ten ol the rl-.i-h
within and for said County, on the second Tuesshow cause, if any they haw.
day of April next, at ten of the clock before not be proved, approved and
CEO. E. ,InIi
noon, and show cause if any they have, why the
A true copy.
same should not be proved, appr .ved and allowed.
Attest.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
C11 A S. P. 11 A
!

A

more

longer

than twenty years, though no
youth, is the champion lady

in her

true

copy.

Attest:
(’has. P.

Hazeltixe, Register.

SS.- In Court of p>
M
fast, '»n the se« "ini I
ISRAEL WOODBCRV L.JAMES H. WOODBCRY at.County, deceased, ha\ itej :u.
count of administrat ion o sum

Y|TALDO

in New York.

stock, and in her demure
ways always suggests the

Prince

shots call forth rounds of applause, the
being one of her warmest admirers.

is

Here in New York, the Four-Hundred
have the same sort of a club.
It is called

the

the

Knickerbocker,

and

meets

evenings at the Club House
Avenue.

Unless

one

is

a

on

Monday

Columbus

member,

one

that

particular evening.
Mrs. Elisha Dyer, Jr., carries the palm.
She is considered by many to be even a
more skillful bowler than Lady ChurchiL.
I met her the other day promenading on
Fifth Avenue in a stunning gown of can-

cannot enter

cloth of

on

a

rich dahlia color.

The

was exquisite in its simplicity and
cut; and the jacket was of a new Parisi-

lady
only

to

collection is worth many
dollars.

thousands of

At the

Cyrus Field sale she was among
the buyers picking up rare bits.
Her gown was very quiet yet “swagger”
in appearance—a beautiful piece of cloth
in dark blue, figured with a faint dot of
white.
Her coat was a chic little Eton,
open in front and coming just below
the waist, with a collar and regulation

cut

tailor

revers

that had two

rows

of stitcli-

It fitted the slender

figure like a
style, a-la-Eton, known as a “round iug.
about,” coming below the waist line to glove. She wore a soft front of cream
the hip.
It was open-fronted, with a chiffon. The flaring skirt was of a stylish
Mrs. Mansfield
cut, with belt attached.
large, square collar that formed an artis- looked, indeed, the elegant little Puritan
tic tab reaching to the sleeve, and giving she is.
Ex-President

Harrison,

whose articles

in The Ladies’ Home Journal

are

creat-

Confidence

the

Keynote

“Doubt and unbelief

to

mean

Success.

destruction

to any business, and a man wbo loses
President,” conlidence in bis own
affairs finds failure
The
April
magazine.
him in a short time,” writes
awaiting
ex-Presidert tells of the dinners, reEvangelist Moody to bis Bible Class in the
ceptions, etc., that ate given by the Chief April Ladies’ Home Journal. “UncerExecutive, and details the great social de- tainty disqualifies for work and usefulness
about “The Social Life of the

in the

issue of that

mands made upon him.
He also gives a
peep into the White House dining-room
and silver closet, and notes the beauty of
the service used for State dinners, which
was bought at second hand.

Once.

Much in Little

you are sick or out of health, here is a
chance of being cured which may never
Dr. Greene, 34
happen again.
Temple
Place, Boston, Mass., the most noted and
successful physician in curing disease this
century has produced, has announced that
sufferers from disease may consult him by
letter free. Write him immediately about
You can thus get his opinion and
your case.
advice without charge. Do not miss this opportunity—your restoration to health will

especially true of Hood’s Pills, for no mediever contained so great curative power in
so small space.
They are a whole medicine

Is

cine

Hood’s

result.
I met Mrs. Elisha Dyer, Jr., promenading on
Fifth Avenue In a stunning gown of canvas cloth
of rich dalla color trimmed with black braid.

_

by The National Cloak Co., West 23d
Street, New York.

chest, always ready, always efficient, always satisfactory; prevent a cold
or fever, cure all liver ills,
sick headache, jaundice, constipation, etc. 25c.
The only Pills to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla

in every sphere of life.
Jt was uncertainty and doubt that caused the recent
of depression in our business interests.
Financiers and economists differed in their views regarding the political
causes of this feeling of
insecurity, but
they generally agreed in directly attributing the reverses to the lack of assurance
in business circles. Conlidence is essential
to success in every pursuit of life.
And
this selfsame truth is no less evident in
is
than
it
in
Spiritual things
temporal
affairs.
The only Christian life that is
useful to the Churcli of God and to fellowmen is
the one which is assured of its
own
salvation.
Distrust and unbelief
mean sadness and care to any
soul; but
joy and rest come with the certain knowledge of forgiveness and favor- with
God.”

state

The beneficent influences of the newly cut
pine are condensed and refined in Dr.
Wood's Norway Pine Syrup, nature’s own
remedy for coughs and colds.

a

A

true

copy.

-.

and -h"\v cause, it
the said account should n
<il*)
A erne copy. At to-;
CllAS, p. H

next,

p. Ha/kltim-:,

T
fast, on t lie see.- ii.I
CALVIN H. PARTKIlo
O. PARTRllXil
Pro*j
ceased, h.ivinc pres-ide.i lr.ministration of said e-rate i..•■ :i ;
Jrdered, That not ithe-*-.
"i-elw> Sliee.---ivei>
in 11.,- R.
printed in Belfast, in saio e. i,
interested ma> attend at
held at Beita-t. oil la
next, and show eau.-t
it no
said ace,unit should ini n t:
IJKii. I. .!•>!A true ropy. Atte-t has.
]
,,

1

VOTICE.

The

that she
tratrix of the
BESTl KE

lias]

>

1.

estate <d

BAB HI DDE.

S.

in the ('.unity of Waldo, dec< ias the law directs.
All per'
against the estate of said d*-.
present the same for -ettlenuM.
thereto are requested to mak.
I. \ M
ateiy.
Winter]tort, March \), iso;

Register.

VOTICE.
At a Probate Court held
the C'ount\ ->1 W aldo,
March, AD. 1897.

at
on

Hie su 1 is.■
that t lie', ha VC heel.
of the estate ot

Belfast, within ami for
the second Tuesday of

EDWIN f

Guardian of NELLIE K
minor children of
GEORGE E. McALLISTER, late of Burnham, ill
said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented
a petition for license to sell at private salt*, certain real estate described in said petition, belonging to said wards.
A

Mrs. Laura L. Mims.
of tlie most malignant type, and
after exhausting their efforts without
doing me any good, they gave up the
case as hopeless.
When informed that
my father had died from the same
disease, they said I must die, as hereditary Cancer was incurable. I was
terribly reduced in health, and felt as
if my life was wasting away.
At this crisis, I was advised by a
friend to try S. S. S., and in a short
while the Cancer seemed more inflamed than before.
I was informed
that was favorable, however, as the
medicine acts by forcing out the
poison through the pores of the skin,
“Before long tlie Cancer began to
discharge and continued to do so for
three months; then it began to heal.
I continued the medicine a while
lotig-er, until the Cancer disappeared entirely, and I enjoyed better
health than ever before.
This has
been several years ago and there has
not been a sign of a return of the
disease.”
Cancer is
becoming alarmingly
prevalent, and manifests itself in
such a variety of forms, that any
sore or scab, it matters not how small,
which does not readily heal up and
disappear may well be regarded with

suspicion.

t.

\

\

lhrrs
d
..

trators

M.-ALLISTEK,
McA LLISTER and others,
LYDI

cer

v

I' All

Attest

( has.

lice.

Ordered, That notice there
weeks successively. in tie I;.
printed in Belfast, in said
interested, may attend at
!
held at Belfast, on the -e.

It is very often that the most insignificant symptoms are forerunners of
the most violent disease.
There is
Ordered, That the said petitioners give notice to
not a more destructive disease than
all persons interested by causing a copy of his
Cancer, and in a majority of cases it order to he published three weeks sm cessiveh in
is first indicated by a very small pirn- 1 the Republican .Journal, primed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate ( ourt, to be held
pie or sore, to which no attention is at
Belfast, within and for said
on the secattracted, until it before long develops ond Tuesday of April in \t, at county,
ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
into the most alarming conditions.
Here is another case where the first why the prayer of said petitioners sliould'not he
granted.
symptoms of a most violent Cancer
CEO. E. JOHNS! »N, .Judge.
were too small to receive much notice
A true copy. Attest:
CiinS. P. HAZ.ELTJNh, Register
until the disease had fully developed, i
Mrs. Eaura E. Mims has resided at
Smithville, Georgia, for years, andis At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the Countv of W aldo on the second Tuesday of
well known throughout the adjoining
March, A. 1>. 1897.
country. In a recent letter she tells
\ E. CHASE of Brook*. in *:.id m.unty
[ A VIM
of a wonderful case.
of Wahlo. having presented a petition prayJ.J
She says: ‘‘A small pimple of a
that
her name be changed t." I.AYIMA E
ing
strawberry color appeared on my KEWEIJ-.
That the said pel itioner give notice to
cheek; it soon changed to purple, and all«(rdered, interested
persons
by causing a c--py o| this
began to grow rapidly, notwithstand- order
to be published tlnve weeks snceessiy ely in
ing all efforts to check it, until it was the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast,that
the size of a partridge egg. My eye they may appear at a Probate Court to be held
on The
became terribly inflamed, and was so at Belfast within ofand for said County,
second Tuesday
April next, at leu of [lie
swollen, that for quite a while I could clock before noon, and show cause, it any they
not see.
The doctors said I had Can- have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not he granted.
CEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.

her linger tips. It is said she is

person who can coax this modern
Richard to be “himself again.” She is a
connoisseur and collector of art; and her

enne

If

EEEI.XOWOOD and others, chil
PEETIAH EEEIN<; WOOD, late of
Winterport, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having presented a petition pray ing that administration of the estate of said deceased he granted
to Fred W. KUingwood.

appearance and
Puritan maiden
to those who know her off the stage. She
a

■

l>.

HORACE
dren «.i

It may not be generally
comes of
old Puritan

bowler of the club.
The grace and ease
with which she does all sorts of difficult

skirt

birth

At a l’robate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
March, A. D. 1897.

a smart

known, but she

!

/.

A

Lady Randolph Churchill, who was Miss eron), wife and leading woman of the
Jennie Jerome of New York, and who has brilliant but eccentric actor, goes into sobeen an acknowledged beauty in London ciety perhaps more than any other actress
for

S

A

Mrs. Richard Mansfield (IJeatrice Cam-

the world.

<

)

PROBATE NOTICES.

velvet toque with mignonette and violets, and a paradise feather
wore

.

>

Ih Carbonate Soda
Harm Seed

LXACT COPY OF

figure closely; and the toilette
elegant, both in design and coloring.

She

ing such widespread interest, has written

I55T isl

signature
-OR

of

It fitted the

that the spectacle of a future King of
England exerting himself on the alley,

vas

Made

!

Colby.

Can be Cured.

Street. New York.

chocolate

:

CA8TOHIA.

^Vegetable Preparation for As-

similating theFood andRegula
ting the Stomachs and Bowels of

by Thk National Cloak Co., West 23d

hou, soul, that still dost darkly grope,
Hath not this, in its vernal scope,
Some radiant resurrection
hope?—
[Clinton Scollard in Ladies’ Home Journal.

The fee-

at

FAC-S1MILE

new

Cancer

Mrs. Hlchard Mansfield, wire and leading woman
ihe brilliant bul eccentric actor, wore a chic
little Eton suit marie of a beautiful piece of cloth
or

Life springing after death and dearth!

undoubtedly

The missionaries paid Captain Slocum a
and openly expressed their as ton- !
isliment at the hardihood of a man who
could trust himself lone-handed in midocean in such a craft.
Their astonishment became still greater when
they saw
his navigating
instruments, which consisted of a rusty sextant, an old-fashioned
chronometer and a battered telescope.
“You must indeed trust a great deal in
Providence,” said one of the reverend
gentlemen.
“Well, yes, sometimes I
do,” said Slocum.
The following day
Slocum boarded the John Williams and
was shown all round.
The chartroom j
especially interested him. It was furnish- j
ed with a couple of Sir William Thompson’s spirit compasses, three of the latest
type of chronometers, and with all the
most recent forms of
navigating instruments.
Slocum examined them with
great attention, and then gravely said, “1
guess, gentlemen, you don’t trust much to
Providence in this hooker.”
And, indeed, it seems to me that Slocum
had the best of that round, at any rate.
However, I don’t feel sure that the missionaries are to blame.
1 remember,
many years ago, when I was a Sunday
school scholar, 1 subscribed with tolerable liberality to the building of a missionary ship—which was also called the John
Williams—which we prayed might be protected from the dangers of the deep, with
great fervor and pertinacity. Instead of
which, our ship went down on her first
voyage! I have never been a shipowner
since then, and believe I lost a little of my
faith in the efficacy of prayer—just as
the missionaries seem to have done. [Mont
Blong, in London Clarion.

visit,

buildings and many imto the equipwithin
the next year.
A
Colby
a
ladies’
laboratory,
dormitory, and a
building for a department of biology will
probably be erected, as there is great
need for them. The alumni are now moving to raise the money necessary for a
newr chemical laboratory, and already over
$4,000 has been pledged. The large number of girls who have taken advantage of
the course open to women at Colby renders the building of a dormitory in the
near future an
absolute necessity, and
plans for a building to cost $.‘30,000 are
now being considered by the faculty.

1

at

with the illness we have
Here is her own description of

THAT THE

Society, entered the port for coal:

ment

buoyantly.

Delay—Accept

little story from

provements will be added

Once more at purple evening-dream
The tender-voiced, enamored stream
I nto the rush renews its theme.

Don’t

a

Captain Slocum sailed around the world
by himself, was laying in Newcastle
Harbor, N. S. W., when the John Williams, belonging to the London Missionary

Improvements

The sap released within the tree
Is like a prisoned bird set free,
And inounteth upward

How packed with meaning this new
Of all the growing
things of earth—

here is

Australian paper, which shows—well,
see for yourselves.
It is said to have
occurred while the yacht Spray, in which

Several

Easter Birth.

Again

experience

The moment I was alone I would cry from
hour to hour; I did not care whether I lived
or died.
I told my husband I believed Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound would do
me good.
I took it and am now well and
strong, and getting stouter. I have more
color in my face than I have had for a year and a half. Please accept my
thanks. I hope all who read this and who suffer from nervousness of this
kind will do as I have done and be cured.”

mysterious

a

terrible

just described.
her sufferings:
“I thought I could not be so benefited by anything and keep it to myself. I had hysteria
(caused by womb trouble) in its worst form. I
was
awfully nervous, low-spirited and melan^ choly, and everything imaginable.
f

A

sea moi\ :

Hysteria.

set of nerves supplying
any organ in the body with its due nutriment grows weak, that organ languishes.
/
When the nerves become exhausted and f
f'
die, so to speak, the organ falls into de- V
cay. What is to be done? The answer is,
do not allow the weakness to progress;
stop the deteriorating process at once !
Do you experience fits of depression, alternating with restlessness? Are your spirits
easily affected, so that one moment you laugh
and the next fall into convulsive weeping?
Again, do you feel something like a ball rising
in your throat and threatening to choke you,
all the senses perverted, morbidly sensitive to
light and sound, pain in ovary, and pain especially between the shoulders, sometimes loss
of voice and nervous dyspepsia ? If so, you are
hysterical, your uterine nerves are at fault.
You must do something to restore their tone.
.Nothing- is better for the purpose than Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound; it will work a cure. If you do not understand your symptoms, write to
Mrs. Pmkliam, Lynn, Mass., and she will give you honest,

this year as usual; or, to be more explicit,
the annual dog show captured society.
Beaux and belles,

By-the-way,
an

Mrs. Platt Talks About

Letter.]

“went to the

society

The Efficacy of Prayer.

Woman’s Nerves.

Fashion

Great Success.

u

LITTLE FIELD.
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in the Cnuutj of Waldo, de •.
bonds as tiie law directs, Al:
mauds against the estate of
sired to present the same l.e >*■
indebted thereto are requested
immediatclv.
LI ( Y A BBY
CHARLES E I
lsuT.
Winterport, March

..

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to :
all persons interested by causing a copy •>! tins ]
order to be published three weeks successi\e!y in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
EXECUTORS’
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held Ju ers hereby eive NOTICE
notice tin'
at Belfast, within and for said County, on the
duly
appointed Executors
second Tuesday of April next, at ten ol the
testament >.f
clock before noon, and show cause, it any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should ]
ALBERT B. OTIS, late ! !
not be granted.
ill the County of Waldo, decoa-GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
bonds as the law directs.
VII pers
A true copy. Attest
mauds
the estate of said
( has. P. Hazkltink, Register,
j sired t<>against
present the same for set
indebted thereto are requested t"
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for ; immediately
MARTHA
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesdav of ;
NATHANI
March, A.*L>. 1897.
JOHN E < I
Belfast, March t>, lHi>7 3wl2
L. WALKER, son of ISAAC WALKER, late of Swanville, in said County of Waldo. deceased, having presented a petition praying j
that Alfred E. Nickerson or some other suitable
person bo appointed administrator of the estate I
of said deceased.

CHARLES

I

j

j

j allOrdered,

That the said petitioner give notice to
persons interested by causing a copy of this i
to be published three weeks successively in
order
;
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
; they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
i Belfast, within and for said County, on the second 1
Tuesday of April next, at ten of the (dock before noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of said petitioner should not be grant- j
ed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
;
A true copy. Attest:
j
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register,

i
!

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for j
the Countv of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of I
March. A. D. 1897.
certain instrument, purporting to tie the last
A will and testament <>f ROBERT *1. CAMPBELL, late of Winterport. in said < unity of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.
A

j

The Nose and Thr
IVo. '-1 i> Mcwlmn
'.Near

( ch.neh of

Fairi

M

BOSTON,
Hours, 12
only.

to

2.

Other hours h>

October, 18SK>.— ly45*

Arthur Ritch

Attorney

<

Ordered, That notice lie given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks sucecssiveh in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that thc\ may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within ami for said County, on the second Tuesday of April next, at ten of the clock lie fore
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be proved, approved ami at hoved.
CEO. E. JOHNS* >N, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
( has. P. Hazhi.iink. Register.

GEO. F. EAMES, M.D

LIBERTY,

at
MAIN

OFFICE IN CROCK F I T S BLOCK

© PROnPl ATTENTION I O COi
;

THERE IS A CLASS Of

Who are injured by the use ot
there has been placed in all grocer
Can- At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
purely vegetable) cures
preparation called Grain-o, made
the Countv of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
cer, which is considered incurable, i
that takes the place <>! eoll'cc
l'l»t
March, A.D. 1897.
stomach receives it without distte-places it without an equal as a
L. PACKARD, widow of SAMCEI. E.
can tell it from collec.
It
tedues
sure cure for all manner of real blood
PACKARD, late »>t Jackson, in sai*l County I as much. Children
may drink it w u
diseases, such as Scrofula, Eczema, of Waldo, dt ceased, having presented a petition lit. loots. and 25cts
per
package
for appointment as administratrix of the tor Graiu <>.
Blood Poison, or any other praying
estate of said deceased.
form of bad blood. Our treatise on
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
Cancer and Blood Diseases will be all
persons interested by causing a copy of this ormailed free to any address by Swift der to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
Soecific
Atlanta, Georgia.
A story and a half house, pleasat
they may appear at u Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, "within and for said County, on the second tine view of Belfast bay; ten rooms
Tuesday of April next, at ten of the clock before tine cellar, city water in house; nice
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the good cultivation, apple, pear, nlum.
prayer of said petitioner should not lie granted. etc. Nice neighborhood.
to a license from the Honorable
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
I'll."
M. (
A true copy. Attest:
Judge of Probate for the County of Waldo,
Or C. B .HALL, Main St., Belfast
Chas. P. Hazeltink, Register.
in the State of Maine, I shall sell at public auction, on the twenty-sixth day of April, A. I). 1897,
at two o’clock in the afternoon, on the premises
The subscriber hereby gives notice
in said Belfast, all the right, title and interest
that she has been duly appointed Executrix
which YV ILlIa I D DOE, late of Belfast, in said ii
County of Waldo, deceased, had at the time of of the last will and testament of
his decease, in and to the following described
JAMES W. WHITE, late of Belfast,
real estate, viz: two pieces of land in said Belfast, one being the same convexed to William D. in the .County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
AGENTS WANTED to sell the be-'
Doe by Lucius H. Jackson, Jr by his deed dated
having demands against the estate of said deceasJune 27, 1889, and the other being the homestead ed
are desired to
the same for settlement, Nursery Stock. Salary or commission
of said Doe, where he lived at the time of his de- and all indebted present
thereto are requested to make vanced for
expenses. Write for parti* i1cease, with the buildings thereon.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of March,A.D. 1897. payment immediately.
THE R. G. CHASE CO„ MaHleii, >1
SARAH J. WHITE.
3wl2
OWEN G. WHITE.
I Belfast, March 9,1897.
3ral2
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Company,

Notice of Sale.

Inquire

PURSUANT
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SALESMEN,

Island.

swan's
rrSimy
.•r

il

K

250 acres and valued at $466.
I do not
know how Mr. Abbott settled the estate;
he claimed title to some of the small
islands.
As far as the records show the title was
in Michael O’Mally.
Search has been
made for him in this country and in Eueven
to
as
late
a date as 1895
I
rope;
up
knew of trustees in search for him or his
heirs.

Suggested by Proposed
Incorporation.
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declining revenue from the fisheries, the people of Isle au Haut—one of

honest

the outermost isiauds in Penobscot Bay—
keep up their dances and other social festivities during the winter season.
In

squatters,

knowledge

or

consent

the

summer

Island July 7, 1780,
of Dorchester, Mass.

oat

.vim
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acres.

house and lived there
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inter
act
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farming
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successful and

many

are

visitors

occupied
to

parties came to the Isle Gazette says:
of incorporation of
Most of the costumes
Island into

ui s

on

they

a

in

caring for

this

picturesque
place. Friday evening. March 19th, they
celebrated President McKinley’s inauguration by a masquerade ball in Turner’s
Hall, Prof. Peaks of Oceanville furnishing music. A correspondent of the Deer
the

history says that Swan

•»

haut.

Despite the falling oft' in population,

owned the island

state

au

and the

there to better their

ii!

Masquerade at Isle

town. !

worn

were

very
taste on the

Register

“ALL WORKED OUT.”

:

resident owners. It is a
one hundred years old.
fames Swan, late of Bos■ueys, not of record,
and Benjamin Hicliborn
i Burnt Coat Island to
resident on Burnt Coat
Prince was to convey
Joshua Grindle and
0
to John
acres each:
Is. David Bickmore,
.ad- —Kiiowlton, the
acres each on (»reat
u: Coat, or any other
other fishermen 10

Or. Greene’s Nercura the Regenerator
of Strength, Energy and Vigor.

phia

Dr. Greene’s Nervura Restores the
Snap, Vim,
Energy and Strength You Have Lost.
Take it Now, for You Need this Grandest
of Spring Medicines.
In the death of preat and eifted men and
women, wild have tilled the public mind and

ened, and to prevent, if taken in time, such relapse of physical force. He succeeded to such
who are held in tender and tearful remem- an
extent tiiat Dr. Greene's Nervura blood and
brances, how many have pone because tliev nerve remedy has gained a world-wide reputawere“\vorUed out ?
tion through its wonderful cures and the beneIt is a lengthy and tits it has conferred on the thousands who
have
a sad list.
We can used it. In his study of this subject he has
easily recall many also become the leading authority on blood and
nervous ailments, and so is sought as physi-

o

for

York.

Thomas, C G Nichols, sailed from
13 for Iloilo and Boston.
Sachem, H T Lancaster, sailed from Hung
Kong Jan 3 for New York; passed Anjer
Jan 27.
S D Carleton, Amsbury, arrived at New
York March 3 from Hong Kong.
St Nicholas, C F Carver, sailed from Seattle Feb 10 for San Francisco.
State of Maine, H G Curtis, arrived at
Shanghae Feb 13 from New York.
Tillie E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, sailed
from New York March 21 for Sydney, NSW.
Wm H Macy, Amsbury, arrived at San
Francisco March 1*.> from New York.
Wm II Conner, Frank I Pendleton, sailed
R R

Hong Kong Jan

II

<
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j
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IlVER
■ pills

And call it only fun
To wade around and drive the spiles,
When the sap begau to ruu.
Then when the ’vaporator came,
O, didu’t we all feel proud!
Ours was the first one in the town ;
The folks would come and crowd
Around to see it work ; we made

SICK HEADACHE
Positively

cured by these
Little Pills.

Fine sugar by the ton !
A thousand trees meant business
When the sap begau to run.

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia.
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A per.
feet remedy for Dizziness,
Nausea, Drowsi.
ness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Pain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
Small Dose.
Small Price.

then the sticks of c andy
Aud the sugar toads we’d make!
We sent our city cousins
Many a scalloped sugar cake.
Dad promised us a holiday
And

When

sugarin’

should be

done,

For we had to work right hearty
After sap began to run.

Those days have long since passed away,
With youth and strength besides;
And Dad has gone to his long home
Where lastin’ spring abides.
The old farm is deserted, too—
We left it, one by one,
But somethin’ pulls my heartstrings
When the sap begins to ruu.
[E. S. Blake in Boston Globe.

“Why. Willie, you've brought home yeast

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY

cakes!”

“What did you send
“Raisins.”
“I

knew

it

Deal Feb 22
Rose Inuis,

Melvin Colcord, arrived at
Barbadoes March 17 from Santos.
arrived at GarR
G
Waterhouse,
Serrano,
[| ontolo-from Sourabaya.
at Brunswick
arrived
|! St Lucie, Smeed,
March 18 from Barbadoes.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, arrived
at Portland March 1 from Boston.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, sailed from
New York Feb P for Montevideo.
SCHOONHR8.

Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, cleared from
New York March 23 for Port Spain.
Hattie McG Buck, H F Sprowl, arrived
Portsmouth, N H, Dec P from New York.
at

Boston March b from Feruandina.
John C Smith, Kneelaud, arrived at Boston March 10 from Brunswick.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, sailed from Boston Dec 10 for coal port.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, at Port Spain March

me

for?”

something

was

[Cleveland Plain

for Havana.
Penobscot, E G Parker, sailed from Hong
K<»ng Jan 31 for New York.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, sailed from
Amsterdam Feb lb for Surinam; passed

4

CARTERS
■ ITTLE

Through several feet of snow.
We boys all used to scatter tubs,

BARKS.

Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived

Run.

O, there’s a farm in old Vermont,
I lived on long ago.
Sometimes in spring we broke our roads

Adam \V Spies, C N Meyers, sailed from
Singapore Dee 11 for New York; passed Aujer Dec 27.
Alice Reed, Alausou Ford, sailed from
Montevideo Jan 20 for New York.
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, arrived at New
York March 7 from Savannah.
C R Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at Port
Natal March lti from New York.
Edward May, sailed from Manila Feb 5
for New York.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, arrived at New
York Feb 7 from Montevideo.
Harvard, Colcord, sailed from Port Townsemi Feb 1) for Valparaiso.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed
from Punta Arenas Dec 1) for Pernambuco
and New York.
lolani, McClure, sailed from New York
Feb IP for Honolulu and Hong Kong.
Lucy A Nickels, C M Nichols, sailed from
New York Dee .“<1 for Hong Kong.
Mabel I Meyers, Wm Meyers, sailed from
Buenos Ayres Feb lb for Pernambuco.
Matauzas, sailed from New York Feb 28

at

to

That time is best of all the year
When the sap begins to ruu.

from New York March 24 for Hong Kong.
W J Rotch, Sevvall C Lancaster, Hong
Hong for New York, passed Anjer Dec 20.

j

Sap Begins

My spring comes earlier than that,
It has just now begun;

Nagasaki.

E D P Nichols, at Honolulu
Feb 22 for New York.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
Reaper, O C Young, at Newcastle, N S W,
Feb 14 from Tagal fur Houululu and New

the

Let others talk of burstin’ btuls
And springin’ blades of grass,
Or rave about the singin’ brooks
That through the meadow pass;

Coburn, G

••

a

When

Kong.
May Flint,

>

1,

Vessels.

Belle of Bath, C Curtis, sailed from Hong
Kong Jan 1 for New York; passed Anjer
Jan 20.
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, arrived at Singapore March 3 from Zanzibar, to load for
New York.
El Captain, A L Carver, arrived at Baltimore March 4 from Hong Kong.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, at
Shanghae Jan 3 for lliolo and Delaware
Breakwater.
Emily Heed, D C Nichols, sailed from
New York Nov 13 for Japan; spoken Dee.
28, lat. 27 20 S. Ion. 28 53 W.
Gov Rome, Nichols, arrived at Melbourne
Feb 2(5 from New York.
Great Admiral, RowTeil, sailed from Marseilles March 10 for New York.
Henry B Hyde, Scribuer, arrived at Honolulu Jan 15 from San Francisco for N York.
Josephus, P R Gilkey, sailed from New
York March 6 for Shanghai.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed
from Newcastle NSW, Feb 24 for Hong

v

s

Water

A Nichols, sailed from
New York March 24 for Hong Kong.
A G Hopes, Daivd Rivets, arrived at New
York Feb 11 from San Francisco.
A J Fuller, T P Colcord, sailed from
Delaware Break water Oct 30, from Philadel-

1

••
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Abner

handsome and displayed rare
part of those present.
The grand march was led by C. D. Turcian by people everywhere.
He charges no
ner and wife, becomingly dressed as Maj.
fee for his opinion, and can consequently be
and
The
silk
McKinley
lady.
rustling
consulted, free of charge, by letter or in
and powdered hair of Mrs. M., together
person.
There being nothing to pay for consultation,
with the stately carriage and dignity of
examination
or advice, the low price of his
the Major impressed one at once as being
wonderful
curative
the right ones in the light place, as much
medicines ]>laces a
so as those whom
they represented.
sure cure in reach
John t\ Turner, as Gomez, made a
o f
e v e r y 1 >o d y
as
he
came
Write him if you
startling picture
dashing into
the room in full Cuban uniform, bearing
cannot call.
the head of Weyler triumphantly on the
whom wo have personally
known, who have seemed
point of his sword.
to wear their precious lives
Mrs. John Turner was dressed in the
out ail too soon because
costume of a century ago, which caused
rneir (teams were premature.
I he world feels
to wish that such was the fashion
many
1
their loss keenly for its sudden ending.
.soph Prince and wife, of to-day.
were
not
worked out: they were tired
They
same
purchase to
Miss May Hodgdon, as Winter, looked
out, exhausted. They stopped beeause they
Boston, for
‘JJ00. !
in
a
white
could «ro to no irreater
charming
pure
gown trimmed
Henry Jackson sold the ; with evergreen and holly berries.
physical lemrths. Why ?
again to James Swan. 1
Their vitality \\ as weakcnJasper Chapin represented an Eclipse,
ncs swan of Boston,
ed and lost,
l.omr vears
*
half of him being white aud the remainder
&
i n Pai is.’
mortgaged black, while his wife had a most striking
M ichael O N alley, costume,
consisting of white lace covered
v of Baltimore, as severy closely with gold stars, and wearing
If you
c ut
of certain debts a
are
golden crown upnu her head. **(t>ueeu
<•'Mally. This mort- of the morning'’ or “Srarlight” would
“worked
II
Baris in the (.relTe both be
out.”
if
names
to
appropriate
apply to
Palagie. where swan her suit.
weak,
and
nervous,
d.
acknowledged
George Ilopkins was the only darkey i
run
Warden, C. s. ( on- present, and with his
buttoned !
down or you feel ’-" it of sorts.” or if you
It is record- swallow-tail coat made gaily
lsl’g
a
valuable ad- |
want to avo'd the ills, weakness and exhaus.i. \
Bcgistry of Deeds, dition to the party. Eevi Conary was a
tion so sure to route at this season of the car,
learned tins property
don't. deiay. Get thisirraml restorer of healt:i
go,*d representation of “Auld Ireland,"
u.c. neither mortgagor
nml
strength. ])r. Greene's Nervura h "od
and S-imuel Bridges was dressed as a sailo:
]>1T. the islands or in the
and nerve ivmvi v at onee. and it will make
English \avy.
>»•
menu time occupied
you well, ll is tlie true spring medicine, the
Mrs. Bridges gave us a good idea of!
best sprim: tonic and restorative for blood
what the “Coming Woman” is going to
ami nerves voii can possibly take.
i.ufus B. Allyn. attor- ! look
aud
we
what
all
must
to
!• s Cathartic Pills are the sure cure
like,
l)r. Gr
expect
i>?. as attorney for < >*sec in the near future.
for bilious!! .-- and constipation. Small, stnrar
1 t.-ok possession of
Frank Barton represented a character
coated, eas\ totake. certain ami pleasant toaet.
i for the ]>urpose of
n
Dr. Greuie, study in »r this deep problem, Dr. Greene,
dear to all our hearts, that of “I'ncle
Temple Place. Boston, Mas-.,
No power of
discovered iis prime cause and at once set the most successful physician in curinir di-■gaee.
Nam."
The stars and stripes of Ins cosabout its correction.
He found the scat of eases, can be consulted free, personally or by
M illy to Allyn was ever tume
always look good to us and we are
heaith to be strength and viiror of nerve and letter. There is nothin:: to pay for consulta>’
attorney from O'- glad to welcome him on all occasions, but
jure l-iood, and determined to discover a reme- tion. examination or advice, and the low price
Sullivan (son-in-law of
dv that would re-enersi/.e the nerves and purify of his wonderful curative medicines places a
sorry to sec him looking quite so thin as
of substitution, dated
and en-'ich the blood when both become weak- sure cure within reach of all.
at this present time.
one
from William
us
reminded
of
the
>Rev
Balph IIopkius
>
B
All\u of Belfast,
lutionary period, and the three cornered
the Hancock county
Mark Twain’s Early Life.
hat of Washington proved to be a most
Brooklyn, N. Y., Dec. 11), 181H3.
Messrs. Ely Bros.:—I have used Ely’s
mortgage from Swan becoming one.
Amid surroundings, says Charles Miner Cream Balm a number of years and find it
inclined to the opinion
The character of cowboy was well repreworks like a charm.
It has cured me of the
a fiiend to protect the
sented by Herman Coombs, who looked Thompson in his article on Mark Twain in most obstinate case of cold in
the head in
'.cr debtors or claimants,
as if he had indeed just arrived from the
the April Atlantic, which were curiously
less than 48 hours from the time I felt the
'•sable property in Boston “Plains.”
The long hair and full beard
cold coming on. I would not be without it.
if
not
to
nourish
American,
especially apt
.cli was conveyed someunder his broad brimmed hat, lent a
Respectfully yours,
Mark Twain, “a goodmanner.
It is passing fierceness to
-S3 Hart St.
Fred’k Fries.
his already “Wild West” ap- literary genius,
Cream Balm is kept by all druggists. Full
hearted boy,” says his mother, but one
.Mally claimed anything pearance.
size
50c.
Trial
size
10
cents.
We mail it.
age he should have waited
Alice Ilopkins was dressed in a very who, although “a great
ELYB ROS., 5(> Warren St., N. Y. City.
boy for history,”
tore asserting Ins claim.
dainty costume of pink and white, with could never be
Kdward
Kent of Bangor
The March hare is said to have got mad
persuaded to go to school,
pearl ornaments, which gave her a very
v O* Mally or his assigns,
doll-like appearance.
spent a boyhood which, it appears, was because it had to stand fourteen different
kinds
of weather within two weeks. [Puck.
against the settlers to reMertie Pettee was dressed in a tourist’s “a series of mischievous adventures.”
of the islands, and he
Red nose, weeping eyes and a bad cough.
suit, which was very attractive When he was twelve years old his father
yachting
these suits for several years, indeed.
died, and the circumstances of his mother j The worst of the combination is the cough.
no
settlers paid something
Grace Hamilton had a fancy costu ne of were such that he had to go to work as j Cure that with Adamson’s Botanic Cough
••ijtend. while others abso- red trimmed with
Balsam.
A few days will do it.
Better
silver stars and a crown printer’s apprentice in the office of the
not wait.
! T" pa\.
A cough grows.
In the end Gov- of silver on her
head; a very showy suit Hannibal Weekly Courier. “I can see,”
o
n u lind his clients and
he said once at a printers’ banquet in
Feuderson remarks that if some people
and one which lighted very prettily.
It
>uey to the islanders.
John Collins was attired in the height New York, “that printing-office of pre- knew how little they know they would
•baliie that the heirs of of
know
a
blamed sight more than they do
fashion, representing a Frenchman. historic times yet, witli its horse bills on
m.-diod to get something His
know. [Boston Transcript.
tall hat and boutonniere of the walls; its ‘d’ boxes clogged with taleye
glasses,
B. but finding the matter
Humors, pimples, boils, are very annoylarge yellow chrysanthemums gave him a low, because we always stood the caudle
:•
ly untested gave up ! very dude-like air, which he carried
ing.
They quickly disappear when the
out to in the ‘k’ box nights; its towel, which
is suite idle to suppose |
blood is purified by Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
was never considered soiled until it could
the letter.
j
did not know his i
Mrs. Collins was dressed in a fancy cos- stand alone.”
For three years he worked i
Drawbacks of art. “Isabel, you haven’t
Wimo of red and black, aud it was very in this delectable establishment, and then, 1 painted any angels on these Easter cards.”
'!
was a character.
lit*
I can't make them look stylish with“No:
at
the
to
of
of
her
ran
from
friends
who
age
puzzling
lit'teen,
many
just
away
home, |
>cotlaud, and came she could be.
apparently without a penny of money. i out big sleeves.” [Chicago Record.
ween
1700 and 1770.
Hattie Turner wa.> dressed in the bril- Until he was twenty or thereabouts he
For Over Fifty lears.
at riot, and one of tin;
liant colors and many gewgaws so pleas- seemed to have wandered through the
.An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
ae
tea overboard in
1
ing it* the fancy of the “gipsies.” Many eastern half of the country as a tramp Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
“inber, 1773. He was asked to have their fortunes told, and we printer. Then
suddenly changing his vo- ! over fifty years by millions of mothers for
amp to Genera! War- noticed she was
cation, he became a pilot on the Missis- their children while teething, with perfect
prepared to tell them.
!einker Hill.
He was ;
Albert Coombs made a most excellent sippi Liver. Five years later, the railroads success. It soothes the child, softens the
in the expedition
r>
“Brownie" and Fred Davis acted very and the civil war having made piloting an gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrluea.
i'll deet from Boston
Is pleasthe part of “clown."
impossible occupation, he enlisted as a ant to the taste.
Sold by druggists in every
ward Adjutant Gen- naturally Hamilton
came in after all were
three-months volunteer in the Confeder- ! part of the world.
Harry
Twenty-five cents a bot'••its.
He was a raer- : assembled dressed as a
“Tramp” and I ate army, and was captured, but succeed- tle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
soldier and author at think do
ed in escaping from the tobacco ware- ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing
one could dispute his
personality.
Syrup, and
two.
He was on inti- He
had on a mask of his own handiwork house in St. Louis where he was held take no other kind.
Vashingt m, Lafayette i and one which showed a great deal of in- prisoner. He lied to the West, the West I “Do
you enjoy your novel-reading, Miss
iuent
generals in the
and originality.
It was remarked of Bret Harte, swarming with adventures, j Belinda?” “Oh, very much; one can associo
In 1780 he bought genuity
with whom the fashionable ornaments of | ate with people in fiction that one wouldn’t
that “It took the cake.”
ill
Dorchester, which
Mrs. Harry Hamilton, Mrs.
Walter the day were “an eight-inch revolver, an dare to speak to in real life.” [Tit-Bits.
*nd erected there an elePrescott, Misses Flora aud Stella Ilopkins Arkansas toothpick, and Jack boots.” |
wiiere
he
ICellef In Six Hours.
entertained and Goodwin Grant were
also in fancy As miner, journalist, and lecturer he led
iaeksou and other disDistressing Kidney ami Bladder diseases
which showed a great deal of a rough and impecunious life in Nevada
costumes,
>Mi»*n they visited Boston.
relieved in six hours by the “New Great
taste and labor.
and California, until in 18(37 he published
1
South American Kidney Cure.” This new
liis voyages to France is
If the night had been a favorable one, his first book, The Jumping Frog of
remedy is a great surprise on account of its
hy different persons. He many more would have been
and Calaveras, and sailed by way of Panama exceeding promptness in relieving pain in
present
m 17.>7 on mercantile busto New York.
added to the brilliancy of the event.
A little later, he found the the bladder, kidneys, back and every part of
V1' "aid to have acquired much
opportunity to go to Europe and the Holy the urinary passages in male or female. It
•V reputation there. He was
Land as a newspaper correspondent, and relieves retention of water and pain in passiVe during one of the revoluThe Food That Man Needs.
ing it almost immediately. If you want
so obtained the material for his Innocents
was said at the time that
quick relief and cure this is your remedy.
After many difficulties and with
“As in the daily wear and tear of life a Abroad.
Sold by A A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Beland
silver
gold
furniture,
much misgiving, the book was finally
fast, Me.
Iy27
paintings was deposited great deal of the substance of a man’s published.
The
next
Mark
morniug,
• hsel
for safe keeping by body is used up, it is absolutely necessary
Leola: “Don’t you think they are two
then
awoke
Twain,
thirty-four
years
old,
that
the
heis who perished during
repair to the body be carefully like
souls with but a
thought?” Hazel:
Byron to find himself famous. “Well, I shouldn’tsingle
<
wonder. They are both
This property, the aud systematically looked after,” writes
Miner Thompson in the April
[Charles
Mrs.
S.
fools
T.
Rorer
in
of
the
themselves.”
Ladies’
making
[Truth.
April
derelict, and fabuh us
Atlantic.
d of its \alue.
In tlie Home Journal.
“Then, too, man must
English Spavin Liniment removes all
endauts in Boston. 1 am create heat aud force, according to the
Soft
or
Calloused Lumps and BlemHard,
The Sage of Monticello.
climate in which he lives and the occupaishes from horses, Blood Spavins, Curbs,
seen much of this valuA wise combination of
lle was in Boston in 1800 tion he follows.
Splints, Sweeuey,
Ring-Bone, Stifles,
Special List or Library Books for Flag Day. Sprains, all Swollen Throats, Coughs, etc.
« ist
respecting which the food is, therefore, necessary to keep the
Thomas
Jefferson's
Save
use
of
2,
1743.
$50
one
bottle. Warranted
Birthday,
April
by
i. one of which was that
body in working order, lu cold weather
the most wonderful Blemish Cure ever
was not in his
home, an- w e ueed a larger amount of carbonaceous Jefferson’s Inaugural Adknown. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Drug!"i more
dress March 4, 1801.1113.10 page 108 gists, Belfast, Me.
wealth, etc., he foods—fats, sugars and starches—than we
Iy27
lu the hot climates and
-tin.
He was arrested in do in summer,
Adams, H. B. Thomas JefAdmitted. “Er, you see, goverHumbly
committed to St. IVla- during the hot months fruit anil green
ferson and the University
nor,” said the young man, as tenderly as he
■me claim, tlie nature of
vegetables, containing the salts necessary
of Virginia.1041 pamphlet
could, “you see, father, you are just a bit of
know; he refused to pay to keep the blood in good condition,
an old fogy.”
“I suppose I am,” admitted
E. B. The Typical
should be used freely.
case was in the French
According to our Andrews,
the old gentleman. “It’s a sort of family
Democrat. 426 10 page 307
method of living in this country we should
-i wo years when, as one
failing. My father was the same way when
1 was your age.” [Indianapolis Journal.
ogment was recovered in take about two parts of repair food, such •Bigelow, J. Jefferson’s Financial Diary. 625.70 page 534
when he was dis- as meat, eggs, milk, cheese, or, in the
the
old
peas, beans Brooks, E. S. “The Sage of
prison, and in a short vegetable kingdom,
It is probable that his anil lentils, to three parts of carbonaceous
Monticello,’’ in Famous
such as white bread, potatoes, rice,
"tir of the
food,
which
property
Americans. 322 26
relict and brought to this butter, cream and fats of all kinds. Then
Eggleston, Edw. Sketch of
1800.
Mrs. Swan con- we must have a certain amount of bulky
For Infants and Children.
Jefferson. 444 11 page 172
or watery
"ii the estate at I) ircliesvegetables, such as lettuce,
J. P. Outdoor life of
to have in some
way be- spinach, cabbage, onions, and also the ♦Foley,
Tho fee/)
fruits,
lu making out a daily ration we
Jefferson. 628 13 page 250
p- rty, as also everything
c it.
She died a widow and should have at. the beginning of the meal Hart, A. B. Jefferson’s Char1 tomb on
the premises, as some light dish that may be taken slowly,
acter. 427.2 page 177
#
Henry Jackson. The march to prepare the stomach for the food that Higginson, T. W. Jefferson’s
uni horse railroads in Dor- is to follow, then a meat or its equivaAdministration. 323 16 page 235
Professor: “Say, Anna, couldn’t we just
through this tomb and the lent. With beef we should serve pota- ♦Little, C. J. Sketch of
as well
postpone our silver wedding and
'’bv Swan and Gen. Jackson toes; with mutton, rice.
With chickens,
celebrate
it at the same time as the golden
Thomas
Jefferson.
654
14
141
either rice or potatoes.”
d to Mount Auburn.
page
wedding? I don’t like to be interrupted in
McMaster, J. B. Inaugurawill in prison Sept. 9, 1824,
work
so
often.” [Fliegende Blatter.
my
k
tion of Jefferson. 426 12 page 533
county records May 7, 1831.
The Ideal Panacea.
RHEUMATISM CURED IN A DAY.
1
lie donated large sums of
Mo wry.
Thomas Jefferson
James L. Francis, Alderman, Chicago,
children and to the city of
and the Louisiana Purchase. 444 9 page 217
“I regard IJr. King’s New Discovery
“Mystic Cure” for Rheumatism and Neusays:
■l ies
P. Boss was appointed as an Ideal
ralgia radically cures in 1 to 3 days. Its
Panacea for Coughs, Colds aud Parton, J. Brief Biography
action upon the system is remarkable and
administrator. The estate Lung Complaints, having used it in my famof Thomas Jefferson. 843 23 page 62
"ic insolvent.
mysterious. It removes at once the cause
Commission- ily for the last five years, to the exclusion of
and the disease immediately
■inted and they reported his physician’s prescriptions or other prepara- Randolph, Sarah N. The Dodisappears.
The
first dose greatly benefits; 75 cents.
tions.”
1 ’>8,082.61.
mestic Life of Thomas JefHis assets were
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co. Druggists, BelRev.
John
writes:
Burgus,
Keokuk,
Iowa,
.some small islands.
As far
ferson compiled from famifast.
“I have been a Minister of the Methodist j
Iy8.
cuity records are concerned Episcopal Church for 50
ly letters and reminiscenyears or more, aud
1 uni
A reporter in describing the murder of a
the settlement-of the es- have never found
ces. 813.12
anything so beneficial or
man named
Jorkin said: “The murderer
that gave me such speedy relief as Dr.
Daniel. A discourse
was evidently in quest of money, but luckils;-7, Charles J. Abbott of King’s New Discovery.” Try this Ideal Webster,
Mr.
Jorkin
had deposited all his funds in
ly
iS
in commemoration of the
appointed administrator of Cough Remedy now. Trial Bottles Free at
the bank the day before, so that he lost
•! 'nies
lives an«l services of John
",
Swan, late of France. Kilgore & Wilson’s City Drug Store.
nothing but his life.” [Tit-Bits.
lMs were
Adams and Thomas Jefappraised at this time
“The Keeley Institute of the East” for the
You make no mistake when you buy da
4:'
His assets outside of his
ferson.
156
1117.7
/
page
cure of the Liquor aud Morphine habiti, is
ton's sarsaparilla and nerve tonic and
swan’s Island were fifteen
located at North Conway, N. H. We have
DALTON’S FAMILY pills.
Everybody says
ucls in the
vicinity containing no branch Institute.
so, and “what everybody says must be true.”
♦Magazine articles.

permanent residents, and
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SILVERWARE.

that.”

like

Dealer.

We Can Fit Your Eyes.

Petroleum
for the Lungs.

You

ton March 18 from Cienfuegos.
Sallie I’On, W H West, at Buenos Ayres
Jan 17 from Annapolis, N. S.
Tofa, A S Wilson, sailed from Mobile
March 2 for Cienfuegos.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, sailed from
Feruandina March IP for New York.

“Cilobe”

Sights.

No one ever thinks that a boy is tired.
Some people are so mean that they
make their politeness disagreeable.
When a little old man wauto to make an
impression lie puts on a plug hat.
As a woman loses her youth and
beauty she tries to make up the loss iu
culture.
it is not safe to bet on what you “feel
in your bones” unless you bet on rheumatism.
There are some men who experience no
greater enjoyment than sharpening a dull
knife.
Every girl who is very thin creates the
impression that she is composed largely of
soul.
If nature gave you a certain disposition you simply irritate yourself by trying
to get over it.
An Atchison girl feels that she is competent to go on the stage because she can
shrug her shoulders.
An Atchison woman who will go on a
short trip Friday is already worrying for
fear that she will miss her train.
There ai(e some women who are reminded that they are superior creatures every
time a man takes off his hat to them.
When a man starts downhill people
seem to take an interest in letting him go,
out of curiosity to see where he will land.
It is not difficult to make old people
happy; show them someone twenty years
older than themselves who is still iu good
health.
Having company may mean the exercising of hospitable instincts to the women, I
but it means giving up the rocking chair
to the men.
When a church is assigned a new minister the women members think fora time !
that they have lost all interest in the
cause, but .they soon begin to love the
new man as much as they loved the old
one.
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H. J. LOCKE & SON.

j

California Oranges,
-jsCHOICE CHOCOLATES,<c-

Pure Candies,

To all subscribers, new or old, who pay
subscription to The Journal one year
iu advance the New York Weekly Tribune

(price $1 a year) will be sent one year free.
Iu remitting, if the Tribune is wanted the
subscriber should so state, as it. is not sent
unless requested. With The Journal furnis ing all the local news, and much other
matter of local interest, and the Tribune to
supply the news of the world, political and
general, with fashions, household science
and mechanics, literary and other departments, stories ami miscellany, 20 pages in
all, it is a very taking combination at .$‘2 a
year.
Subscriptions may begin at any time,
and if desired the two papers will be sent to
different addresses.
newel to suffer with rheumatism, lumbago, neuralgia, cramp or colic. Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil cures all such
troubles, and
eloes it quickly.
No
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BORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

*■

.'{7 front St..

Belfast, Mr,

TELEPHONE 4-2.

35c. a bottle.
Avoid Imitations.

1,1'

Newton S. Lord & Co.,

NERVE-LIFE

SAIL

THE

Great RESTORER
Restores perfect
health, vigor and
manhood and removes all obstacles to marriage.
/Jr Restores trie
nervous
entire
/ system and stops all
vital losses.
Removes effects of the
sins of youth and excesses of later years,
Removes all effects
of dissipation and re
pairs aH waste places.
Cures Insomnia and
restores

[ .[

Blacksmith

Ei Hit, Mk.
E. i ." At
I have taken y<>m
<.'• •inii.rml
wood’s Hitters, am! c.
them very highly.
MKs. S. «N,w»n.

sleep.

of

<*i-m

Anthracite and

I a;Kl\S.

She Knows from experience

]

And Successors

KALAMAZOO.

MAKERS,
to

J.

Frederick &

W

Co.,

as

I

|

Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,
AND

I

DEALERS IN

Tents, Awnings, Cart Covers,
!
Buck, Cordage, faints.
i
j
No. 31 Front St
Belfast, Me

Honest

refreshing

Cures Impotence and restores
full vital power.
Cures all wasting
diseases and restores
all
to
pans oi tne Douy.
development
NERVE-LIFE is the only purely
scientific treatment and affords relief from
the first day’s use. It removes the < a use
and assists nature to effect a cure. Cures
guaranteed. Special discount to physicians.
Our new treatise on Nervous Diseases,
Manhood, its Loss and Recovery, mailed
free in plain sealed wrapper for two *J cent
stamps. Mention this paper.
Send 50c. for Trial Treatment and be Convinced.
NERVE-LIFE MEDICAL CO.,

Year for The Journal and Tribune.

their

our

Germs cause lung and throat diseases.
WINDOW.
Some germs are vegetable—“fungi.”
Some are animal
bacilli.”
Neither kind can flourish if the system
National Bank Building,
P. O. Square.
is in perfect health.
tissues
resist
disease
Healthy
germs.
Unfortunately few people are perfectly
healthy all the time. The days that lin'd
us a little out of health are the
days that
disease germs obtain a lodgment,
,V<ature then needs help.
Angier’s Petroleum Emulsion is that
help. It is an antiseptic—a purifier of diseased parts, an expeller of disease germs.
It makes the tissues inhospitable and
uninhabitable: the germs abandon their
feeding ground, die, pass out of the svstem. j
That is one thing that Angiers Petro- j
leum Emulsion does.
KUK.SU AM) SWKKT,
The other thing is that it rebuilds those \
infected and diseased tissues.
11 soothes and heals the inflamed mucous
membranes.
It cleanses the congested
parts of poisonous matter.
ALL FLAVORS.
It is unequalled in the treatment of
chronic coughs, consumption, bronchitis,
and all weaknesses of the lungs.
*
*
It aids the enfeebled digestion. It corrects
It feeds the
the perverted bowel action.
exhausted nerves. It makes new. sound
flesh, revitalized and nourishing blood.
It fattens.
ALL \r THE LOWEST I’HICES.
It docs all these things.
Thousands of physicians prescribe it as
nAYO &
a welcome substitute for Cod-Liver Oil.
It is perfectly agreeable to take.
99 High Street, Belfast.
It disturbs no function ; it is as well
adapted for the feeble invalid or delicate Opposite Amreican Express Office.
5
child as for the more robust.
It is a wonderful remedy.
...THE...
it is fo >d.
It is medicine
Druggists 50c. and 1.00. Pamphlet free.
Angier Chemical Company, Boston.
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Atchison

what you

want in

uuc.

Mary A Hall, Haskell, cleared from New
York March 7 for Velasco.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, sailed from Boston
Feb 11 for Buenos Ayres.
R VV Hopkins, Hiehborn, arrived at Bos-

can see

|

Medicine.
W> till

prescripti

they

are written
clan, ami never

>n<

exam l\ as

by the ph\.Msubstitute

a

cheaper.>r inferior drug for the
desired. Y-> got what yu
pav for every tim.- i’UlK AMI
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one

POOR

&

MICH.

SON, Druggists.

Notice of Foreclosure.

^Druggist
for

a

CATARRH

WHERE YS cM I.IA

generous

cocaine,
any other

injurious drug.
It is quickly absorbed

? ,rern "f.the

Gives Relief at once.
It opens and cleanses
the Nasal Passages.
Allavs Inflammation. Heals and Protects the
Membrane.
Restores the Senses of Taste and
Smell. Full size 50c.; Trial Size 10c., at Druggists
or by mail.
ELY BROTHERS,56 Warren Street, New York

Kao*V

James Pattee & Son,
Accident Insurance,

OFFICE : HASONIC TEMPLE,
MAIN STREET ENTRANCE,

c3tf

BELFAST, MAINE.

WHEREAS STEPHEN M
HOPHIvlXS of Palermo, in the County of Waldo and State of
Maine, hy his mortsaire deed dated the 29
h (lav
A
t). 1MK4. and
Waldo Registry id Deeds. Hook recorded in the
ms p(l,,,. 400
conveyed to me, the umler.«iBned, a
*n saitl I’alermo, and
hounded as
Vfollows, ‘‘s,ary
to wit: HnnB tlie north
part of the Yet
1 tummer farm, so
called, and
the same
premises conveyed to said Stephen M.
Hod-kins
deed dated
slum,
Hum -u, A.
a' J> 1884, and "'arra»».v
recorded in Waldo
of Deeds, Rook 207,
l>a{?e2Ro, and wliereas the condition f said
mortgage lias been broken
therefore, by reason of the hreaeli of the canthereof, I claim a foreclosure of said nmrt-

V.* I,’fcea"":'r:

certaiiVpar'eei

i|,e<l

i
and

,,

Notice of Foreclosure.
i

Fire, Life

MY

li»eian.it\f \e if- 8heV1’a,'"t

Ely's Cream Balm
no
nor

IIOIx; K I \S

J’ajje

10 CENT
TRIAL SIZE.

contains
int-rcury

V

(onnt\
Waldo and State ot ,M;i:• i,\ 1
mortgage deed dated .Man-n 2d. a. h.’isst
nd
recorded in the Waldo Registry of Deed>*
it,,ok
-Id.
217, eon vexed to me. the undet signed,
a eertam ltareel of real estate
situate in said l*alermo, an'l hpumle.! as follows, to wit:
Hounded
on the south,
hy land ol Stephen Hod-kins; on
Ri'er: on the north.
h> kind of William .Jones, extending to the mill
pond : thence hy said .. pond and stream to
laud lormerlv occupied
hy Hot anil Nelson .1. lt„st
eontauiniacres, more or less ; and whereas the
condition ot said mortBaBe has heeii
hroken, now
‘‘reach "f 'he condition thereof, 1 claim a
foreclosure of said mortW. li. HtSI.ER
Palermo, He., March 11, 1897.—3wl 1

!

h,!i„B

"It l'a
Registry

Dte!sii’V

luT

! ‘JV'y

Palermo, Mo.,

March

11,1897^3^1 iHtSLER'

Capt. T. P. Coloord and wife
for

I

LOCALS.

SEARSPORT

are

iu town

few weeks.

a

Miss Maine Koulston left for Fort Fairfield Wednesday morning.
Bark Mabel I. Meyers arrived at Pernambuco March 9th from Rosario.

E. Trundy lias bought the old spool
mill and the adjoining dry house.
A.

C. Pike left Monday morning with
cows for the Boston market.

E.

a

POWDER
Absolutely

spending the
winter in Boston, returned home last week.
been

Fer-

guson.

Wolfson, who has been attending her
sister, Mrs. Gerry, left for her home iu Maiden, Monday.
Mrs.

Hiehborn,

Islksboro. Reuben Herrick, one of the
oldest persons in town, died last Friday of
la

sou

Saturday.

R. G.,Harbutt left Monday by steamer Penobscot for Boston, ami will be absent
two or three weeks.
Rev.

severe

Lodge, F. & A. M., will confer
degree next Tuesday evening. ReMeyers,

has been an invalid
at the Massachusetts General
Hospital for
several m aths, returned home last week.
h rank

Gross,
obliged to resign

who

of illness, was
his position as conductor

on

account

the electric cars in Boston, and returned
home by steamer Saturday.

on

Mrs. Sarah C. Towle desires to extend sinthanks t<> neighbors ami friends in town
i'or their many acts of kindness
during the

cere

iiiuess and death of her
Howard L. Towle.

recent

husband,

The remains of Mrs. Martha Doak, widow
c
the late Capt. Darius Doak, were brought
here from Belfast for burial Monday. Mrs.
I'oak

;s

of

some
a

long
To

j

pleasantly remembered by
older citizens, as the
family bad

very
our

time

residence here.

Editor

The Journal: In reP'V 10 tlle criticism of your North Searsport
co rrespondent in last week’s
Journal, of our
action in charging the burial
expenses of exsoJdiers to the poor accounts, ailow us to
s.u. :
That the burial expenses were
the

of

paid

1the town

precisely

as stated in the
report:
reimbursed later by the
State, as appears in the Treasurer’s report;
that the bills were carried to the
poor aeoi.nts because that seemed to be the
proper
place, for them; ami that has beeu the
course taken w ith like bills in former
years.
Whatever error we may have made in this
matter was made
and
we
are
unwittingly,
innocent of any intentional
wrong to auy I
"Uf.
I
[Selectmen of Searsport for 189(J.

that the town

was

Oj'-iti'ary. Howard Tuw'.e, born in Sears- !
i '-rt. June >, 1841), died here March dti, 1,897,
aged 47 years, 9 months and L’l days. Ht I
married Sarah Brock Sept.
.8,1872, and had
,w" children, a sou and
daughter, t he latter
"1 wliom died some four
years ago at the 1
age of 111. She was a young lady of talent 1
and

promise.
Towle was a member of
Advent
et.y. and ennstant in his atteudam at their meetings. He was a h ird
Mr.

tie-

e

working

honest man, and iiis efforts :
f--ra livelihood under his disabilities were
i- nsidered
eommenahle by the community. i
His Itinera! took
place from the M. E.
him li Sunday afternoon, and the services
were

and

conducted by Bev. O. H. Feruald.

Park Items.

One day last week a well 1
captain and a biave young lad of
ti,.s place Started out to
catch some Hound- !
ers.
They had not rioundered long, when
inn, h to the
captain’s regret he was obliged
t
lisii for his mate-The Jack of hearts
lately bought a fine stepper and is only waiting for the roads to get dry so that he can
try his steed with J. G. P., who has a tine
h ack trotter.
.Some of our girls, who went
t11 the straw
shop, have been called home on
account of sickness. .-Our little
neighborhood lias beeu specially afflicted with La
this
Grippe
spring, but at this date there are
kn

wn

no

cases and those who were sick
are
the mending hand. ...Mrs. J. C. Peaslee has gone to Boston to visit her
daughter,
Mrs. Hi Hard, whose little
boy has beeu se'Us, v sii k of scarlet fever....
Mrs. Andrew
Pendleton and her daughter, Miss
Marietta,
returned home from Boston last week.

all

new

on

NORTH

SEARS PORT ITEMS.

Mrs. H. P. Towle is sick with la
grippe.

Capt. Geo. E. Chapin
cently on business.

was

in

Bangor

re-

Sumner Green and Frank Dow have
gone
to Bedstone, X. H.
Miss Alice M. Dow lias returned from Belfast, where she has been attending school.

Miss Eudavilla Cleaves has gone to Caswhere she is attending Normal school.

tiue,

Robert Nickerson has returned from
Unity
at work in
the woods.

Plantation, where he has been

K. Hardman and son Joseph of Brewer
were called to town last
Sunday to attend
the funeral of his father, Mr. James HarriE.

man.

A

large delegation

of

our

towns

people

went to

Swanville last, Saturday to attend
the funeral of the wife of Hon. A. E. Nickerson.
The many friends of the family extend their heartfelt
sympathy to them in
heir hour of great sorrow.
James Harriman of North Searsport, an
old ami respected citizen, died March
2(>th,
at the advanced age of 87 years and 3
days.
Mr. Harriman was twice, married. His first
wife

was

Nancy Cunningham

and

by

this

he had four children—E. K. Harriof Brewer, J. W. Harriman and Mrs.
S. J. Cunningham of
Searsport, and Charles,
who was killed when a young boy from an
accidental discharge of a gun in the hands
of a playmate.
His second marriage was
with Mrs. Abbie Harriman of Prospect, who
survives him. Mr. Harriman was a brother
of the late Willard
Harriman, Esq. of Belfast, and a Aalf brother of Mrs. Amanda
Curtis of Searsport. The funeral services
took place at his late residence
Sunday afternoon, March ‘28th, Rev. R. G. Harbutt of
union
Uian

Searsport, officiating.

The many friends of
the deceased extend their sympathy to the
bereaved ones.
Freedom.

The Ladies’ Circle will have

a

bluejay supper at their rooms Thursday p.
m. April 1st-Beacon Light Club met w ith
Mrs. B. W. Downes of Thorndike March 23d.
-Dr. and Mrs. A. J. Billings returned
home from Augusta March 27th. They visited friends in Portland before their return.
....Mr. Albert Stevenson has bought Wiggin Bro’s. store and will take possession
this week-There is a large quantity of
umber at Banton’s mill.

He is

a

native of

Northport,

disease in the

now

Men’s Rubbers 28 Cents.

pulpit

considered out of

is

and the doctors

colds, la grippe

package Teas

measles. Jack Vaudeets has been quite sick with the measles.
Mrs. W. G. Rolfe went to Gorham Tuesday to be absent until June.
and the

...

Orange Pekoe.

Koh-i-noor.

Seal Brand.

Formosa

Ceylon

English

Japan.

Ooloong.

and India.

Breakfast.

Look
Box

..

F W. HUNTON & CO.

visited

Brooks

lodge

of

Good Templars last Saturday eveuing. They
have something interesting for entertainment each evening.
The dentist scene
by Mossman, Lane and Long last Saturday evening was comical in the extreme.
-Miss Persia Boodv went to Waterville
last Saturday, where she was met by Miss
Alice L. Dow of Vassalboro and they remained in Waterville until Monday morning as the guests of Mrs. William McTaggart. The girls enjoyed their visit very
much-There is a movement to organize a
Sons of Veterans Camp here, 52 sons of veterans having signed an application for a
charter. It has been decided to organize
the Camp Friday evening, April 2d. The
Commander of Maine Division, L. L. Cooper,
Lt. Colonel Soule of Portland, and some
members of the Colonel’s staff from Augusta,
with Capt. U. G. Hussey of the Belfast
Camp, will be present to organize the Camp
All those who signed the application for a
charter are requested to be at the G. A. R.
Hall at 2 o’clock on that day to elect officers
for the camp. Supper will be furnished free
at 6 o’clock by the W. R. C.

general banking and brokerage busi-

A
ness

transacted.

Drafts, notes, interest, dividends and coupons collected for clients free of charge.
Allow interest on deposit subject to sight
check. Buy and sell on commission Stocks
and Bonds, either for cash or on margins of
5 per cent.
We solicit orders and letters of
from those desiring to buy or sell
3

to

enquiry
Stocks,
Bonds, Wheat, Corn, Oats, Cotton, Coffee,
Pork, Lard or Ribs.
Unexcelled facilities for handling out of

and fractional lots.
Orders may be telegraphed at our expense.
Telegrams free on opening markets and
town accounts

every necessary enquiry.
Direct private telegraph wires to New
York and Chicago giving instantaneous
communication.
Write for our weekly MARKET
mailed free to applicant.

Head

REPORT,

Office, 303 Exchange Bld g,

53 State St., Boston.
Agencies in all principal towns.
4W11

for the Tea
on

Grocer 's

Counter.

J

One Pound makes

Gardiner... .Hon. T. R. Simonton is at home
from Hartford, Conn.... Fred D Aldus has
recently had charge of Negro Island light,
as the keeper was sick_Wednesday the
High School held a baked bean supper....
The Camden Land Co. proposes to take advantage. of the ten years tax exemption and
build a fine summer hotel.

NORTHPORT

on a

was

a

very

wel-

j

j

The following resolutions have been prepared by a committee by authority of Farmer’s Pride Grange:
Whereas, it has pleased the Infinite
Father to call to the better life our worthy
brother, Daniel A. Wadlin, Therefore, be it
Resolved, That while we acknowledge the
j infinite justice, mercy and loving kindness
of our Father, God, and bow in submission
to his will, we none the less mourn the loss
[ of our departed Brother, Therefore,
Resolved, That in the death of brother,
Daniel A. Wadlin, Farmers’ Pride Grange
has sustained the loss of a zealous, faithful
worker, whose utmost endeavors were exerted for its welfare and prosperity ; the community loses a peaceful, loyal citizen and
his family a wise counselor, a kind aud
affectionate husband and father.
Resolved, That though our words but
feebly express our deep sympathy for his bereaved family, we trust the remembrance of
his wise counsels and his firm faith in the
broader, better life beyond, may be a solace
to them in their hour of deep affliction.

Resolved, That a page be set aside in our
records, and these resolutions be inscribed
thereon, a copy sent to the bereaved family,

the Belfast papers, and our charter
be draped in mourning in remembrance of
our departed Brother.
Submitted in Faith in Hope, in Charity,
with Fidelity.

and to

M. I. Stevens,
A. R Miller,
Edna Pitcher.

Civic

[

I

IS MADE FROM SELECT!

often disappointed in the fleur
use.
“It's exartly the sum-brand that I had before." one woman
said, '‘but I ran't do any tiling with
it. The lirst barrel was pood nonuli/’
The trouble is, dear Madam, your
“brand” is not a brand.
Your promdoes it with bis little brush and stem il
plate. The flour comes from “here,
there and any where.
Is it not worth whits'

water.

more/or

a

to pay a trifle
guaranteed brand, like

BQEJi.

Painting, papering, while-washing
taking up carpets is the order of the day :
lienee the sullen looks so plainly visible
and

the countenance of about every

man

Pillsbury's
1

you

In Denver, Color
r. ami M rs. !•
M
An<;ier
Khan
In Appleton. .March
7
Andrew Kean, a daughter.
HlU.INCv ll! Last brook. M
Mrs. I I' d A. Killings. twin <;
K"\v io n
In IMuehili. Ma;
Albert S lb wiii. a son
('AIM i:
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In Ka-t Cuiou. Ma:
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ielse. v,
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111
Ma
NI !>•■’ L;« lie. w i n <11 !c ."
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Mill lain La n a!
a
ii
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t. M
Mr- ( .11
Partri. mo a -u.m
1' *KItK\
In Swan'- I -la
and Air- la", K. 1 >rre\
A n<;ikk.
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BEST ?

meet.

Rev. G. A. Andrews, who has been labor-

ing

in

Friendship, Rockland,

St.

George

and

Secret

other places in Knox county, returned here
last Saturday.
He will hold a few meetings
at several houses before his departure for
Boston.
Charlie

Wrigh'

has gone

on a

visiting

societies.

The regular meeting
Lodge, F. and A. M.,
Thursday, evening.

tour

of

Timoth\

will

Chase

be lu*ld this.

\ < odfords, Great
Fred F. Wheeler of
Sachem of the Great Comii il of Maine, I.O.
R. M., made an official
sit t«- T trratme

friends in Lineolnville, Camden
and Rock and, and may extend his
trip as
far as Boston.
It is not often that Charlie
takes a vacation, blit when he does lit* generally makes a business of it.
among his

Monday evening. The (ireat Council
will meet in Bangor, April JlM, Charles M.
Perkins is Representative from Tarratine

Trihe

-«

Tribe.
The

annual observance of Easter b\ Pales-

->■

Coniniandery will he at the Vnitarian
church Easter Sunday afternoon at J 'cio, U.
The address will, be by Rev. Clias. 11 Wtine

and the other pastors of the city
present ami participate.
be rendered.

Special

will

music w

MARRIED,

l>£

Bakxks-Mason
Barnes a. d M;

j
!

>1111*

NEWS.

Ttie Christian Civic L ague of Maine was
organized at Waterville Monday afternoon,
100 members being in attendance. President
Hyde of Bowdoin college acted as temporary
chairman, and in his opening address said
that the temperance people of Maine made a
mistake when they decided that no further
work was necessary after passing the prohibitory amendment to the constitution.
A constitution of the league reported by a
sub-committee favors the education of the
people to good citizenship; the arousing of
reverence of law ; the enactment of the laws
and the impartial enforcement of them
through the selection of right officials.
The following permanent officers were
then elected: President George C. Purington, principal of the Farmington Normal
school; secretary, Rev. W. F. Berry, Waterville; treasurer, Horace Purington, Waterville; executive committee, Hiram Knowlton, Portland; R. T. Hack, Portland; J. M.
Frost, Bangor; A. T. Dunn, Waterville.
At the mass meeting in the evening, addresses were made by President Hyde of
Bowdoin; President Purington, Rev. W. F.
Berry, and Hon. C. E. Dunn of Houlton,
and A. C. Sitdey, Esq. of Belfast. Mr. Sibley
was
elected Vice President,! for Waldo

PORT OF BELFAST.
A K HIV ED.

children accompanied the body from
Rockland. At the cemetery several of the
friends and neighbors of the deceased assemat

the grave to pay their respects to
so long and so well.
of

It

has

Respect.

pleased

our

amekd an

Heavenly

Father to take to Himself our friend and
sister, Mrs. Ellen L. Littlefield, one of the
most truely prized and dearly beloved members of the Non-Partisan W. C. T. 17. of Belfast, Therefore,
Resolved, That while we as a society
greatly deplore our loss, we acknowledge
the wisdom of Providence, feeding that she,
whose heart was so full of earnest and
use ful endeavors, has only
stepped across the
boundary line of time into a land where
largest service and grandest developments

possible.
Resolved, That
a measure

we most
earnestly seek
of her unselfish spirit in aid-

ing the unfortunate, for her kindly gracious-

of manner bestowed on those about
and for the sweet charity possessing her
life which thinketli and worketli r.o ill to its

ness

her,

neighbor.
Resolved, That we extend to her husband,
sons and relatives, our tenderest
sympathy
in this hour when tile shadows lie so darkly

about their way, and that we commit them
to the Comforter and Consoler of troubled
hearts, the Oue too wise to err and too good
to be unkind.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
be forwarded to the family of our departed
sister, and also published in the Belfast

papers.
Geokuiaxa S. Pratt,
Esther C. Frye,
Lucy Cochran,
Belfast, March 20, 1897.
Another

Life

)
)

Committee

Saved.

Called Back from the Brink of the Crave.

The cities ot' Bangor aud Waterville were
captured hv the great healer, Paul Castor,
Sr. During the past 0 months he has successfully treated, annointed ami healed by
the simple waving of his hands, over thirty
thousand people, with all kinds of diseases
to which human flesh is heir—chronic or
otherwise. They have been brought to him
on beds and in ambulances, sick nigh unto
death, and he healed them and they went
their way

New York, March 24. Passed Hel! Gate. set..
Rabboni. Lord, New York tin Bangor; 25. ar, sell.
F. C. Pendleton, Burgess, Darien. Ga.; passed
Hell Gate, seh. George Gurney. Hoboken Du .Medford 2«‘>, ar, sells. Willie L Newton, Fernando a,
Levi Hart, Dodge. Brunswiek. Ga.. 27, ar, seh.
Wm.
Sumner. Pendleton, Feruundina sld,seh.
D D. Haskell. New Haven for Norfolk.
Boston, Mareh 27. >ld, sells. R. W. Hopkins,
I’hiladelphia. Jose Olaverri, Dakar; 28. ar, sell.
Hattie H. Barbour. Erskine. Philadelphia; 29.
sld, seh. Henry Clausen, Jr., Fnion Island.
Philadelphia, Mareh 23. At. sell. \\ m. B. Palm
er. Dyer. London; 24, eld. sell Hattie H. Barbour
Boston.
Portland, Mareh 25. Cld, bark Thomas A. Goddard, Buenos Ayres.
Fernandina, Mareh 29. Sld, sch. Mary L. Crosby, Trim, New York.
Wilmington, N. C., March 27. Ar, seh. Isaiah
Hart, Williams, Punta Gorda.
Sullivan, Me.. Mareh 27. Ar, sch. Mary Augusta, Bowden, Bucksport, to h ad stone for Philadelphia--the first arrival at this port for several
weeks.
Mobile. March 23. Cld, sch. Norombega, Armstrong, Bar Dadoes.
Pascagoula, March 24. Sld, seh. Carrie E. Look,
Haskell, Havana.
M ireli 24.
Cld, previously, seh.
Ashepoo, S <
Tab.ta, t leteher, Baltimore
Norfolk, Mareh 24. Cld, brig Katahdin. Leathers, Pawtucket ; soli. Viola Reppard, Galveston;
27, ar, seh. Daylight. Salem; 29, ar, seh. D. D.
Haskell, New Haven.
Providence, March 24. Ar, sells. Gov. Ames,
Newport News; Sarah W. Lawreiiee, \> rP lk.
Bridgeport. March 25. Ar, sell. Isaac t fberion,

|

..

Trimm. Philadelphia.

Savannah, .'latch 25. sld, seh. Joel I
dard, Carter. New York.

on

Resolutions.

cepted.

The New York Herald promises that its
Easter editiou will be the finest paper ever
issued from that or any other office, and we
are sure that the promise will be fulfilled.
Get the next Sunday Herald.

Shop

MARINE MISCELLANY.

Charters. Sch. Mabel Jordan, 38,000 cases
oil, New York to Los Palmas, at or about 14 12
c ents.
Ship May Flint, 120,000 cases, New York
to

Japan, 20^ a2U2

cents,

♦

Crockett, aged

ai-

!

AA

j

!

\

1

days.

()’( "NNOR.
1:. Cambridge!...!,.
1(5, Thomas H. (>'( .muor. a siiiimCamden, aged 3d years.
B.\< kari>
In Bel last, Mai
Packard, aged (53 years.
I’E vsi.
In A |>|i’m :.iii. Mai. h 21. !
heth. widow of Jethro D. Pease
den, aged 7A years.
Rhoaoks. In Buekspor M»n
Rhoades, aged Id years, s n.ontkKiioaIo
In Belfast. Mar.A
Rhoades, aged 83 Years and 7 mon
RI' IUKIim.n. In Green's Lam.:
Mrs. Si rah Richardson, age I d.d
and 2<> days.
Tibbetts. In Camden. Man h 2
a native ot
Boothbay, aged 84 y<
ami 2< > days.
Towle.
In Searsport, Man h
Towle, aged 47 years, 0 months an
Wentworth.* In Centre Montv
Austin Wentworth.
Webber In Monroe. March It'.
her, aged 01 years and 8 months
In Hampden, March 2
York
York, aged 80 years, 7 months and

option Philadelphia,

1-2 cent extra; July-August. Ship Win J.Rotch,
New York to San Francisco, general cargo, at or
about $7.75. Sch. Belle Hooper, New York to
Surinam, $1.700 and port charges, and back Nort h
of Hatteras, sugar, 11 « 12 cents. Sch. Penobscot,
Mobile to Ponce, P. R lumber, $5.25. .-oh. Jose
Olavarri, Nassau to Carteret, phosphate, at or
or about $2.
Sch. R. W. Hopkins, Philadelphia
to Cienfuegos, coal, $1.75, Spanish gold.
Sch.
Henry Clausen. Jr., Brunswick to Boston,lumber,
$4 02 1 2. Sch. S. P. Hitchcock, Fernandina to
New York, lumber, $4.37 12. Sell. Jennie S
Butler, Tampa to Carteret or Baltimore, phosphate rock, $1 85. Sch. Senator Sullivan, Charlotte Harbor to Wi’mington, Del., phosphate rock,
$1.85. Bark Addie Morrill, Rosario to North of
Hatteras, p. t.

dp y<

Host*
Mai
years.
Doak.
In Belt’ si, March 27
aged «s;: years and .* months.
Dow N s. In S-MAh 1 >eer 1-le, M
Downes, aged 72 yearn, o month1)«>!><■ E.
InK*leklaud. Mareh
wife of William H. Dodge. a nat
aged 28 years and 1 <1 day
Don*;e. in Koekland. Mart
William H aim Josephine <
d
El.weeE
In Eruiilaii 1 Bark. y
21, at he home of Ins sister. MiGeorge W. Eiwell formerly ot II
Fki.ker. In Searsport*. Mai
Felker, aged 7A years.
F h.i.ek, In Augusta. March 2
M. Fogier. a native o{ South H• -j••
3 monrhs and 2 1 day s
(rHKEN i. W. Ill ( one ml. N H
lie, widow ot t apt Frank (ireen
Roekport The remains were la
for burial.
Ginn.
In Plainfield, N. ■!.. M
Elizabeth R (iiim. t >rim Iy of I40 years, D> months and is days
Gray. In Orland. March 24. \<
Charles ( Gray, aged 2'i years.
H iKKi.MAN.
In Searspoi t, M.i
Harrimun. aged S7 year.- and it da
Howe. In Camden. March 1*. K
of Jonas Howe, aged Si years.
Hat. ii
hi Mori ill
March !
aged 7d years, 1<> months and 12
Herkh k. In lsiesl>or« .'iareh
rick, aged about 00 years.
K MOV 1.1 ON
In
reeii— Ban I
Thomas Knowlton. aged 40 year.i 20 days.
Lit ifei ir i.i>.
In Bangor. Ma
i.ittletield. aged 7S Years and 17
NasiIn Bellas!- Mar. h a
Porter
Nash, ige.i 41 years, 2

Dennett, age<l

FOREION FORTS.

Louisburg. C. B., March 2<>. Ar. soli. Man E.
II. G. Dow. Malcoiinson, Bath, 52 hours, to 'load
for Portland.
Rosario, Feb. IB. In port, bark Addie Morrill,
Andrews, for New York "t Boston.
Barbadoes. March IB. Sid. sob. Star oi the Sea.
Hopkins, Turks Island.
M aeoris, Maren 7. Ar, sch. Morancy. Torrey.
Wilmington, N. C.
Pernambuco, March
Ar, hark Mabel 1. Meyers, Meyers. Buenos Ayres.
Buenos Ayres, March 3. Sid, sch. Sallie POn,
Boston.
Cebu, Feb. 15. In port, ship R. R Thomas,
Nicholas, from Hong Kong, ar. 2. lor I'nited
States.
Guadaloupe. March 27. Ar, sch. James A. Garfield, Wood. New York.
Nagasaki, March 2'J. Ar. ship A. .1 Fuller,
Mathews. Philailelphia.
Port Kata.l March 29. SKI. bark ('. P. Dixon,
Barbadoes.

rejoicing.

Come and be healed and see others healed.
Take nobody’s word for it. Free healing
daily at Belfast Opera House, commencing
April 1st, by the laying on of hands, annointiug with oils and electrified waters. Doors
open at 8.30, healing of the sick commencing
at 9 and ending at 10, sharp.
Office 0 Market street, Belfast. Hours 10
to 12 high noon; 2 to 5 r. m., for the working
people the office will be opened Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday night. Sunday ex-

M.«

DIE!'
v.
A

Dennett

pours.

..

arc

for

M

In (ire*
Landing, V
4 ; ar-. A mon
Emily
rey age
Barter.' In »i re' it" Landing.
F Barter, aged 3o years A m.■it'llBi ns Fir
In
enrre M.mtvil!e.
ter \\
Bennett, aged A*’, years
CAVTINd. Ill ( Flemea,Mass. A
aged dt> years and 1" m..n?
( \R\ i;k.
In Yiiiallirt' en. M
C. Carver, aged 5 4 .< ears
Cttin KE
In (>■ eunville. .Mai

March 28. Seh. James Holmes, Ryan. I'•••sd.-h.
March 29. Sells. Catalina. M- lntv. R«* k|
W. Bates. Hopkins, Viuallunen.
Mareh 30. Seh. anna W. Barker, Blake, Somes'
«
Sound.

The Non-Partisan W. C. T. I', of Belfast
have adopted the following resolutions on
the death of a valued member:

Whereas,

..

Kismm I ci.ns
In Milt-m. x
W
P KiMiop and Miss hv aimlen.
« I. MtK Ml Mil A
111 IVllob-i
I Him (i.
la rk :imi Mi-. / I
• M;m\v a\
I
mo
In N >r h P.
Id Waite
1 oid'.: a\ and Mm
both of ( asi me.

Am

SAILED.

they had known

Resolutions

|

March 20. Soli. Horatio L. Baker, Patterson,
Boston.
March 28
Sells. Catalina, Melntire. Boston
W
Maria Webster, Turner. > u.!. West llarl> u
Bates, Hopkins, Yinalhaven.
March 29. Sch. H. A. Holder M-d ot vm*. Sr.
John. N. li.
Mareh 30. Sch. Sarah L. Davis, Parr-ushalI
Boston.

two

bled

V

«

his departure. Services were
held at the house
Monday morning by Rev.
Mr. Taylor after which the remains were
brought here and placed iu the family lot in
the cemetery. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Smith and

him

It

A.

i; 1

1

mourn

Com.

League Organized.

C. W.FUEIdl.

to

2wl3*

they

Mrs. Carrie Hall and daughter of Lincolnville Centre returned home Tuesday from a
visit to Mrs. H.’s mother, Mrs. A E. Drink-

therefore,
Resolved, That in parting with this broth- I
er the Grange has lost a worthy member.
Resolved, That we extend to* his children
our deepest sympathy and commend them

County.

Land Co., will he leased for

Apply

are

day.

on

-•

the best.

Mrs. Rose Patterson and Mrs. Win. Drinkattended the funeral of Mr. Ross Wyman at Duck Trap, Lincolnville, last Thurs-

1

,ls

I

finely located office in u;
occupied for the past year

BEST

water

dren to

the care of Him who alone is able to comfort the orphan at such a time.
Resolved, that our charter be draped for
thirty days, that a copy of these resolutions
be sent to liis home in Montville, a copy
spread upon our records also sent to the
county papers for publication.
J.H.Vose.
W. H. Beal.
Committee.
M. M. Clement. J

at 80 and

The

grandchil-

to

Goods:-*^-,

is

was called toRockport
Saturday by the sudden death of her
brother-in-law, Robert Upham.

part.

State

Formerly sold

Women
who
bake
always
bread

Joseph Heal’s house looks 100 per cent,
better since it received its new shingles.

a

Dirigo Grange of Freedom has adopted
the following resolutions of respect:
Whereas, God in His infinite wisdom has
called from the labors of this life Brother
Isaac S. Morse, a member of Dirigo Grange,

of

visit.

Little robin red breast
come guest March 30th.

Mrs. Ellen Sheldon

Oranges.

Grange, Unity, had

grade

W. T. COLBU RN,McClln";

NEWS.

The expected intelligence of the death of
liar- !
Sandy
Mr. John F. Smith was received here from
vest supper last Thursday evening.
It is in !
Rockland last Saturday, where he went with
a flourishing condition.
j his
wife to spend the winter with his sou
South Branch Grange, Prospect, will be j
Fred. Mr. Smith was born in Taunton, N H.
run by lady officers April 1st.
A treat will ;
75 years ago and was the sou of Joseph and
be served at intermission.
Mary (Varney) Smith. He came here from
The entertainment and supper annouucj Boston in 18(11 and has always resided
ed last week by Seaside Grange has been 1 here until last fall.
Mr. Smith was a well
postponed until further notice, on account known and respected citizen. He leaves a
of sickness of several who were to take
wile and one son besides several
Stream

finer

a

Pauline Brown went to Rockland Monday

last

dozen.

the

•••"•

•

Misses Mamie and Georgia Brown and
Miss Lydia Packard spent Sunday with
Mrs. Bessie Drink water.

|

of

Cups.

200

We are informed that Mr. F. A. Bird of
Beech Hill has sold his farm to Mr. Clark of
Belfast.

Dixmont passed last, Saturday and Sunday

News

following in

"

Miss Grace Richards of Islesboro was the
guest of Mr. Forest Pendleton last Sunday,

Thorndike.
There will be an Easter
concert at the Centre Church Sunday, April
18th.... At a meeting of the school committee
last Saturday afternoon, Mr. A. W.
Ward was chosen Superintendent. .Dr. S. W.
Johnson of Belfast was in town last Thursday in consultation with Dr. Thomas of
Unity-Mr. Leslie Hunt started for Montana last Wednesday.Dana Higgins,
Ross and Roy Ward, and Miss Ora Ward,
went to
Massachusetts, March ‘29th_
Bert Stevens made a short visit to his father
last week, returning to Bangor Friday
afternoom.Mr. and Mrs. Benj. Ames
called on Mr. aud Mrs. Joseph Higgins last
week.... Walter Gibhs of Brooks has been
canvassing this town for fruit trees. .Misses
Annie and Iva Rollins of Troy visited Mrs.
Lottie Files last Monday.... Mrs. Carly le of
Old Town is visiting Mrs. Annie Cole....
Mrs. R. S. Higgins lias been quite sick with
la grippe-Mr. aud Mrs. Oscar Nason of

at Mr. W. H. Coffin’s... .Mrs. Ada Doll off is
stopping at Darius Philbrick’s, caring for
Mrs. Philbriek, who is very sick.Mrs.
Charles White has been very sick, but is improving.... F. L. Philbriek and family have
| been suffering with la grippe_Bad colds
are very prevalent... .The sledding is about
Wheels and runners both are used in
gone.
this vicinity.... Fred and Wilber Hunt are
very busy making maple sprup ; also George
and Stephen Files, and Willie and
Fred
* Hasty... George Meservey has engaged to
work for Mr. M. P. Palmer for this season.
-Charles Cook is working on “Virgil’s”
1 woodpile and has it nearly ‘‘cooked’’_
Potatoes '25 cts. per bushel: eggs 10 cts. per.

over

j

Men’s Storm Rubbers 50 Cent
Ladies.
30

Most Economical, because Purest and Best.

Camden. Johnson Knight has
taken
charge of the Telephone Agency here in
place of E. N. Duffy, resigned. Miss Emily
Burd remains as operator_Miss Lizzie
Pendleton is in Boston attending the mil- i
linery openings, preparatory to entering the j
millinery store of F. S. aud C. E. Ordwav.. |
Mrs. Julia Burgess is visiting friends in

I

Also the

Orloff.

Mrs. Sarah Kuowlton

1

A|

PRICES

Chase & Sa/nbor/m's'

It is

...

Vassalboro,

ALL PERFECT GOODS
MUCH BETTER VY !
THAN MOST OF TIM
BERS AT
NEAR

quite sickly in town,
have all they can do, with

quite poorly....

..

North

Rubbers 25 Cents.
Ladies' Rubbers 18 Cents.

Boys’

2bth, stating that her son Per ley. who is attending the seminary, was very sick. William, another son, started immediately.
Word came Monday that he was a little better_The Progressive Whist Club met
March 23d with Mr. and Mrs. Twomblv at
There were seven
the Central House.
tables. Refreshments were served and all
had a very pleasant time. ...W. G. Rolfe,
Fred Fuller and Alton Pilley started March
30th for the Provinces to can lobsters. They
will be absent until July....Mr. and Mrs. i
R. B. Cooksou went to Boston Monday....
Mr. Albert Bacou and Inez Farwell were
married March 21st... .Mrs. H. C. Chandler

Winterport. The sad intelligence reachhas been very sick, but is now improving, j ed Winterport Friday morning of the death
Her daughter, Mrs. Caro Keating, is with of Mrs. S. J. Treat of Rockport, and the rej
were
brought here on Saturday’s
her... .Mrs. J. H. Simmons is very sick with mains
Mr. Treat and daughpneumonia and doubts are entertained as to boat, accompanied by
Miss Alta Treat, and his son-in-law, Mr.
her recovery. Others on the sick list are ter,
Pendleton. Mr. and Mrs. Treat were forimproving. There has been hardly enough
well ones to care for tin sick_Mr. and merly residents of this town and had many
friends here. Mrs. Treat was a most estimMrs. Frank Nutt of Freedom visited her
able woman, a devoted wife and mother, acsister, Mrs. \V. B. Morse, last Saturday and
tive in all departments of church and benow
have
a
blacksmith
and
Sunday....We
his work is giving perfect satisfaction. All nevolent work and a prominent member of
the W. R. C. She will be greatly missed by
work warranted. Give him a call.
the husband and two daughters who surCentre Montville. Mr. Austin Wentvive her, as well as by a very large circle of
worth's death, March 29th, was quite unexfriends. The funeral services were held at
he
has
been
for
some
pected although
ailing
the Methodist church Sunday morning, attime.
Mr. Wentworth has been with his
tended by a large number of relatives and
daughter Mrs. O. A. Ramsay during the
friends. Rev. J. P. Simoutou officiated. A
winter and the funeral will be held at the
beautiful floral pillow was given by the
house April 1st, at 10 a. m-Miss Edna
W. R. C., a wreath by other
Rockport
has
to
to
learu
the
Belfast
Thompson
gone
friends and a quantity of beautiful cut flowdressmaker’s trade-An obituary of Dexter
ers by Winterport friends.
Mr. Treat and
W. Bennett will be found under the head
are held in high esteem in this, their
of obituary-The levee at Grange
Hall family
native town, and they have the sympathy
was quite a success
financially. The reof all in their great affliction_Mrs. Etta
ceipts, 825, have already been invested in
Slenken arrived from St. Augustine last
lumber au«i work on the dining-room begun.
week and will remaiu at the home of her
Waldo. At the special meeting March
father, Capt. J. F. Hutchins, for the sum29th the following school committee was mer. .Mrs.
Josie Kelien of Brewer visited
elected: PL E. Clements, «T. D. Webster, her
father, D. M. Spencer, last week....
Gilman Roberts, Arthur Sheldon, G. O. Daniel
Nason, Esq., of Bangor was in town
Holmes, Warren Johnson. The meeting for Monday-Mr. Larrabee of Monroe has
choice of Superintendent will be held at
opened a barber shop in the Haley shop.
Evans school house Saturday, April Jd, at 9
Swanville. Wednesday afternoon, March
a.
m....N.
L.
has
Simmons
o’clock,
gone to
our community was
24th,
painfully shocked
Pittsfield to attend the M. C. I_J. H. Cilby news of the instant death of Augusta,
ley has gone to Livermore to teach school..
wife of Hon. A. E. Nickerson. She had been
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Burns have been very
in excellent health and spirits and performed
sick the past ten days.. .Mrs. Rose Ritchie
her household duties that morning as usual.
of Wiuterport was in town last week visitToward noon she spoke of pains in her lungs
ing friends-Apples are worth thirty cents
but would nut consent to have a physician
per barrel delivered in Belfast.
Large
called. After lying down a little while she
quantities are being fed out to stock. J.
got up to put some apples in to cook and
R. Littlefield has shipped another car load
fell in the pantry.
Medical attendance was
from Waldo. The freight is ::i 1-2 ets. per
immediately summoned, but ail in vain
barrel in ten barrel lots.
The noble life was ended. She was the only
Sandvpoint. Mr. Forest Berry of steamer
daughter of Ambrose and Aceuith Strout,
City of Bangor has been at home for a visit horn in Unity, Nov. 2, LS.'ifl. When she was
and left Monday for Boston.... Mrs. Jennie about 8
years old her parents moved to this
Wathen of Lisbon, N. H is visiting her parplace. She married Alfred E. Nickerson
Mrs. July 21, 18(52. They settled here and three
ents,. Mr. and Mrs. P\ L. French.
French is in very poor health.Mrs.
boys, (A. Eugene, who is in tile employ of
Meralda Black has returned from Boston the Paris
Flouring Company, Portland,
and opened her knitting shop. Several good j
Percy L., a student of the Maine State Colknitters are wanted... Miss Abbie Cousins,
lege at Orono and Ernest R who was atwho has been ill since Christmas at the home
tending school at the time of his mother’s
of her sister, Mrs. Lydia Hall, lias recovered
death in Worcester,) completed the happy
so as to be carried to her sisters, Mrs. Susan
home. Mrs. N. was one of those women
Staples’. .The antiquarian dress party and who must be thoroughly known to be
fully
sociable given at the hall last week by Mrs.
appreciated. Those who knew her best
Charles Richards and Miss Sallie Rice, who
loved her most.
Her life was like some
is at home from B> ston for a vacation, was a
priceless book whose pages told of firm consuccess in every way.
Both old and young
victions, a close adherence to all which was
were dressed in the fashions of
long ago, and purest and best, kindly deeds to the unfortusome of the styles were as pretty as those of
nate, sympathy fur the distressed, devotion
tiie present day-Thursday evening, April
and self-sacrifice in the home, and through
1st, there will be a poverty sociable at all the sunshine of a
happy and grateful
schoolhouse hall. Any one appearing there heart.
Lung, long before we thought of the
well dressed will be lined extra. Ginger
end, the volume was abruptly closed. But
tea, gingerbread, etc., will be served for re- a noble influence is left which will not soon
freshments. It promises to be a very ragged be
forgotten and can never be effaced.
affair-Mrs. Louisa Perkins is visiting her
Her death is a great loss, for she was
sons in Milo and
Norcross_George Ginn very active in all good works, an inhas been to Rockland two trips in sell. Colvaluable friend, a kind neighbor, and a
umbian-Sell. E. L. Warren, Capt. Tainter,
devoted wife and mother. The funeral seris lying at the steamboat wharf with a
cargo vices were conducted at the church on the
of corn waitiug for a tug to take her to
afternoon of Saturday, March 27th, by Rev.
Bangor.
Charles Henry vVehs of Belfast. Sorrowing
Brooks. It is now nearly time to begin
friends from far and uear sent floral tributes,
grafting, and the farmers are looking over those silent messengers of love and sympatheir orchards aud gettiug ready to trim
thy. Although the roads were very had the
them. One of the nicest young orchards in
church would hardly Lold the many friends
town is owned by A. H. Rose.
When laden who came to
pay their last regards to one
with fruit last fall it was a beautiful sight. who had been
among them so long and will
.Byron Johnson has been packing apples be so sadly missed. Mr. Henry Greeley
in this vicinity to send to England_Clias.
and Mrs. Frank Spratt < f Bar Harbor, Mrs.
F. Bessey has been absent some two weeks E. H. Nickerson of Por land and
Mr. Anon a business trip to Vermont_Miss Fandrew Nickerson of Corinth were among the
nie Twombly is with Mrs. Besssy doing up
number. Prof. Albert Bailey came from
the spring dressmaking_Miss Mabel ElWorcester Thursday, but was unable to relingwood is having plenty to do at her trade main. The
sorrowing husband, sons and
as a dressmaker.
She works at the houses
brothers have the deepest sympathy of a
of her customers when they desire it_
large circle of friends in their terrible sorMrs. Jennys does a little dressmaking at
row-Miss Mamie Nickerson returned to
her home. ..Charles Irving, the jeweler, finds lier home in Corinth
Sunday. Mr. H. E
lots of watches that need repairs_Mr. Greeley, Mrs. Frank Spratt and A. Eugene
left
for
their
Nickerson
respective homes
Dow will show a new line of dress goods
Monday-Mr and Mrs. Henry Appliu
next week.
He has some jobs in ladies’ have returned to Everett.Mr.
George
boots and shoes that are said to be real bar- Ordwav is improving.
.John M. Dow is now able to v alk
gains.
out in pleasant weather... .Charles Reynolds
is a very sick man and it is feared that he
cannot get well.... Simon Cillev, one of our
oldest citizens, has been quite ill_Mrs.
BANKERS and BROKERS,
Ellen Abbott, who was thrown from a
sleigh
AND DEALERS IN
and somewhat injured March 1st, is now
able to be about the house_Mrs. Bessey of
PRIME INVESTMENT SECURITIES
South Montvjllk.

freshments will be served.
Marshal

was

attack of heart,

Sunday.
danger.
last

Manners'
the third

grippe.

He

but. had lived in Islesboro more than half a
century. He leaves one son, Capt. Isaac
Herrick <*f th.s town, who is now in Brunswick, Ga., confined to a hospital on account
of an accident.... Rev. James Boyd had a

Robert and
daughter Emma, arrived by steamer Penobscot

CORRESPONDENCE.

COUNTY

John W. Sweetser, who is employed in
NVw York as a ship-keeper, is at home for a
a short vacation.
W.

Pure

Celebrated for its great leavening
strength and healthfulness. Assures
the food agaii st alum ami all forms
of adulteration common to the cheap
brands,
royal raking powder co.,
MAY YORK.
6

Mrs. E. H. Nickerson of Portland has been

Mrs. Geo.

j

Mrs. Roxanna Chandler has been
and Mr. Richard Whitten has a
very bad heart trouble_Mrs- George Clark
received a despatch from Kent’s Hill, March

Mary Grinnell of Carndeu is visiting her
brother and family at the Searsport House.

LOOK!

*

quite sick,

A. E. Nickerson shipped a load of bay to
Bar Harbor this week by schooner Senator.

Mr. and Mrs. C. P

LOOK!

Unity.

Elizabeth C. Merithew returned to Warren
to resume her business there.

Monday

visiting her parents,

LOOK!

Frankfort.

drove of

Mary Nichols, who lias

Charles Banks of
Prospect Ferry.
Greeu’s Landing visited at Capt. A. A.
Ginn’s last week_B. C. Avery is at home
from Hallowell on a visit to his familyMiss Rebe Porter of Old Town is visiting
Miss Oriauna Harding-H. G. Somes of
Somesville visited Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Heagau last week-Capt. Rufus Harriman
arrived home from Boston last ThursdayE. R. Batchelder lias gone to Somes Sound
to work-Lynwood Brown is quite sick,
He is attended by Dr. O. S. Erskine of

FOR RENT
Tenement ami
streets.

stable, corner of
city water an

Hath-room,

of
13tf
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